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Pass to the Future
 

"As the number and diversity of actors expecting to be part of any 

community decision increase, so must the process for making 

these decisions become more open and accessible. Bringing 

diverse players together - finding common ground, defining shared 

interests - is a process of self-realization whereby all community 

members can discover that they have a talent and ideas necessary 

to improve life for themselves and their neighbors." 

Christopher T. Gates 
President, National Civic League 
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ABSTRACT
 

ass to the Future is the name gIven to the public p participation program used in 1998 - 1999 to gather 

community feedback for the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass 

Municipal Development Plan. The planning program was designed to use 

the public participation process as a capacity-building tool for community 

development. The goal was to provide a representative, open and inclusive 

public participation process to build the knowledge, leadership and 

confidence necessary for residents to more effectively deal with change in 

the community. 

The program succeeded in bringing together a wide variety 

of residents to build a common vision for the future of their community. 

The process failed, however to help the residents to develop action-based 

strategies to fulfill that vision. Where the planning process fell short was 

in its ability to recognize and adapt to the needs of those individuals and 

groups in the community who were not ready for change. The result was 

that Pass to the Future used a strategic planning process that sought to 

move the community too quickly toward developing action-based 

strategies. As a result, participation rates declined as the participation 

program proceeded and Council delayed supporting the final vision and 

recommendations that emerged. 
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Pass to the Future Public involvement plays an ever-increasingly-important 

role in planning and decision making. Planners, therefore, need to 

continue searching for more effective ways of bringing community groups 

who may be unfamiliar or uncomfortable with the planning process on 

board and ways of bringing competing interests together to build common 

visions. The transtheoretical model to counseling therapy developed by 

Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente (1994) and used by psychologists 

and addictions counselors may offer insights and a practical approach to 

helping communities at various stages of readiness and willingness to 

change embrace the strategic planning process. It is the conclusion of this 

Master's Degree Project that combining these insights with those offered 

by Arnstein's "Ladder of Citizen Participation" and a better understanding 

of volunteer motivations will help the Planner develop more inclusive, 

open and representative public participation programs. 
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Pass to the Future
 
INTRODUCTION
 

1.0 Welcome to the Beautiful Crowsnest Pass 

he Crowsnest Pass is the most southerly highway and 

T railway corridor through the Canadian Rocky Mountains 

(Figure 1). Covering an area 43 kilometres long and 

between 3 and 10 kilometers wide, the Crowsnest Pass extends from the 

foothills of Alberta to the east and traverses through the Continental 

Divide into the alpine peaks of British Columbia to the west. The 

Municipality of Crowsnest Pass, locally referred to as "the Pass," is 

located 269 kilometers (167 miles) southwest of Calgary and 144 

kilometers (89 miles) west of Lethbridge along the Crowsnest Highway 

(Highway #3). 

Archaeological surveys indicate that prehistoric cultures 

fished and hunted extensively in the Crowsnest Pass as early as ten 

thousand years ago. Archaeological remains from the Raven's Band of the 

Kootenay First ation date back eighty-five hundred years at Crowsnest 

Lake. The earliest white visitors were members of the Palliser Expedition 

of 1857-1860, who conducted extensive explorations of the area as part of 

their reconnaissance mission through Canada's western prairies. During 

the 1878 Geological Survey of Canada, large coal deposits were noted by 
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Pass to the Future Figure 1: Regional Setting 

BLAIRMORE 

MUNICIPALITY OF 
CROWSNEST PASS 

MUNICIPAL BOUNDARY 

BELLEVUE 

Source: Oldman River Intermunicipal Service Agency 

HILLCREST 
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Pass to the FutureG.W Dawson. The first industrial activity began in 1880 with the 

establishment of a sawmill. In 1898, the Canadian Pacific Railway line 

was built through the Pass to serve the lead, copper, and zinc mines of 

southeast British Columbia. 

Between 1898 and 1905, numerous coal mmmg towns 

appeared in the area; some of these, such as Passburg and Lille, did not 

survive. In 1979, the five remaining towns (Bellevue, Hillcrest, Frank, 

Blairmore, and Coleman) were amalgamated into the Municipality of 

Crowsnest Pass, encompassing 379 square kilometers and forming a 32

kilometre stretch from Bellevue to the British Columbia border (see Figure 

1). In 1996, the population of the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass was 

6,536. 

The Municipality of Crowsnest Pass can aptly be described 

as a "community in transition." During the last decade the community's 

economy has diversified from one based largely on boom-and-bust coal 

mining and forestry products to include tourism and recreation, lumber, 

mineral extraction, gas processing, and services. A strong Alberta 

economy and the desire of aging baby boomers to own retirement homes 

in small mountain communities has led to a demographic restructuring of 

the community. The community now has more affluent ex-urbanites 

("new-comers") who own seasonal recreation and retirement properties. 
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Pass to the Future 2.0 Pass to the Future 

In January 1998, the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass 

embarked on a process to revise its 1983 General Municipal Plan in order 

to conform to the new requirements for a Municipal Development Plan 

under the Municipal Government Act (1994). The process included a 

three-phase public participation program known as Pass to the Future, 

whereby the researcher (the author) actively participated in developing 

and conducting all key activities of the program. Initial feedback from 

residents indicated that the community wished to have issues traditionally 

dealt with through community development and community economic 

development (e.g. the natural environment, economic development, and 

community services) as well as traditional land use planning issues (e.g. 

growth management, development controls and urban design) addressed in 

the Municipal Development Plan. 

Pass to the Future was designed to use the public 

participation process as a capacity-building tool for community 

development. Four case examples of public participation programs were 

examined and used to guide the design of process that would be 

comprehensive, open, inclusive, and representative. With support from the 

Municipality of Crowsnest Pass Council and the Economic Development 

Board, Pass to the Future sought to elicit feedback on community values, 

issues, needs and desires for the Municipal Development Plan, and to 

provide opportunities for residents to increase their knowledge, skills, 
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Pass to the Futureleadership and confidence to deal more effectively with the changes 

occurring in the community. 

Pass to the Future was only marginally successful in 

achieving these goals. The process did build knowledge about local issues 

and values. It also produced policy recommendations that sought to build 

local leadership and skills by involving a broader spectrum of residents in 

planning and decision-making (Appendix A). However, Pass to the Future 

failed to mobilize and engage enough residents for Council to support the 

vision that evolved. Rather, community involvement declined as the 

process evolved, as did Council's support for the final recommendations. 

These failures sparked a search for an explanation as to 

why the public participation process used was not effective. The result of 

this inquiry was a better understanding of the effects of change at an 

individual and community level, and the processes involved in helping 

individuals and communities deal with change. The conclusion drawn 

from this inquiry suggests that while public participation processes as 

commonly delivered are effective at providing numerous activities for 

public feedback and buy-in for a plan, they are not well adapted to helping 

communities deal with the emotional, psychological and intellectual needs 

of individuals and communities at the early stages of change. Rather, if the 

public participation process is to be used as a capacity-building tool for 

community development, the process must be modified according to a 
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Pass to the Future more thorough understanding of how individuals and communities both 

react to and prepare for change. 

3.0 Scope of This Study 

This study focuses on using the public participation process 

as a capacity-building tool for community development. Using the 

Municipality of Crowsnest Pass as a case example, the purpose is to 

illustrate how the public participation process might be modified to 

address change more effectively and build capacity for community 

development. This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 defines 

community development and capacity building as they apply to the work 

undertaken for Pass to the Future. It also identifies the connections 

between community development and urban planning based on the "Six 

Anchor Points for Planning's Identification" developed by The Strategic 

Marketing Committee of the Association of Collegiate Schools of 

Planning. Chapter 2 summarizes background research on public 

participation and uses four case examples to develop a comprehensive list 

of activities commonly used in public participation programs. These 

processes formed the basis for Pass to the Future. Chapter 3 outlines the 

three phases of Pass to the Future, including the processes used and the 

level of citizen involvement in each phase of the program. Chapter 4 

provides an evaluation of Pass to the Future including a discussion of the 

challenges faced and the insights that emerged. The final three chapters 
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Pass to the Futuredeal with "change." Chapter 5 describes the six stages of change as 

outlined by Prochaska, orcross and Diclemente (1994) and relates these 

stages to the Crowsnest Pass. Chapter 6 outlines the processes involved 

throughout each of the six stages of change and how those processes can 

be incorporated into public participation programs. Chapter 7 presents a 

revised Pass to the Future based on developing a planning process based 

on the stages of change. In doing so, this thesis illustrates how the public 

participation process can be modified to more effectively serve as a 

capacity-building tool for communities in transition, particularly those at 

the early stages of change. 
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Chapter 1 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

1.0 Introduction 

c 
ommunity development is a broad and pluralistic approach 

to addressing qualitative and quantitative issues in a 

community through holistic, collective action. The goal of 

capacity building is to foster more viable and cooperative communities 

that are better able to deal with and adapt to change and the stresses 

associated with change. This chapter outlines the theoretical basis for 

developing and operationalizing Pass to the Future. It begins with a brief 

synopsis of community development and concludes with a discussion of 

the connections between planning and community development based on 

the "Six Anchor Points of Planning's Identification" developed by the 

Strategic Marketing Committee of the Association of Collegiate Schools 

of Planning. 
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Pass tQ the Future 2.0 Community Development 

Contemporary planning issues transcend the boundaries of 

traditional land use planning, which focus on development control, land 

use and [urban] design (Nazewhich, 1991: 115), encompassing issues 

normally dealt with through community development and community 

economic development. Residents with growing awareness and concern 

for deteriorating natural environments are pressunng municipalities to 

address environmental issues in their community plans. The move to more 

sustainable urban development has brought about a greater focus on 

interconnections between social, economic, environmental, and land use 

forces. Growing demands by citizens on Planners to deal with quality of 

life matters in communities has further broadened the scope of issues that 

Planners must address. In Alberta, amendments to the Municipal 

Government Act, 1994 have allowed municipalities to address social, 

environmental, and economic development issues in their Municipal 

Development Plans as well as the traditional issues of land use, 

development control and urban design. 

Community development has emerged as "one of the most 

significant social forces in the process of planned change" (Campfens, 

1997: 20). Campfens's notion of community development embraces a 

wide range of intellechlal traditions that "range from those preoccupied 

with societal guidance through the application of scientific knowledge and 

technical reason (representing a basically conservative ideology), to the 
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more radical intellectual traditions of utopianism, anarchism, and 

historical materialism" (1997: 25). He suggests that there is room for a 

wide range of traditions and planning practices to embrace and pursue 

community development. 

Community development remains a broad and pluralistic 

approach to development planning: first, because of its evolution as a 

practice over the last four decades; second, because of "the pluralistic 

needs and traditions of [the] different communities" in which community 

development is practiced (Nozick, 1994: 90) and third, because of 

"changes in perception concerning what apparently constitutes a 

'community' and what constitutes 'development'" (Campfens, 1997:7). 

In practice, community development is directly linked to 

the social, political, environmental and cultural realities and contexts of 

the particular community (or country) in which it is practiced. "Simply 

put, [community devel6pment] is a demonstration of the ideas, values and 

ideals of the society in which it is carried out." (ibid. p. 25). The particular 

context and realities of each community will determine the questions 

asked, the approaches that are deemed appropriate, and the particular 

initiatives (economic, social, political, and environmental) that are 

pursued. 

Given the plurality of contexts and realities in which 

community development is seen as an appropriate planning tool, there is a 

wide diversity of applications including, but not limited to: 
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Pass to the Future unemployment, economIc decline or stagnation, social alienation, 

empowermg marginalized neighbourhoods, improving the ability of 

communities to sustain themselves, economic crises in communities such 

as mill closures, environmental degradation, reducing the flow of capital 

out of communities, addressing intergroup conflict and competing 

interests, and improving the nature and democratization of the planning 

and decision-making process (Campfens, 1997; Galaway and Hudson, 

1994). 

2.1 The Challenge of Defining Community Development 

The plurality of contexts and realities in which community 

development is deemed appropriate is broadened by the varying 

definitions of 'community' and of 'development.' Cestero points out that 

"the term 'community' can be a troublesome one" (1999: 10). She 

describes two ways of defining community: I) a community of place; and 

2) a community of interest. A community of place is tied to a specific 

geographic area that is both specific and local (ibid.). The key 

characteristic of membership in this community is geographic location: 

"The physical place contributes to and fosters a shared 
identity, culture, and social system. Day-to-day human 
interactions and relationships fostered by shared 
physical space create a sense of community and mutual 
interdependence" (ibid.). 
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Communities of geography are ultimately heterogeneous "because 

geography only partly describes the associations that many experience as a 

community" (ibid.). 

A community of interest is not necessarily rooted in 

geographic proximity, although geographic proximity may be a key factor, 

especially for those communities of interest whose relationships evolve 

out of face-to-face interactions. A given individual can be part of any 

number of different communities of interest depending on where (s)he is, 

what (s)he happens to be doing, and when. According to Cestero, 

communities of interest are: 

" ... fostered through a shared identity derived from a 
common interest. Someone's primary occupation, 
religious affiliation, sexual orientation, recreational 
activities, environmental concern, or myriad other 
predominant interests can serve as a backdrop for 
building the complex set of relationships we call 
community" (ibid.). 

Thus, at any given moment, an individual can be a member of a workforce 

community, a social community, an ethnic community, a religious 

community, a political community, a recreational community, or any 

combination of these (O'Neill, 1994: 60). The nature of social contacts 

and networks that exist within a community of place revolve largely 

around these communities of interest. 

In general then, a community can be considered as "a 

collection of individuals who share or who have something in common - a 
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Pass to the Future geographic area, a cultural heritage, a work activity, a political interest, 

and so forth" (0' eill, 1994: 60). A community, however, is more than 

just a group of people living in the same locale and conducting the same 

types of activities. In the English culture, "community" has a utopian 

connotation and refers to something emotive (Polese, 1994: 110). It refers 

to a sense of "togetherness" or "belonging" that evolves as a group of 

people living in the same geographic locale develops a common identity 

and strong social networks that they come to rely on for safety, support 

and friendship. The definition of community proffered by J.F. Medard 

(1969: S8 as cited in Jacquier, 1994: 22) embraces this deeper sense. He 

defines community as "a place, the people living in that place, the 

interaction between these people, the feelings that stem from that 

interaction, the life these people share and the institutions that govern their 

lives, all at once." This definition also embraces the notions of a 

community of place and one of interest described by Cestero. 

Similarly, the tenn 'development' has both qualitative and 

quantitative connotations. For some practitioners, development means an 

increase in the quantity of assets and resources in a community. For 

others, development implies improving the overall quality of those assets 

and resources. For others still, development refers to the physical 

buildings and structures within a community. Combining these notions of 

development with Medard's definition of community, and placing them in 

the context of social, economic or environmental issues, community 
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development can take on any number of dimensions usmg different 

techniques and approaches, involving different actors, and capitalizing on 

different assets and resources. 

2.2 Definitions of Community Development 

Generally speaking, community development combines the 

principles of ecological humanism, self-reliance, empowerment and 

sustainability (Nazewich, 1991: lIS). Community development is defined 

by Swack and Mason (1987) as: 

" ... an effective and unique strategy for dealing with the 
problems of poor people, powerless people, and 
underdeveloped communities. As an intervention 
strategy in an underdeveloped community it does not 
seek to make the existing conditions in the community 
more bearable. Instead, [Community Development] 
seeks to change the structure of the community and 
build permanent institutions within a community. As a 
result, the community begins to playa more active role 
vis-a-vis the institutions outside the community, and the 
residents of the community become more active in the 
control of the community resources (p. 327)" 
(Brodhead: 1994: 2). 

This definition suggests that community development is only appropriate 

in marginalized or traditionally disadvantaged communities. However, 

community development should not be limited to just these communities. 

To do so would be inconsistent with community development principles 

namely, to provide a tailored approach to development planning on a 

needs basis. A tailored strategy to encourage the community to play a 
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 "more active role vis-a.-vis the institutions outside the community" and to 

allow "residents of the community [to] become more active in the control 

of community resources," is equally applicable in affluent communities. 

Furthermore, what constitutes a marginalized or disadvantaged 

community, either economically, socially or politically, is ultimately in the 

eye of the beholder. The view that only impoverished communities 

deserve or can benefit from community development implies that all 

affluent communities have achieved the ideal in social, economic, political 

and environmental development. 

Narayan and Vanderwoerd (1997: 84) propose the 

following definition: 

"Community development is perceived as the process by 
which community members create an organizational 
structure for collective action with respect to decision 
making and leadership training. The structure facilitates 
needs identification and the development of the 
resources to change the stressful environment. The CD 
process develops a sense of preparedness in the 
community and promotes community cohesion. It 
establishes associational space and identifies guides and 
natural leaders." 

This definition focuses more on community development as a process 

rather than a specific outcome and it does not discriminate according to 

location or economic status. It also alludes to the strategic planning 

process that is a fundamental component of community development. 
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Finally, Banks and Ball (1997: 107) describe community 

development as: 

"a distinct set of strategies for addressing community 
issues, shared needs, and interests. These strategies 
include a range of techniques aimed at involving local 
interest groups in the process of cultural or community 
change. The methods of process-oriented CD tend to 
emphasize knowledge of group processes, social 
learning, social mobilization, and formal and informal 
organizations, as well as strategies for planned change 
at the grass roots of society." 

Banks and Ball introduce the importance of the public participation 

process in community development into their definition. 

Together, these three definitions depict community 

development as a cohesive and holistic approach to development planning 

which takes into consideration the vital links between social, economic, 

political, environmental and cultural factors in a community. Community 

development recognizes that a community cannot survive without a 

healthy economy and that "communities must use their current human, 

social, institutional and physical resources to build a self-sustaining 

economic system" (Blakely, 1994: 48). Strengthening the local economy 

requires improving the community's human, social, institutional, physical, 

and environmental resources and building stronger and more effective 

networks and connections within and between them. 
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Community development involves four key concepts. First, 

it blends together the interests and goals of economic development, social 

development, political development, cultural development, and 

environmental sustainability. Second, community development focuses its 

initiatives at the community level, usually on rural communities, small 

urban communities and individual neighbourhoods within urban centres. 

Third, it involves considerable citizen participation. Fourth, it focuses on 

developing partnerships and stronger networks, bringing different groups 

within a community together (Galaway and Hudson, 1994: xix - xx). 

According to Brodhead, community development initiatives include most, 

if not all, of the following characteristics: 

•	 "be a response to or emerge from underdevelopment 
and marginalization at the community level; 

pursue economic development as a way of 
empowenng people and increasing local self 
reliance; 

•	 seek to build local capacity to plan, design, control, 
manage and evaluate initiatives aimed at 
revitalizing the community; 

incorporate a comprehensive development approach 
which aims at linking economic, social, cultural, 
environmental and other sectors of the community; 

be inclusive (not exclusive) in its outreach 
enabling disadvantaged and disempowered groups 
in the community to create partnerships with others 
interested in a sustainable future for the community; 
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•	 favour medium and longer-term approaches over 

short-term quick fixes typical of early job creation 
schemes in Canada; 

ensure that benefit accrues directly to the 
community at large rather than primarily to 
individuals within the community; 

•	 endeavor to initiate partnerships (and Jomt 
ventures) between the marginalized segments of the 
population and the rest of the community" (1994: 
3). 

3.0	 The Similarities Between Community 

Development and Planning 

In an attempt to "define and articulate [the] special 

contribution" that planning offers to society and academia, The Strategic 

Marketing Committee of the Association of Collegiate Schools of 

Planning (ACSP) identified six "Anchor Points for Planning's 

Identification" (Myers, 1997: 223-224). Myers notes that "(p)lanning is 

distinguished by its great breadth and diversity" (ibid. p.223). Niebanck 

(1997: 225) notes that "planning varies by the substantive concern being 

engaged, by the intentions being brought to that concern, and especially by 

the location of planning in the organization of society." These two 

statements are equally applicable to community development. What 

follows is a comparison of community development to the six Anchor 

Points for Planning's Identification. 

First, planning focuses "on improvement of human 

settlements" (Myers, 1997: 223). Planners operate at the regional, urban 
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Pass t~ the Future and neighbourhood scale. Planners work in cities, small towns, and 

municipal and rural districts, etc. With an "emphasis on making places 

better to serve the needs of people, including solving perceived urban 

problems" (ibid.), planners deal with a wide variety of physical, social, 

economic, political, and environmental issues within human settlements. 

The focus on improving human settlements leads planners to emphasize 

land use, development control and urban design (Nazewich, 1991). 

However, Helling and Sawicki (1997: 228) indicate that "[f]ocusing on 

settlements may lead [planners] somewhat astray by suggesting that the 

places, and not their inhabitants, are our primary concern." 

Community development initiatives most often take place 

in rural areas, small towns and inner city neighbourhoods. They may focus 

on both regional development (improving the local economy, protecting 

the natural environment) and local development (infrastructure 

improvements, downtown revitalization, heritage preservation). 

Community development also serves to "derive and implement strategies 

based on the fundamental principles of enhancing and improving the 

quality of life for communities and individuals" (Nazewich, 1991: 119). 

Thus community development also focuses on improving human 

settlements but places development for the sake of inhabitants at the 

forefront. While the principles of community development are not 

necessarily exclusive to marginalized, underdeveloped and traditionally 
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excluded communities, this focus leads practitioners to place their 

emphasis on improving the condition of these communities. 

Second, planning focuses "on interconnections among 

distinct community facets" (Myers, 1997: 223). Planning deals with the 

linkages between the public and private institutions, between land use, 

infrastructure and the economy, and between "physical, economic, natural, 

and social dimensions" (ibid.). According to Innes (1997: 227): 

"What [planners] do best is make connections - among 
interests, public agencies, and professions and 
disciplines; between public and private sectors; and 
ultimately between governments and the 
public ... '(P)ost-modem' planning involves making 
connections among ideas and among people; setting in 
motion joint learning; coordinating among interests and 
players; building social, intellectual and political 
capital; and finding new ways to work on the most 
challenging tasks." 

Community development also focuses on interconnections 

by taking a holistic approach to dealing with the issues that impact 

communities. It recognizes that "communities must use their current 

human, social, institutional and physical resources to build a self-

sustaining economic system" (Blakely, 1994: 48). As a "holistic approach 

which integrates economic, social, ecological, political, and cultural 

development" 1 ozick, 1994: 74), community development seeks to build 

stronger partnerships between the various sectors in a community. 
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individual and the community: 

"In a healthy community there is an interdependent, 
reciprocal relationship between the individual and 
community. Individuals give to a community through 
work, participation in community life, and caring for 
others; in exchange the community provides the 
individual with security, protection, opportunities for 
meaningful work and self-fulfillment. It is a kind of 
social contract." (ibid.). 

Campfens (1997: 24) suggests that community development should focus 

on integrating both "social relations" and "structural relations:" 

"Community integration should be promoted in terms 
of two sets of relations: 'social relations' among diverse 
groups distinguished by social class of significant 
differences in economic status, ethnicity, culture, racial 
identity, religion, gender, age, length of residence, or 
other such characteristics that may cause tensions or 
lead to open conflict; and 'structural relations' among 
those institutions - such as public sector agencies, 
private sector organizations and associations - that take 
care of social challenges at the community level." 

Third, planning focuses "on the future and pathways of 

change over time" (Myers, 1997: 223). Planners use modeling and 

forecasting to understand or predict changes over time and then employ 

the strategic planning process to develop plans to address those changes 

based on community goals and aspirations: 
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"Fundamentally, strategic planning envisages a desired 
future, and realistically assesses present opportunities and 
constraints; then, through clearheaded decision-making, it 
indicates how you can move from where you are to where 
you want to be" (Lewis and Green, 1992: 3). 

The strategic planning process follows the problem-solving process 

developed by John Dewey in 1933. Dewey's process involves six steps 

(Galaway and Hudson, 1994: xx): 

1.	 problem identification or definition; 
2.	 determining goals and objectives; 
3.	 considering alternative ways of accomplishing 

goals; 
4.	 selecting an alternative; 
5.	 action or intervention to accomplish the goal; and 
6.	 evaluation. 

Community development also uses the strategic planning approach to 

address change. The specific nature of an individual community 

development program is a reflection of the particular social, political, 

economic, cultural, historical and environmental complexities and realities 

of the individual community. 

Community development both relies upon and builds upon 

the existing capacities within the individual community. Capacity is 

defined as: 

"the collective ability of residents ... to respond to 
external and internal stresses; to create and take 
advantage of opportunities; and to meet the needs of 
residents, diversely defined. It also refers to the ability 
of a community to adapt to and respond to a variety of 
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Pass to the Future different circumstances" (Jonathan Kusel as cited m 
Cestero, 1999: 75). 

In other words, capacity building deals with improving the collective 

ability of residents within a community to effectively deal with and adapt 

to change. 

Fourth, planning focuses "on identification of the diversity 

of needs and distributional consequences in human settlements" (Myers, 

97: 223). Through a "concern for public well-being" and social equity, 

planning seeks to address "the needs of all segments in the population" 

(ibid.). Planning also deals with changing needs over time as a reflection 

of changing populations and social conditions. 

Community development deals with the diversity of needs 

m human settlements in order to address the social and economic 

imbalances inherent in many communities. Empowering the marginalized 

and traditionally excluded segments of the population encourages greater 

social equity, ensuring "that benefit accrues directly to the community at 

large rather than primarily to individuals within the community" 

(Brodhead, 1994: 3). As Nozick (1994: 84) states, community 

development: 

" ... take[s] into account the full range of people's 
material and non-material needs. Human needs fall 
under three major categories. There are personal needs 
of the self for wholeness or autonomy including the 
need for identity, self-worth, creativity, freedom, and 
self-actualization. Second, there are social needs for 
integration including the need for belonging, 
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participation with others, and affection. Finally, there 
are physical needs of survival which includes the need 
for health (clean air, sexuality, nutrition), security 
(shelter, safety, protection), permanence (peace, 
sustainability). " 

Fifth, planning focuses "on open participation in decision 

making" (Myers, 1997: 224). Among its many activities, planning 

involves public participation, stakeholder representation, negotiation, 

mediation and dispute resolution (ibid.) in an attempt to improve the 

nature and inclusiveness of the planning and decision-making process. As 

Helling and Sawicki (1997: 228) state: 

"Our long-standing commitment to usmg and 
improving decision-making processes, based on both 
knowledge and on the values of those with a stake in 
the outcome, is proof that planning is different from the 
other social sciences." 

Similarly, community development ultimately seeks to be 

inclusive rather than exclusive in its approach to solving community 

problems and addressing community goals (Brodhead, 1994: 3). One of 

the major permanent institutions that community development attempts to 

develop centres around planning and decision making: 

"One of the more significant advances in CD in recent 
years has related to the growing demand for a form of 
planned change that empowers marginal groups to 
participate in community and institutional decision
making processes, either through their own social 
organizations ... or as representatives of their own grass 
roots organizations on communitywide [sic] 
councils ... " (Campfens,1997: 22) 
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engaging an increasingly broad spectrum of residents to be a part of the 

process to define the problems confronting the community and to develop 

the necessary goals and programs (Galaway and Hudson, 1994: xxi). 

Sixth, planning focuses "on linking knowledge and 

collective action (Myers, 1997: 224). Planning brings together the 

expertise of a wide range of disciplines both academic and professional, 

including public policy analysts, sociologists, economists, geographers, 

demographers, engineers, and architects (Helling and Sawicki, 1997; 

Innes, 1997; Myers, 1997). Improving the exchange of ideas and 

infomlation between the various community groups helps Planners to 

improve the quality of decisions made about the future (Helling and 

Sawicki, 1997: 228). 

Community development brings together the knowledge 

and expertise of residents, government, corporations, academics and a 

wide range of professionals with their diverse backgrounds and 

perspectives to share ideas and address community issue. The 

consultative/participatory process of engaging the public " ... enable[s] and 

empower[s] individuals and communities to establish their own 

development goals, assess their strengths and weaknesses, identify local 

resources and opportunities, and collectively take the responsibility for the 

development of their own community" (Nazewich, 1991: 116). 
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4.0 Conclusion 

Community development has emerged as one of the most 

effective forces in the process of planned change. Community 

development is recognized as a cohesive and holistic approach to 

development planning that takes into consideration the vital links between 

social, economic, political, environmental and cultural factors in a 

community. According to the "Six Anchor Points of Planning's 

Identification" developed by the Strategic Marketing Committee of the 

Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning, community development 

shares many similarities with planning, both substantively and 

procedurally. Substantively, both fields focus on: 1) improving human 

settlements; 2) the interconnections between distinct community facets; 3) 

future pathways of change over time; and 4) addressing the diversity of 

needs in communities. Procedurally, both fields focus on linking 

knowledge and collective action through open and inclusive participation. 

The following chapter addresses public participation with the goal of 

identifying a comprehensive list of activities used in open and inclusive 

public participation programs. 
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Chapter 2 
PUBLIC PARTICIPA TION 

1.0 Introduction 

n effective public participation process is often essential to 

A the success of a Plan. The goals of public paliicipation are 

to be both open to and representative of the community-at

large, thus making the planning and decision-making process more 

inclusive. The objective of Pass to the Future, therefore, was to develop a 

public participation program that would actively engage a wide spectrum 

of the community in creating the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass 

Municipal Development Plan. It was important to develop a 

comprehensive program that included a full range of opportunities for 

local residents to offer their feedback. Developing this program required 

background research into the variety of activities used in public 

participation programs. This chapter first defines public participation, 

outlines the benefits of public participation in planning, and describes the 

goals of public participation. Second, it summarizes the public 

participation processes used by four different communities in the creation 

of their community plans - the City of Edmonton, the City of Vancouver, 
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Pass to the Future the Town of Banff and the County of Red Deer. Together, these examples 

provided the practical basis from which evolved the comprehensive public 

participation program developed for the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass. 

2.0 Public Participation 

Various terms are used to describe programs that seek 

public opinion in planning and decision-making processes. As Marshall 

and Roberts (1997:2) note, "(t)he terms 'public involvement', 'public 

consultation' and 'public participation' are often used interchangeably 

without recognition of the subtle and not-so-subtle differences between 

each term." They indicate that public involvement is the process by which 

community members are involved in planning and decision making. 

Public consultation and public participation are techniques for gaining that 

involvement. Consultation involves education and information sharing 

with the public to bring about better decision-making; participation 

"brings the public directly into the decision-making process" (ibid.). 

Public participation, as defined by the World Bank's 

Learning Group on Participatory Development, "is a process through 

which stakeholders influence and share control over development 

initiatives and the decisions and resources which affect them" (The World 

Bank, 1996: xi). Public participation attempts to involve the community in 

the planning and decision-making process. It attempts to achieve broad 

consensus for a wide variety of planning projects. "Through a process of 
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information dissemination and review, analysis of feedback and ongoing 

dialogue, public participation seeks a balanced approach to identifying, 

validating and resolving planning issues" (Limbird, 1998: 4). 

Public participation theory and practice recognize the 

importance of involving stakeholders in the planning and decision-making 

processes that will directly affect them, especially if the processes are 

linked to social change. According to the World Bank (1996: 5): 

" ... over time, development experience has shown that 
when external experts alone acquire, analyze, and 
process information and then present this information 
and reports, social change usually does not take place; 
whereas the kind of 'social learning' that stakeholders 
generate and internalize during the participatory 
planning and/or implementation of a development 
activity does enable social change" 

Thus, the public participation process seems ideally suited 

to act as a capacity-building tool for community development. To 

reiterate, capacity, is defined in Chapter 1 as: 

"the collective ability of residents ... to respond to 
external and internal stresses; to create and take 
advantage of opportunities; and to meet the needs of 
residents, diversely defined. It also refers to the ability 
of a community to adapt to and respond to a variety of 
different circumstances" (Jonathan Kusel as cited in 
Cestero, 1999: 75). 

Capacity building therefore refers to improving the collective ability of 

residents to deal with and adapt to change, and to create and take greater 

advantage of opportunities to meet the needs of residents. Through the 
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 public participation process, the community IS directly and actively 

involved in learning about change and in gaining greater control over the 

future course of that change. The public participation process is about 

helping the community develop a greater understanding of the forces of 

change at work in the community and in deciding what type and rate of 

change it prefers. The process involves identifying local needs, identifying 

the barriers to addressing those needs, and either identifying existing or 

creating potential opportunities (both internally and externally) for 

addressing those needs. 

Public participation is becoming more the rule than the 

exception m urban planning. It is recognized more and more that the 

success of a Plan can depend on the degree of public involvement used to 

develop the plan. Public participation allows community members the 

opportunity to gain ownership both over the process and the outcome - the 

Plan. By giving ownership of the planning process to the community, the 

community is more likely to also take ownership - and responsibility - for 

the implementation of the Plan. As Hodge (1991:347) points out: 

" ... the effectiveness of planning in a community is 
more a function of the participation in the decisions 
about plans and regulations than any other factors. 
Planning acts may prescribe a planning process, but it is 
the people who make it a reality. A well-designed plan 
and a thoughtfully drafted zoning by-law must be 
approved and applied by members and officials of the 
community." 
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Part of this success relies on developing new attitudes in 

the community to reflect the goals and objectives set out in the Plan. As 

the World Bank (1996: 5) notes: 

" ... stakeholders invent the new practices and 
institutional arrangements they are willing to adopt. In 
the process, they individually and collectively develop 
insight and understanding of the new behaviors [sic.] 
required to attain the objectives they set." 

As Andy Limbird, Environmental Planner for Jacques Whitford 

Environment Ltd. points out " ... a public consultation program can be 

effective at changing attitudes and rallying support for controversial 

projects, permitting stakeholders to make sound, informed decisions" 

(Limbird, 1998: 4). Jack Scissons (1998: 11), Planner for the City of 

Calgary, Planning & Building Department states that: 

"[a] public consultation process that involves 
community volunteers in major decisions; and that is 
open, transparent, and flexible; can enhance and 
strengthen a community both economically and 
socially. It can be an excellent adult education tool, 
fostering an understanding of good government and 
promoting good relationships among municipal staff, 
developers and community residents." 

Thus, education is an important component of a public participation 

process. The process helps community members to learn more about their 

needs, understand the planning and decision-making processes involved, 

and identify the institutions and mechanisms necessary to address their 

needs (The World Bank, 1996: 145). 
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fractured communities closer together. The process brings people from a 

variety of 'walks of life' together at the same table where they can begin 

to share ideas and learn more about each other. The techniques used 

"generate constructive collaboration among stakeholders who may not be 

used to working together, often come from different backgrounds, and 

may have different values and interests" (ibid. p. 136). The process 

provides the opportunity for participants to share their different values and 

interests, and in so doing, could potentially resolve differences: 

"When all stakeholders collaborate in designing their 
collective future, it increases the chance of former 
differences being resolved and a new consensus 
emerging around issues everyone can agree. This is 
probably so because people who have to live and work 
together can often find ways to agree if given the 
chance. Unfortunately, people do not often get the 
chance to work togeth r to determine their collective 
future ...The participatory process, however, facilitates 
working together" (The World Bank, 1996: 135). 

Maintaining an open and inc1u ive process and encouraging 

broad participation (representation) are two important challenges for 

public participation (Knight and Caldwell, 1998; Cestero, 1999). The more 

open and inclusive the process, the greater the number of people who will 

be able to participate. This will lead to a greater range of ideas, values and 

outlooks represented in the process and thus reflected in the issues 

identified and solutions developed. According to Knight and Caldwell 

(1998: 28), a representative process is one that attempts to: 
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"include all groups; 

accommodate differences In age, abilities, gender, 
literacy, etc.; 

•	 ensure that participants at meetings are broadly 
representative of the community, or accommodate 
nuances of individual groups in a setting that 
encourages their participation; 

use a range of techniques to encourage 
participation; and 

minimize barriers to participation (related to class, 
culture, literacy, education, age, physical or 
developmental challenges, time, and availability 
and cost of transportation and child care)." 

A	 public participation process that IS open and inclusive will 

attempt to: 

"encourage people to freely debate issues; 

encourage people to feel comfortable speaking In 

public; 

•	 encourage people to be receptive to other opinions; 

•	 attempt to avoid a "position-based" discussion; 

let participants feel comfortable that "their words" 
won't be used against them; 

•	 value public input; and 

minimize barriers to openness (e.g., intimidation, 
judgment by others, speaking in front of a large 
group, low levels of literacy or communication 
skills, social status, and a fear of being told that you 
are wrong, or that people will not listen to you)" 
(ibid. ) 
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Programs 

In order to develop a comprehensive inventory of activities 

involved in public participation processes, four case examples of public 

participation programs used to create municipal plans were examined: the 

City of Edmonton's Plan Edmonton, the City of Vancouver's CityPlan, 

the County of Red Deer's Municipal Development Plan, and the Town of 

Banffs Banff Community Plan. One case example was sought from each 

of: a small town, a rural county, and a large urban centre to gain a wide 

perspective on the processes involved in different sized Alberta 

communities and with varying budgets. The Vancouver CityPlan example 

was used because it presently stands as one of the most thorough and 

extensive examples of a public participation program in Western Canada. 

The four case examples are summarized below: 

3.1 The City of Edmonton - Plan Edmonton 

The City of Edmonton chose to make their Municipal 

Development Plan one that "would be strategic in nature and corporate in 

scope, with an integrated approach to municipal management and 

operations" and one that "would recognize the complex ways in which 

physical, economic and social development are related to municipal 

governance, management and operations" (Jackson and McConnell-

Boehm, 1999: 17). The planning process began internally when all City 
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departments and agencies participated in developing "Topic Highlights" 

a summary of the major issues confronting the City. 

From this summary and through a serIes of internal 

workshops, City Council identified five "distinct but interrelated areas of 

municipal responsibility that represented the full scope of the municipal 

government mandate" (ibid.). These were: Planned Growth, Economic 

Development, Infrastructure Development and Maintenance, Services to 

People, and Leadership and Regional Cooperation. For each of these 

areas, Council then established priorities based on the goal of maintaining 

a high quality of life for citizens. These areas of responsibility and their 

established priorities was then published in the document "Framework and 

Priorities." This document formed the basis of the public discussion for 

the development of the Municipal Development Plan. It was introduced to 

the public at a City Hall fomm and then widely distributed to the general 

public. 

The City of Edmonton has a "tradition of active public 

involvement in municipal affairs" and one that is "a recognized and valued 

asset" (ibid.). The public participation process began when a wide range of 

local community groups were invited to nominate representatives for five 

policy committees dealing with each of the five areas of municipal 

responsibility. These organizations included over 100 nonprofit service 

agencies, community-based organizations, business and service groups, 
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organizations, and social and cultural organizations. 

The policy committee members, supported by 20 city taff 

representing all departments, worked through facilitated workshops to 

envision a desired future for the City and to identify "the key results that 

would mark the achievement of the City's priorities" (ibid.). In addition, 

these policy committees added and modified the original priorities 

developed by Council and presented in the "Framework and Priorities" 

document. Existing policies were then examined and modified for 

consistency with those key results and priorities. 

Once the plan summary was prepared, 350,000 copies were 

distributed throughout the City. Group presentations were conducted, 

Open Houses were held over ten days, and a series of "[s]urveys and focus 

groups were used to verify that the ... plan was consistent with public 

priorities" (ibid. p. 18). The Draft Plan was then prepared and 1,000 copies 

were distributed. From May to August 1998 public hearings were held to 

resolve critical i sues. These hearings included over 50 citizen 

presentations. 

Throughout the process "a comprehensive communications 

plan was executed ... [t]o inform the public and encourage input" (ibid.). 

Newspaper ads, news media reports, a 24 hour phone line, a web site 

(through which documents and notices were made available), email, and a 
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series of five "Plan Edmonton Update" newsletters were used to "provide 

general information at key stages of the process" (ibid.). 

In summary, Plan Edmonton included workshops, surveys, 

focus group meetings, and Open Houses used to bring together and elicit 

feedback from a wide variety of residents, service agencies, community 

organizations, and businesses. Communicating the process was handled 

through a combination of advertisements, media reports, newsletters, a 

telephone hotline and a website. 

3.2 The City of Vancouver - CityPlan 

The City of Vancouver took a different approach than 

Edmonton when developing its Official Community Plan (OCP). Rather 

than emanating from within the City's administrative and political 

structure, the community-at-large identified the issue to be addressed. 

The CityPlan process began in 1992 and ran for two years. It was initiated 

because of Council's concern "that existing processes for making 

decisions around controversial issues, such as rezonings and budgets, were 

not working" and because "[p]rograms took a lot of time and re ources, 

and still failed to reach broad agreement" (McAfee, 1995: 15). The 

process was based on seven main principles: 
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Pass to the Future 1.	 "To address all Issues affecting citizens and the 
City; 

2.	 To develop an "unfettered" process which will 
allow citizens to develop their ideas for Vancouver 
and not be constrained by staff priorities; 

3.	 To involve people who are not heard from on city 
issues. Council is particularly interested in ensuring 
that the multi-cultural communities, youth, and 
people who live in the region, outside the city, 
participate; 

4.	 To find new ways to involve citizens in learning 
about the City, allow them to talk to each other 
about city issues, and address choices and tradeoffs 
for the City's future; 

5.	 To have "ideas" and "solutions" travel together; that 
is have proposals for City directions be 
accompanied by suggestions about how to achieve 
them; 

6.	 To use CityPlan as an opportunity to draw together 
recent initiatives such as the Urban Landscape, 
Safer City, Arts Initiative, and Clouds of Change 
Task Forces as well as programs such as Ready or 
Not and plans prepared by other bodies such as the 
Park Board, School Board, and GVRD; and 

7.	 To actively involve Council throughout the process. 
The task of the CityPlan process will be to ensure 
Council members have an opportunity to hear ideas 
suggested by citizens and reflect on the choices and 
their consequences. Council's task will be to make 
the final decisions on Vancouver's CityPlan, having 
received advice from citizens" (City of Vancouver 
Planning Department, 1995). 

The four main objectives of CityPlan were: 1) to provide 

opportunities for citizens to learn more about the city, planning issues and 

the planning and decision-making process; 2) to involve a broad range of 

individuals and groups, especially those who do not normally participate 
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in City planning activities; 3) to develop a shared vision for the future of 

Vancouver based first and foremost upon the ideas and advice of citizens; 

and 4) to involve all City departments in the CityPlan program (ibid.). The 

CityPlan process was divided into four stages providing opportunities for 

citizens to: 

1.	 Suggest ideas for directions for Vancouver; 

2.	 Discuss the ideas and identify those for further 
consideration; 

3.	 Consider the issues raised by the ideas and provide 
advice on choices the City should make; and 

4.	 Provide comments to Council on the Draft 
CityPlan. 

The first stage ran from November 1992 to April 1993 and 

involved the creation of "city circles." City residents and residents from 

surrounding municipalities were invited to fonn small groups of between 

ten to fifteen people to discuss ideas and possible visions for the future of 

the City. These circles were made up of "either people who came together 

for CityPlan or were members of existing organizations who put CityPlan 

on their agenda" (McAfee, 1995: 15). In total, over 300 city circles were 

formed and worked over three months to suggest ideas for the city and 

how to achieve them. Following the objective to solicit ideas first and 

foremost from citizens, no structure or subject matter was imposed on city 

circle members. Circles could submit their ideas via prose, video, 

photography, illustrations or any other form with which they felt 
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facilitated by a corps of citizen volunteers including planners, architects, 

teachers, artists, social workers and by multicultural and youth workers. 

Resources included a CityPlan "tool kit" with information 

about the city, a resource centre staffed by representatives from five city 

departments, Ednet, and Internet. To facilitate multicultural involvement 

in the process, information was provided in English, French, Cantonese, 

Mandarin, Punjabi, Hindi, Vietnamese and Spanish. Media coverage 

through local newspapers, television and radio also was used to inform 

citizens about the process and provided information on the key issues. 

Over 3,000 people participated in the city circles and 

submitted their ideas. Their ideas were collected in a 477-page Ideas 

Book, which formed the basis of the plan. The categories were not pre

determined by Councilor City staff but rather by the city circles 

themselves. During a one-day event, representatives from the City Circles 

reviewed all the submissions and grouped them into key themes. (City of 

Vancouver Planning Department, 1995). Three volumes of the Ideas Book 

were produced - the original Ideas Book, Ideas Illustrated and a second 

Ideas Book II filled with submissions that arrived later on in the process. 

The second stage of the process involved a three-day Ideas 

Fair, held on April 30 to May 2 1993. The Ideas Fair invited residents to 

see and discuss the ideas that were submitted. Preparing the displays for 

the fair involved a series of co-design workshops with graphic artists 
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working with city circles. "City circle presentations, street theatre, youth 

activities and models of proposed developments provided a wide range of 

city experiences" (McAfee, 1995: 15). 10,000 people attended the Ideas 

Fair and 2,000 people filled out an "Ideas Fair Check Book" which asked 

participants to indicate which ideas they supported and which ideas they 

did not support. 

The third stage of the process ran from February to August 

1994. Issues raised from the ideas were outlined in a 40-page Making 

Choices workbook and distributed to 6,000 people. Additional copies were 

available in six languages through local libraries and community centres. 

Further information was distributed via workshops, the media and 

presentations. The Making Choices workbook asked residents, including 

school children, to consider the issues raised and to indicate their preferred 

directions on twelve theme areas: housing, jobs, neighbourhood character, 

movement, services, safety, infrastructure, arts and culture, public places, 

environment, finance and decision-making. 

From the results of this stage, four possible futures for the 

City were envisioned, differing in the areas of housing, neighbourhood 

character, jobs, community services, and decision-making. These four 

futures were: a City of eighbourhood Centres, a City of Mixed 

Residential 1 eighbourhoods a Central City, and a Traditional City. The 

futures were described in an eight-page brochure and mailed to all 

households and translated in the local ethnic newspapers. A traveling 
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tent. Visitors to the Futures Tour were invited to fill out a questionnaire 

indicated their preferred future. This was followed up by a telephone 

survey of 1,500 randomly selected households. 

The final stage of the process occurred from February to 

June 1995. The results of the process were summarized into a Draft Plan 

for public review. "Displays at fire halls and a City Hall open house 

provided opportunities for citizens to discuss the plan with councillors" 

(McAfee, 1995: 16). It is estimated that over 100,000 people (20% of the 

population) participated in the CityPlan process, either through city circle 

submissions, questionnaires and surveys, and attending displays. 

In summary, CityPlan was a two-year process that included 

facilitated workshops ("city circles"), interactive Open Houses (the Ideas 

Fair and the Futures Tour), questionnaires, and telephone surveys to bring 

together and elicit feedback from a large and diverse group of residents, 

service agencies, community organizations, and businesses. CityPlan used 

the Ideas Book and Ideas Book Illustrated, Ednet, Internet, multicultural 

media (newspapers, radio and television), and staffed resource centres to 

communicate the process to city residents and businesses in several 

different languages. 
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3.3 The Town of Banff Community Plan 

The Town of Banff began the process of updating its 

General Municipal Plan to fit with the new requirements of a Municipal 

Development Plan in 1995. Public participation was an important 

component of the Banff Community Plan. To begin the public 

participation process, Banff Town Council appointed a broad-based 

Steering Committee. This committee was comprised of two public 

members, representatives of the Bow Valley Naturalists, Banff-Lake 

Louise Tourism Bureau, Transportation Advisory Committee, Banff 

Housing Corporation, Municipal Planning Commission, Community 

Services Board, Rocky Mountain School Division Board, the Canadian 

Parks Service, the Mayor and one Councillor. The Town Manager and the 

Manager of Planning and Development also sat on the Steering Committee 

but as non-voting members (Deb Horsnby, Public Information Manager, 

Town of Banff; personal communication, February, 1999). 

In order "to collect residents' opinions regarding quality of 

life issues, resident priorities, and future growth and development," a 

statistically valid householder survey was conducted (McKay, 1998: 8). 

440 residents responded to the survey. 

Following the survey, two workshops were held, the first in 

June 1996 and the second in November 1996. The workshops were held 

"to identify additional community interests and strategies for dealing with 
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people participated in the second. 

From the responses and ideas gathered through the survey 

and workshops, the planning department developed four alternative 

futures for the Town. These futures were presented at a two-day Open 

House in February 1998, where a total of 250 people participated. The 

Open House was used as both an opportunity to inform the public about 

the planning process to date and to elicit feedback about the four 

scenarios. "Comments received at the Open House identified the degree of 

public support for each scenario, and provided direction for the 

appropriate future rate and quantity of commercial and residential growth 

within the Town" (ibid.). The Town also conducted a "visioning" exercise 

with 150 of the Town's advisory committee members in April 1997. The 

goal of the "visioning" exercise was to identify "more specific issues, 

objectives and ideas within [the advisory committees] areas of expertise" 

(ibid.). 

Informing the public of both the process and the results was 

done through a senes of newsletters, newspaper articles and 

advertisements, presentations to community groups, and a telephone 

hotline. In addition, "four newspaper supplements were published in The 

Banff Crag and Canyon, highlighting the various aspects of the Plan" 

(Deb Horsnby, Public Information Manager, Town of Banff; personal 

communication, February, 1999). 
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The Town also developed a follow-up process for the Plan. 

"To ensure continuity in the public participation process, a monitoring 

system was established, requiring that an annual 'State of the Town' report 

be prepared" (McKay, 1998: 8). This monitoring system is designed to 

infoll11 the public on an annual basis of the progress of the Plan's 

implementation' and to discuss priorities for the coming year" (ibid.). 

In summary, The Town of Banff Community Plan was led 

by a local Steering Committee and included an initial survey, workshops, 

an Open House and a "visioning" exercise to bring together and elicit 

feedback from the community. The planning process and results were 

communicated to community through newsletters; newspaper articles, 

advertisements, and supplements; presentations to community groups and 

a telephone hotline. 

3.4	 The County of Red Deer Municipal Development 
Plan 

The County of Red Deer's Municipal Development Plan 

wa prepared in four phases, each with its own public participation 

component. The first phase began in October 1997. 18 stakeholder 

interviews were conducted "throughout the County to det ll11ine 

[residents 'J concerns, wants, interests and de ires" (Buchanan, 199 : 10). 

community survey was also distributed to very household and business 

in the County eeking re idents' attitudes on questions of economic 

growth, land use and development, historical and environmental 
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were returned. To advertise the Municipal Development Plan process and 

to "identify and quantify issues of concern to ratepayers," evening 

workshops were held in each of the County's electoral divisions 

(Buchanan, 1998: 10). A further 'issue-identification workshop' was also 

held with the County's municipal neighbours. 

The second phase of the public participation process began 

in February 1998 with public meetings to review the first draft of the 

Municipal Development Plan. One meeting was held in each of the 

County's electoral divisions and included "displays of the draft Plan for 

review, handouts, a formal presentation, a formal question and answer 

session, and a concluding informal 'gab' session" (Buchanan, 1998: 10). 

A total of 290 residents attended these meetings. Each participant was 

asked to rate the draft Plan using a scale of I (poor) to 5 (good). From 

these responses, the draft Plan was rewritten. 

The third phase began in April 1998 with a series of public 

meetings to review the second draft of the Municipal Development Plan. 

Evening Open Houses were held following the same format as the public 

meetings from Phase Two. Approximately 150 people attended these 

meetings. As per the Municipal Government Act, surrounding 

municipalities and school districts were given the opportunity to comment 

on this second draft. Separate discussion meetings were also held with the 

City of Red Deer and the County's Ratepayer Association. 
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The fourth and final phase of the process involved, as 

required under the Municipal Government Act, a public hearing to adopt 

the Municipal Development Plan. Approximately 40 people attended the 

public hearing held on July 21, 1998. At the meeting "[t]welve people 

spoke, either on their own behalf, or on behalf of the groups they 

represented, while others provided written comments" (Buchanan, 1998: 

10). 

In summary, preparing the County of Red Deer Municipal 

Development Plan involved a four-phase program that included key 

informant ("stakeholder") interviews, a survey, workshops, a public 

meeting, and Open Houses. 

4.0 Principal Activities 

Based on these four case examples, a number of activities 

are used to develop inclusive and representative public participation 

programs. Table 1 summarizes those activities. As mentioned in the 

previous chapter, Community Development i directly linked to the social, 

political, environmental and cultural realities and contexts of the particular 

community in which it is practiced. Thus, the specific combination, use 

and order of the activities in a public participation program will vary 

according to the size and nature of the community, the complexity of 

issues being addressed, and the budget allocated to public involvement. 
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Activities 
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./ ./ ./ ./Workshop(s) 

./ ./ ./ ./Open House(s) 

./ ./ ./ewsletters, ewspaper Articles, 
Radio, and/or Television 

./ ./Internet, Email, and/or 
Telephone Hotline 

What follows is a description of each activity, its general purpose and 

benefits. 

In order to provide leadership and guide the planning 

process, a Steering Committee composed of a broad base of community 

residents, public special interests groups and local advisory committee 

members should be developed. With a broad-based membership, this 

committee helps to promote greater inclu ion of a wider variety of 

community members. The Steering Committee also assists in determining 

what types of approaches are more likely to be successful in the 

community and which are less likely to be effective. The value of this 
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servIce should not be underestimated. Considerable time, energy and 

money can be wasted pursuing ineffective approaches to garnering public 

input, thus reducing the effectiveness of the process and the validity of the 

results. Since members of the Steering Committee are often recognized 

leaders and peers within the community, they lend credibility to the 

planning process, especially when an outside consultant is managing the 

process. As part of the community's internal social networks, the steering 

committee members can help to encourage more residents to get involved 

in the public participation process. If Council appoints the Steering 

Cornn1ittee, it can also help to lend greater political support and legitimacy 

for the both the planning process itself and the final outcomes of the 

planning process. 

An initial series of key-informant interviews provides the 

opportunity to ascertain community attitudes, interests and concerns prior 

to launching the public participation process. These interviews can help to 

detelmine what issues need to be addressed and what types of questions 

need to be asked in order to address those issues. These interviews can 

also help to identify key leaders in the community. These leaders can act 

as liaisons between the planning team and the general public helping to 

build broader support and involvement in the process. Care should be 

taken when choosing key informants to ensure that they do in fact 

represent a broad spectrum of the community. 
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community's ratepayers (household and business units) provides the 

opportunity to ascertain community-wide values, goals, interests and 

concerns. The community survey should ask both qualitative and 

quantitative questions so that it can ascertain key issues relating to quality 

of life. 

Focus groups can be used in a number of ways including 

but not limited to: 1) issue identification; 2) plan evaluation; and 3) as a 

perception check to the results gathered through the other planning 

processes and activities (i.e. the community survey). In this role, focus 

groups help to clarify the issues raised from other activities. A small group 

of residents can shed light on why the issues are important to the 

community and what aspects of those issues need to be addressed. Focus 

group discussions can help to detern1ine how ready the community is to 

address the issues - to what extent and in what detail. They can also help 

to develop activities for ensuing activities. 

Workshops provide opportunities for residents to get 

involved in developing strategies for dealing with issues. Workshops that 

are divided into two separate sessions can be more effective than those 

held in a single session. First, two shorter sessions inflict less fatigue on 

participants than one long session. Second, participants have time to 

reflect on the discussions held during the first session thus bringing new 

insights and realizations into the second session. To effectively gather 
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feedback from residents, workshops should be designed to provide 

activities that target a variety of learner types and communication styles. 

Workshops should also be held at a readily accessible location, and held 

during a time that is convenient for participants. 

A design charette is a type of workshop that uses artists to 

graphically detail community members' ideas and feedback about the look 

and feel of their community. This type of workshop can be highly 

effective when addressing urban design issues such as downtown 

revitalization, neighbourhood parks and open spaces, and high density or 

mixed-use developments. 

Open Houses are used as a means of informing and 

updating the pubic on the planning process to date. They can also be 

developed as interactive events that provide opportunities for the planning 

team to elicit feedback from residents and ascertain whether or not the 

plan is heading in the right direction. 

Newsletters, newspaper articles, radio, and television 

reports are used to keep the public infornled about the process, about 

upcoming opportunities to get involved in the process and to educate 

residents about important issues being addressed through the process. 

A web page and Email can provide an additional format 

for residents to seek and acquire information about the planning process. It 

also provides opportunities for residents to submit their comments and 

provide feedback. This format is limited to those communities that take 
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education levels, the limited benefits accrued from this format may not 

justify the costs. A telephone hotline can also provide an opportunity for 

residents to phone in to get information and/or to voice their concerns and 

ideas. This approach can be effective in communities with low literacy 

rates and/or that do not readily use the Internet. 

5.0 Conclusion 

Public participation in planning is increasingly becoming 

the norm. An effective public participation process is an important 

component of ensuring the success of a Plan. Public participation in 

planning can help to change attitudes, build knowledge and coalesce 

divided communities around a common vision. The process is ideally 

suited as a capacity-building tool for community development. In order to 

achieve this goal, a public participation process must be both inclusive and 

encourage broad participation. Four case examples of public participation 

processes - the City of Edmonton, the City of Vancouver, the Town of 

Banff and the County of Red Deer - demonstrate the common features of 

a public participation program. A comprehensive and effective public 

participation process will include most if not all of the following: a 

Steering Committee, key-informant interviews, a community survey, 

Focus Groups, workshops, Open Houses, newsletters, newspaper, radio 

and television reports, a web page and Email, and a telephone hotline. The 
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next chapter identifies and discusses which of these components were used 

in Pass to the Future. 
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Chapter 3 
PASS TO THE FUTURE 

1.0 Introduction 

he public participation program for the Municipality of 

T Crowsnest Pass Municipal Development Plan (MDP) 

was carried out under the name of Pass to the Future. It 

was a two-year process that evolved over three independent phases. The 

first phase developed a Terms of Reference for the MDP and involved a 

series of key inforn1ant interviews. Phase II involved a community survey 

to assess community needs, values, and concerns. Phase III used focus 

group meetings and workshops to clarify the community's concerns and to 

develop solutions and policy recommendations for the MDP. In addition, 

A Community Ideas Book, modeled after the Vancouver CityPlan Ideas 

Book, was used during this phase to elicit informal feedback from the 

community-at-Iarge. Informing the public of the process and opportunities 

for involvement was done using newspaper and radio reports, Open 

Houses and newsletters. Phases II and III were designed to use the public 

participation process as a capacity-building tool for community 

development. Throughout this program, the community was to be directly 
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Pass to the Future and actively involved in learning about the internal and external forces of 

change at work and in gaining greater control over the future course of 

those forces in the Crowsnest Pass. Pass to the Future sought 1) to 

identify local needs and desires; 2) to identify the barriers to addressing 

those needs and desires; and 3) to either identify potential opportunities or 

create new opportunities for addressing those needs and desires. This 

chapter describes the three phases of the Pass to the Future public 

participation process, how the activities in each phase were conducted, and 

the nature of the citizen participation. 

2.0 Pass to the Future - A Three-Phase Process 

The public participation process for the Municipality of 

Crowsnest Pass's Municipal Development Plan occurred between January 

1998 and December 1999. The process that evolved over three separate 

phases (Figure 2) and included key informant interviews, a community 

survey, focus groups, workshops, newsletters and media reports, Open 

Houses and a Community Ideas Book. Together, these three phases formed 

a comprehensive public participation process. 
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Pass to the Future2.1 Phase I: Terms of Reference (January - April 1998) 

The first phase of the planning process occurred between 

January and April 1998 and involved the creation of a Terms of Reference 

(TOR) for the Municipal Development Plan. The TOR was developed by 

the 1997 first-year class of the Masters Program in Planning of the 

University of Calgary, Faculty of Environmental Design for the EVDP 

637 (Office) course. Funding for this phase of the process was co

sponsored by the Crowsnest Pass Business Development Corporation and 

the Economic Development Board with political support from Municipal 

Council. The TOR addressed the natural environment, economic 

development, urban design and public participation, with a separate study 

and document being prepared for the Family and Community Support 

Services (FCSS). 

The process for developing the TOR began with two 

days of intensive key informant interviews in January with leaders 

in the community, including members of Municipal Council, Family 

and Community Support Services (FCSS), local advisory 

committees (including the Chamber of Commerce and Economic 

Development Board) and service organizations. A total of 35 people 

were interviewed. Each interview lasted between one and two hours 

with several individuals being interviewed more than once. The 

interview questions attempted to discover: 1) community values, 

attitudes and concerns; 2) how planning and decision making was 
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available to guide planning and decision making; and 4) the 

questions to be asked in order to create an effective and 

comprehensive Municipal Development Plan for the community. 

These interviews provided an estimated 60 person-hours of 

feedback. The EVDS students followed up the interviews with three 

months of research. The final TOR was presented at the end of April 

1998 to Doug Topinka, Chief Administrative Officer for the 

Municipality and Cliff Reiling and Darlene Sinclair of the Economic 

Development Corporation. 

These key infonnant interviews elucidated several 

important issues facing the community. The most important was to solve 

the community's economic development issues through economic 

diversification. Economic development issues are complicated by a 

competing value placed on the quality of the natural environment - a 

major economic development constraint to a community whose economy 

is in large part still based on resource extraction. Developing a common 

vision for the community is difficult due to competing ideas about what 

constitutes a viable economic future. 

Developing and implementing effective economIc 

development strategies is made difficult due to a vague and inconsistent 

planning and decision-making process. Political decisions in the 
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rather than objective criteria. 

The community also lacks effective information 

management. Many studies have been conducted for the community over 

the past two decades, yet the majority of these studies have gone missing. 

These studies, therefore, are not readily accessible for decision-makers. 

The lack of information makes objective and informed decisions difficult. 

This exacerbates the nepotism and patronage that characterizes the 

planning and decision-making process. 

The difficulty of developing a common VISIon for the 

community is further increased because the Crowsnest Pass is a fractured 

community. Major divisions occur within the community between the five 

former townsites (Coleman, Blairmore, Frank, Bellevue and Hillcrest) and 

between 'old-timers' and 'ol.ltsiders'/'new-comers.' The limited consensu 

that has evolved within the community is based more on what residents do 

not want rather than what they do want. Residents do not want the 

Crowsnest Pass to become "another Canmore or Banff." 

Thus it became clear that the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass was 

III need of community development strategy as well as land use plan. 

Through the key informant interviews held in Phase I, it was concluded 

that this rural community required a program that could deal with its 

economic development, environmental, political, and social issues. It was 

felt that there was a need to build stronger networks between community 
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 groups and organizations, and to strengthen the coordination of their 

activities. It was also recognized that one of the mam barriers to 

developing a common vision was a fractured community and therefore the 

community needed an opportunity to bring divergent groups together to 

discuss ideas, goals and concerns through a broad public participation 

program. These themes continued to evolve throughout the planning 

process. 

The recommendations made for public participation in the 

Tern1s of Reference were not followed in the subsequent phases of the 

public participation process because the recommendations made were 

inconsistent with community development goals. The public participation 

process recommended in the TOR called for four separate working groups 

- a stakeholder working group, a service providers working group, a 

Crowsnest Pass working group, and the planning team - to discuss issues 

relevant to them. It was felt that organizing working groups according to 

status in the community would not encourage the developing of 

partnerships and internal links. Rather, it would likely have resulted in 

these four groups acting in isolation. The public participation process that 

did evolve, however, was organized around bringing different groups 

within the community together to discuss broad themes affecting the 

entire community. 
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(July 1998 - January 1999) 

The second phase of the process ran from July 1998 to 

January 1999 and was co-sponsored by the Crowsnest Pass Business 

Development Corporation and the Economic Development Board, again 

with political support from Municipal Council. This phase involved the 

Pass to the Future community survey, delivered to households in the 

community through the local newspapers in September 1998 and 

administered directly to three classes of students from the Crowsnest 

Consolidated High School in October 1998. 

2.2.1 Survey Design 

The Pass to the Future community survey was designed to 

address quality of life and Community Economic Development (CED) 

issues in the Crowsnest Pass. The survey asked residents for their views 

on local amenities and services, community atmosphere and character, the 

natural environment, future population growth, and economic 

development (Appendix B). The target audience was the community-at

large rather than any specific sample group or groups. Thus all households 

(ratepayers) in the community were given the opportunity to participate in 

the survey. Through news stories in both the Pass Herald and Crowsnest 

Pass Promoter and on the local radio station (CJPR), the public was kept 
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Pass to the Future informed of the survey, the questions being asked, and the issues that 

evolved. 

The specific questions asked and the wording used was 

developed over a series of drafts whereby individuals from a number of 

local agencies and organizations were given the oPPOltunity to offer their 

feedback. It was important to ensure that a comprehensive and relevant list 

of questions be devised and that the wording of those questions be 

understandable to a wide range of backgrounds and education levels. 

Thus, senior planning staff from the Oldman River Intermunicipal 

Services Agency (ORlSA); senior Town Administration staff; all members 

of Town Council, the Municipal Planning Commission/Subdivision and 

Development Approval Board, and the Economic Development Board; 

senior staff from the Crowsnest Pass Business Development Corporation; 

and senior staff from local provincial agencies including the Economic 

Development Office, Alberta Environmental Protection, Alberta 

Advanced Education and Career Development, and Alberta Community 

Development were all given draft copies of the survey. They, along with 

their spouses, were asked to fill out the survey and make recommendations 

for changes where necessary. 

The intent of the process was to ensure that the questions 

being asked were relevant, the wording of individual questions wa 

simple, clear and understandable for residents of various backgrounds and 

education levels, that questions were not leading, and that the appropriate 
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provided. It was felt that the individuals involved in this activity were 

from sufficiently diverse backgrounds and had sufficient exposure to 

individual groups in the community to be able to evaluate the 

appropriateness of the survey. 

2.2.2 Survey Administration 

The survey targeted individual household 

(ratepayers) as the unit of decision making in the Pass. Often 

surveys are conducted through a random selection process whereby 

every tenth household is surveyed. While this is a cost effective and 

proven survey technique, it would have excluded 9 out of every 10 

households from having a chance to voice their opinions. It was felt 

that this might send out a negative message and that every 

household should have equal opportunity to respond to the survey. 

The most effective means of getting the survey out to every 

household in the community would have been to send the survey out 

with the utility bill or property tax assessments or via individual 

mail-outs. Unfortunately, due to budget constraints and the timing of 

the survey, neither option was available. The third option, then, was 

to print the survey in both of the local newspapers. 

Since not every household has a newspaper subscription, 

not all households in the Pass would receive a copy of the survey at their 
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community and extra copies of the survey were printed and made 

available at both newspaper offices, the Municipal Office and the 

Economic Development Office. Regular newspaper stories and radio 

announcements were made to advertise the survey. To prevent households 

from filling out multiple copies of the survey, a draw was held for a 

$150.00 gift certificate. Respondents had to put their names and addresses 

on the survey in order to be eligible for the draw. This did, however act as 

a disincentive to those residents who feared that their anonymity might be 

compromised. A total of 306 surveys were returned. 

A second, youth-oriented survey (Appendix C) was 

conducted among students at the Crowsnest Consolidated High School. A 

questionnaire was directly administered to one class from each of grades 

10, 11 and 12. A total of 104 youth responded. To compare the results 

from both the household survey and the teen survey, the wording of the 

household survey was retained verbatim. For several of the household 

questions it was hypothesized that teen responses would be dependent 

upon their parents' values and decisions; thus these questions were 

omitted. 

2.2.3 Statistical Analysis 

Since the survey was designed to identify community-wide 

issues and areas of consensus (if any) rather than neighbourhood- pecific 
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Pass to the FutureIssues and attitudes, the analysis of survey findings focused on the 

percentage breakdown (frequency distribution) of responses for each 

question rather than correlation analyses. A total of 306 household surveys 

were returned, representing just over a 10% response rate. In order to 

assess the attributes of respondents, five questions were asked: age, 

location of primary residence, family status, location of previous 

residence, and how long respondents had lived in the Crowsnest Pass. This 

information was then checked against the 1996 Census data to test for 

statistical validity in terms of geographic and demographic distribution. 

Using a chi-square test', the geographic distribution of the survey 

respondents was shown to reflect the actual geographic distribution found 

within the Pass with a 90% confidence level. Appendix D is an excerpt 

from the February 1999 "Pass to the Future Summary Report" which 

provides a more detailed summary of the survey statistical analysis. 

2.2.4 Survey Findings 

The specific results of the survey were documented 

in a report to Council and the Economic Development Office and 

are only briefly described here. In general, they did support the 

community development focus of the project. The two issues of 

prime concern to survey respondents were economic development 

1 The chi-square test is a test for significance invented in 1900 by Karl Pearson to 
compare observed frequency distributions with expected frequency distributions 
(Freedman et ai, 1991). 
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Pass	 to the Future and future growth. The importance placed on protecting the natural 

environment, preserving the local small town atmosphere, and 

improving community services was also identified in the survey. 

Copies of the survey report were placed at the Town 

Office, both libraries, the post offices, and several stores throughout 

the community so that residents could also find out the results of the 

survey. An Open House was also held in January 1999 to inform the 

community. 

2.3	 Phase III: Pass to the Future Public Participation 
Process (April - December, 1999) 

The Pass to the Future survey confirmed that the 

community desired issues normally considered under community 

development be addressed in their Municipal Development Plan. Through 

funding from the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass, the Pass to the Future 

public participation process continued to pursue these community 

development goals and ran from April to December 1999. 

2.3.1	 Phase III Principles 

Pass to the Future was guided by 5 principles: feedback, 

information, education, celebration and implementation. First and 

foremost, public consultation is about gaining feedback and input from 

the community-at-large - from local residents, local service groups and 
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Pass to the Futurelocal departments and organizations. Several opportunities were provided 

in order to elicit feedback from people throughout the community. The 

initial key informant interviews, the community survey, a series of focus 

group meetings and workshops, informal interviews and the Community 

Ideas Book were designed to elicit this feedback. It was expected that 

these opportunities would gather enough feedback from a variety of 

residents to ensure that the Municipal Development Plan was 

comprehensive and representative of the community as a whole. 

Those involved in the planning process must have the 

necessary (and accurate) information with which to base their decisions 

about the future. This infom1ation must be shared openly and provided 

equally to all participants. Information was distributed not only about the 

process but also about the issues confronting the community through a 

series of newsletters, radio reports and newspaper articles. Two Open 

Houses were also used to inform the public about the significant results 

and progress of Pass to the Future. One of the key elements of capacity 

building is to increase the local knowledge base of a community. A great 

deal of information is in the hands of local residents and "experts" 

service organizations and businesses. Those sources were actively sought 

out and invited to participate in the public participation process. 

If the public participation process is to be used as a 

capacity-building tool, then local residents should get more out of the 

process than just the opportunity to be heard. For the public participation 
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Pass to the Future process to build a community's ability "to respond to external and internal 

stresses; to create and take advantage of opportunities; and to meet the 

needs of residents" (Jonathan Kusel as cited in Cestero, 1999: 75), it must 

give residents the opportunity to learn how to do so. The public 

participation process must help residents to learn more about the issues 

facing a variety of residents in the community, the internal and external 

causes of those issues, and the planning and decision-making processes 

used to address those issues. The educational activities used in Pass to the 

Future were designed so that local residents could gain greater knowledge 

about important community issues, planning legislation, and the planning 

and decision-making process. Through these activities, participants were 

able to discover alternative points of view and how community planning 

could address local Issues. By introducing participants to Alberta's 

planning legislation, they began to understand what a Municipal 

Development Plan could and could not achieve; what issues would need to 

be dealt with through other statutory plans - Area Structure Plans, Area 

Redevelopment Plans, and the Land Use Bylaw - and design guidelines; 

and what issues could not be addressed through formal planning but rather 

would need to be dealt with through other community-based activities and 

initiatives. 

The Crowsnest Pass is a unique community with a unique 

history and character. The public participation process was designed to 

offer local residents the opportunity to discover and celebrate those 
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Pass to the Futurespecial attributes. This principle helped to keep discussions about 

community issues positive and productive. The initial community survey 

layout included photographs of local residents and features (natural and 

human-made) in order to encourage residents to spend time reading and 

filling out the survey rather than ignoring it. The Community Ideas Book 

encouraged residents to express what they would treasure about the 

community and what they would like to improve rather than providing 

residents with a forum simply to complain. It was hoped that when 

complete, the document would serve as a guide for new residents to learn 

more about the community and the things local residents value. 

For the Municipal Development Plan to be of real value to 

the community there must be a means of implementing the policies 

described in the Plan. Implementation is not the role of just the local 

politicians but of the entire community through their day-to-day activities. 

Pass to the Future gave residents input into what would go in the Plan and 

a role in developing the policies. By giving ownership over the Plan to 

residents, it was hoped that this would encourage greater support for the 

Plan and thus facilitate its implementation. Participants were also given 

the opportunity to gain a greater understanding of the planning and 

decision-making process and the provincial and municipal legislation that 

detern1ines much of the planning process. 
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Pass to the Future 2.3.2 Phase III Themes 

Seven themes were chosen for the third phase of the public 

participation process. These themes were derived by combining the issues 

mandated through the Municipal Government Act (MGA) for a Municipal 

Development Plan with those issues derived from the Pass to the Future 

survey. Certain themes mandated by the MGA (e.g. financing) were not 

deemed appropriate for a public participation process. The seven themes 

chosen for Phase III were: 

1. Future Growth & Land Use 

2. Jobs & The Economy 

3. The Natural & Cultural Environments 

4. Transportation 

5. People & Housing 

6. Community Character & Public Spaces 

7. Community Services 

2.3.3 Phase III Design 

This phase of the process was designed after examining the 

case examples discussed in Chapter 2. The goal of Phase III was to create 

a program that would "fill in the gaps" from the first two phases, thus 

creating a comprehensive public participation process. 

Key infoffi1ant interviews were conducted in Phase I and a 

Community Survey was conducted in Phase II. In order to complete the 

program, Phase III consisted of a Steering Committee (the Subdivision 

and Development Approval Board); focus group meetings; workshops; 
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Pass to the Futurenewsletters, newspaper articles and radio interviews; and the creation of a 

Community Ideas Book. These are discussed below. 

Television, a telephone hotline and the Internet were not 

used in the public consultation program. The Crowsnest Pass does not 

have community television channel. A web page was not developed for 

Pass to the Future because it was assumed that the number of residents 

who would take advantage of this would not justify the cost of doing so. 

An email address was included in the newsletters, however, few residents 

took advantage of this. A telephone hotline was not used both because of 

the projected time that would be spent recording and responding to 

random telephone comments and inquiries. While a municipal staff 

member could have taken on this responsibility, it was felt that this option 

would conflict with the University of Calgary's Ethics of Human Studies 

guidelines. These guidelines require the investigator in any research 

involving human subjects (participants) to ensure the subjects' anonymity 

and confidentiality in order to minimize any potential risks deriving from 

their involvement in the research. 

2.3.3.1 Steering Committee 

Initially, the Municipal Planning Commission was named 

as the Steering Committee for Pass to the Future. However, due to the 

requirements guaranteeing participants' anonymity/confidentiality under 

the university's ethics guidelines (as noted above), it was felt that having 
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Pass to, the Future the Municipal Planning Commission oversee the process and recruit 

participants might compromise that anonymity of the participants. Nor 

was it felt appropriate (for the same reason) that another board to take on 

the role of Steering Committee. Thus, at Municipal Council's approval, 

the Steering Committee component of the program was omitted. 

2.3.3.2 Focus Group Meetings (June 1999) 

Focus groups "are a research method for collecting 

qualitative data, they are focused efforts at data gathering, and they 

generate data through group discussions" (Morgan and Krueger, 

1998; Vol. 1, p. 29). Focus groups involve a three-part 

communication process whereby: 

1)	 (t)he research team members decide what they need 
to hear from the participants; 

2)	 the focus groups create a conversation among the 
participants around these chosen topics; and 

3)	 members of the research team summarize what they 
have learned from the participants (ibid., p. 9) 

Focus groups are particularly effective when attempting to develop a 

greater understanding of a particular issue or when attempting to "reduce a 

gap in understanding between groups of people" through open-ended and 

interactive group discussions (ibid., p. 98). 

The Pass to the Future focus group meetings were 

conducted between Tuesday June 14, 1999 and Friday June 18, 1999. In 
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Pass to the Futureall, seven focus group meetings were held each lasting four hours and each 

addressing one of the seven issues established for Pass to the Future. 

Focus groups are typically comprised of between six to ten 

participants - less than six and there are not enough ideas brought to the 

table; more than ten and not everyone will have an equal opportunity to 

speak. Keeping the numbers low also ensures that the meetings are 

comfortable and supportive, encouraging open discussion and the sharing 

of ideas between all participants. The length of time for group discussion 

has to be adjusted according to the number of participants. Typically, the 

smaller the group, the more time is allocated to the discussion since it is 

assumed that a smaller group will have fewer ideas than a larger group and 

therefore need more time to brainstorm. There were between six and ten 

participants for each meeting with the average being seven or eight 

participants. The "People and Housing," "Community Services" and 

"Community Character and Public Spaces" meetings each had SIX 

participants, "Transportation" each had seven participants, "Future 

Growth and Land Use," "Jobs and the Economy" each had eight 

participants, and "The atural and Cultural Environments" had ten 

participants. 

The focus groups meetings served two goals: first as a 

perception check to the household survey, and second as a capacity

building too!' As a perception check, the meetings served to further clarify 

or elucidate why the particular issue under discussion was important to the 
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Pa~s to the Future community and what aspects of the issue needed to be addressed (either 

within the Municipal Development Plan, through other planning 

legislation or through community initiatives). As a capacity-building tool, 

the meetings served to 1) broaden participants' understanding of the seven 

particular issues facing the community; and 2) introduce participants to the 

planning process, in particular to introduce participants to Part 17 Division 

4 - Statutory Plans of the Municipal Government Act. 

The meeting agenda consisted of eight components: 1) a 

brief icebreaker intended to introduce participants to each other; 2) an 

introduction to the Pass to the Future public consultation process; 3) an 

overview of the particular issue; 4) an open group discussion; 5) the 

creation of a mission statement for the issue; 6) an educational session on 

statutory plans; 7) an assessment of what information is still needed; and 

8) planning exercises for the community workshops. 

The introduction to the Pass to the Future public 

consultation process included a brief explanation of my academic 

objectives in using the public consultation process as a capacity-building 

tool. Participants were then given an overview of the seven components of 

the process, which include the initial Pass to the Future survey conducted 

in the Fall of 1998, the current focus group meetings and ensuing 

community workshops, the newsletters and media coverage, the Open 

Houses and the Community Ideas Book. The five key guiding principles 

(feedback, information, education, celebration, and implementation) were 
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Pass to the Futurealso described and it was shown how each component of the process fit 

into those principles. 

In each meeting, participants were given an overview 

of the issue prior to initiating the group discussions. The issue was 

described in terms of what was known about the issue based on the 

questions that were asked in the household survey. Participants were 

invited to examine a copy of the survey so that they could see what 

specific questions were asked and how they were asked. It was 

explained to them that the particular wording of the question, the 

location of the question in relation to other questions and the 

specific options given for answers (on the closed-ended questions) 

could all contribute a bias to the question. This bias could be seen as 

leading and it also could be seen as omitting important options or 

considerations. Participants were also given general conclusions that 

could be drawn from the survey responses and the tasks that needed 

to be addressed through the focus group meetings. A list of specific 

questions was placed on the overhead projector and participants 

were invited to modify that list either by deleting certain questions, 

adding questions of their own, or changing the wording of the 

questions. 

This overview set the stage for the ensumg group 

discussions. In some cases the initial questions were left as is and the 

discussion followed the questions to the letter. In other cases, the 
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Pass to the Future discussions took on lives of their own. Participants were encouraged to 

discuss their ideas openly while their comments were summarized on a 

flip chart. At the end of this discussion, participants consolidated their 

feedback into a single mission statement. This mission statement consisted 

of an initial value-based (normative) statement describing why the issue 

was important to the community and accessory statements of how those 

values would manifest themselves. 

The capacity-building section of the focus group 

meetings involved an introduction to planning legislation - namely 

statutory plans as described in Part 17, Division 4 of the Municipal 

Government Act, 1994. For this exercise, participants were evenly 

divided into three groups, given a copy of the Municipal 

Government Act with an explanation and overview of the Act, its 

content and organization, and then directed to detemline the purpose 

and content of and explain in plain language one of 1) Municipal 

Development Plans; 2) Area Structure and Area Redevelopment 

Plans; and 3) the Land Use Bylaw. At the end of the group 

presentations, the group participated in a perception-check exercise 

whereby they were asked to identify under which statutory plan the 

various issues that had come up during the group discussion fell. 

Thus, part of this exercise was also designed to manage expectations 

of what a Municipal Development Plan could and could not achieve 

in terms of the given subject issue. 
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Pass to the FutureIt was hoped that the focus group participants would 

be involved in planning the exercises to be conducted during the 

workshops. Due to the amount of time spent discussing the specific 

issues in question, there was not enough time in any of the meetings 

to do so. 

2.3.3.3 Community Workshops (August 1999) 

The Pass to the Future cornn1Unity workshops occurred 

over two weeks between August 16 and August 28, 1999. They were 

designed to encourage local residents, business owners and service agency 

representatives to come up with solutions to the issues identified in the 

survey and focus group meetings. There were fourteen workshops in total 

- two four-hour workshops, held one week apart, for each of the seven 

Pass to the Future themes. By dividing the workshops into two sessions, it 

was felt that participants would have the chance to reflect on the 

discussions and ideas from the first workshop and bring new insights into 

the second session. 

Residents were infonned of the vanous opportunities to 

participate in the workshops. First, the Pass to the Future ewsletter o. 

3 outlined the dates of the workshops for July. ewspaper articles and 

radio coverage invited residents to participate. More than 400 letters were 

sent out to individual residents, business owners and service agencies 

inviting them to participate in the workshops. A number of residents, 
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Pass to the Future business owners and service providers were contacted by phone in an ..... 
~ ~~.~. , ' ..... attempt to stimulate enrollment. Announcements were made at Council ,::.."- .' :.:C:.~,~., .' 

~
 meetings and at the Ratepayers Association meeting. Finally, businesses 

throughout the community were canvassed in order to encourage more 

people to attend the workshops. 

Despite these efforts, the workshops had to be 

rescheduled from July to August due to low attendance. Even the 

August attendance was low. Attendance during the second week of 

the workshops for both the People & Housing and Transportation 

workshops in August was so low (three and four people showed up, 

respectively) that they had to be rescheduled again to the first week 

of September. 

The poor attendance is most likely due to the workshops 

being held at a time when many residents were on summer vacation, 

during exceptional summer weather and during the evenings and on 

weekends. This timing was unavoidable due to the project deadlines of the 

original timeline established by the Oldman River Intermunicipal Planning 

Commission (ORISA). The Draft MDP was scheduled to be ratified by 

November 1999. Therefore the public consultation process had to be 

completed with a final report presented to Council by September 1999 so 

that there would be enough time for Council to modify the policy 

recommendations. The workshops were held during the evenings and on 

weekends so that those residents who work during the weekday could 
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Pass to the Futureparticipate (the focus group meetings had been held during the day and 

there had been some criticism about that). 

The goal of the workshops was to: 1) develop and evaluate 

solutions to the problems identified; 2) develop action steps to bring about 

those solutions; 3) identify local groups or organizations who could 

potentially take a leadership role in coordinating those action steps; and 4) 

create draft policy statements recognizing both the solutions and the local 

organizations. The conclusions drawn from these exercIses were to be 

used to develop policies and guidelines for the Municipal Development 

Plan. 

As with the focus group meetings, workshop participants 

were given an overview of the Pass to the Future goals, process and five 

principles. To ensure that the workshop discussions remained positive and 

that everyone had an equal opportunity to participate, participants were 

given a list of ground rules. 

As part of the education (capacity-building) session, 

participants were presented with an introduction to Community 

Development including a discussion of "capacity building" and 

asset-driven vs. needs-based approaches. The education session then 

moved into a discussion of the planning process and the key players 

involved in each phase of the process. Participants of each workshop 

were asked to identify a local committee that carried out advisory 

functions to Council around that workshop's theme (e.g. 
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Pass to the Future Transportation). If participants could not identify an existing group, 

they were to be asked to develop a list of community groups that 

should be represented on such a committee. The results of this 

activity were unexpected. In each case, the workshop group could 

not identify a current advisory group and so had to develop a new 

one. 

2.3.3.4	 Community Ideas Book 
(April to November 1999) 

The consultation process also involved the creation of a 

Community Ideas Book, modeled after the Vancouver CityPlan "Ideas 

Book." The Community Ideas Book was designed as a collection of ideas 

from the community as a whole. Local residents of all ages were offered 

the opportunity to express what they would consider to be important 

aspects of their ideal community. Submissions related to the seven key 

issues being dealt with in the focus group meetings and community 

workshops. 

Several attempts were made to gather feedback for the 

Community Ideas Book. The first attempt occurred in April 1999 when 

teachers from each of the four schools in the community were invited to 

participate in activities that would allow the students to express their ideas. 

However, due to this late date in the school year only the staff from M.D. 

McEachern and Karen Paton from Isabelle Sellon were willing to 

participate. The second attempt involved open invitations for submissions 
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Pass to the Futurevia the Pass to the Future newsletters and the newspapers. This attempt 

only secured three submissions. During one of the focus group meetings, 

the question "Where is the Ideas Book right now?" was asked. It was 

assumed that there was an actual book circulating around the community 

where people could put their comments in directly. This lead to a 

discussion of how that could be achieved and it was decided that coil-

bound notebooks, appropriately "dressed-up" with the Pass to the Future 

logo and introductory statements, should be circulated among local 

businesses, clubs and organizations, and the two libraries to make it easier 

for residents to make submissions. This was the third and most successful 

attempt. A number of individuals took the responsibility to distribute the 

notebooks among friends and family, asking them to fill in comments. The 

completed Community Ideas Book included all of the comments gathered 

and open-ended responses from the original Pass to the Future household 

survey. 

2.3.3.5 Open House #2 (October 1999) 

The results of the focus group meetings and the community 

workshops, including the policy recommendations that came out of these 

meetings, was presented during a second Open House held in October 

1999. As with the Open House for Phase II, this Open House had a 

questionnaire for participants to complete. The questionnaire gave 

participants each of the policy recommendations and asked participants to 
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Pass to the Future indicate whether they agreed or disagreed with the policies or whether 

they felt they needed more information before making a decision. 

Attendees were also given the opportunity to participate in 

two preference surveys. The first survey dealt with downtown 

beautification. It presented a number of photos of five towns - Bragg 

Creek, Nelson, Revelstoke, Kimberley and Salmo - and asked participants 

to indicate what they liked and disliked about each town's theme and 

beautification projects. The second survey dealt with housing. It presented 

a number of different examples for each of five types of housing - single 

detached, duplex, townhouse, manufactured home and condominium and 

asked participants to indicate what they liked and disliked about each 

example. 

2.3.3.6 Newsletters (May to November 1999) 

A series of newsletters (five in total - see Appendix E) 

were written and sent to all residences through the mail. These newsletters 

were designed to update residents about each phase in the process and to 

infom1 them of opportunities to get involved in the process. The 

newsletters were large (printed on 11' x 17" paper) and colourful to help 

them stand out from the regular mail. 

The first newsletter (May 1999) had an overview of the 

consultation process. The second newsletter (June 1999) discussed the 

focus group meeting topics, indicated how residents could get involved in 
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Pass to the Futurethe focus group meetings, workshops and Community Ideas Book and 

provided a sign-up form for those activities. Newsletter No.3 (July 1999) 

provided a summary of each of the seven focus group meetings and sent 

out an invitation to all residents to participate in the ensuing workshops. 

Newsletter No.4 (October 1999) provided a summary of the key findings 

from the workshops. The final newsletter (November 1999) was in the 

fonn of a policy direction survey. This survey was the same as the policy 

recommendation questionnaire given to the Open House participants. Of 

the 2595 surveys mailed out, 99 usable surveys were returned. Together 

with the 25 questionnaires filled out during the second Open House, a total 

of 124 usable surveys were received. These surveys were geographically 

representative of the population distribution with an 80% confidence level. 

However, with only a 4.75% response rate (124 of 2595 households) the 

survey could not be considered statistically valid. To be deemed 

statistically valid, the survey would have required a response rate of at 

least 10%. 

2.3.3.7 The Media (July 1998 to November 1999) 

The local media was involved in this process from the 

beginning. In order to acquaint the community with what was going on, 

regular news stories were printed in each newspaper and interviews were 

conducted at the local radio station (CJPR). This continued throughout the 

duration of the project. 
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and Participants 

Table 2 shows the number of participants m each 

component of the Pass to the Future public consultation process and the 

estimated number of person hours of feedback gathered. Residents who 

participated in more than one activity were not double-counted. Over the 

three phases of the process, an estimated 1900 hours of feedback from 939 

different people in the community was gathered. This represents 

approximately 14.5% of the population (based on 1996 census data). 

Since the ewsletter No. 5 survey showed an 80% 

confidence level and the original Pass to the Future community survey 

showed a 90% confidence level for geographic representativeness, it is 

assumed that residents who participated in offering their feedback through 

the focus group meetings, the workshops, the Community Ideas Book, the 

Trade Show and interviews and personal di cussions also displayed this 

geographic representativeness. 

Based on an 14.5% response rate and the assumed 

geographic representativeness of participants, the participants in all 

aspects of the Pass to the Future public consultation process together form 

a group that is statistically representative of the larger population of the 

Crowsnest Pass. 

Both the Pass to the Future household survey and the 

Newsletter No. 5 survey were open to all households in the Pass. 

"Households" can contain any number of residents headed by single 
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Pass to the Futureindividuals or married couples. It was indicated in the Pass to the Future 

household survey that, if husbands and wives differed in their opinions, 

the two could fill out separate surveys. The number of couples doing that 

was very small (less than 2%.) It is assumed, therefore, that many of the 

surveys represent the views of two adults, not just one. According to 1996 

Census data, 61% of households are husband-wife families (married or 

common-law) (1590 total husband-wife families by family structure and 

2595 total number of private households.) Based on this percentage, the 

Pass to the Future household survey could potentially represent 493 

residents and the 1 ewsletter o. 5 survey could potentially represent 159 

residents. However, for the sake of caution, each survey has only been 

counted as representing one single resident's point of view. 
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Pass to the Future Table 2: Summary of Feedback Hours 

Public Consultation Total Number of Total Person-

Component New Residents Hours
 

Terms ofReference 35 60 
Interviews 

Pass to the Future 306 306
 
household survey
 

Pass to the Future teen 104 52
 
survey 

Open House #1 51 25.5 

Trade Show 32 5 

Focus Group Meetings 38 192 

Workshops 47 442 

Open House #2 27 90 

Newsletter No.5 survey 99 49.5 

Informal discussions unknown 150 (estimate) 

Ideas Book 200 450 

Total 939 (minimum) 1900 (estimate) 

The Ideas Book received comments from approximately 

200 additional residents and resulted in an estimated 440 person hours of 

feedback. Twenty-two art students from Isabelle Sellon School 

participated in design activities lasting two weeks (five classes) resulting 

in 110 person hours. One hundred and sixty children from M.D. 

McEachern School participated in design activities resulting in an 

estimated 320 person hours. Eighteen additional adult names not recorded 
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Pass to the Futurefrom any other activity were also found in the Ideas Book resulting in an 

estimated 9 hours of feedback. For the sake of caution, no submissions 

labeled "anonymous" were included in this feedback estimate. 

3.0 Conclusion 

Pass to the Future was a two-year process that evolved 

over three independent phases. Together, these three phases provided a 

comprehensive public participation program composed of: a Terms of 

Reference, key informant interviews, a community survey, focus group 

meetings, workshops, a Community Ideas Book, newspaper and radio 

reports, two Open Houses and five newsletters. Based on community 

feedback gathered during Phase I of the process, Phases II and III were 

designed to use the public participation process as a capacity-building tool 

for community development. Over the three phases of the process, an 

estimated 1900 hours of feedback from 939 different people In the 

community was gathered, representing approximately 14.5% of the 

population. The process resulted in the policy recommendations for the 

Municipal Development Plan presented in Appendix A. The next chapter 

discusses the successes and challenges experienced through the process, 

and the insights gained conducting a public participation process in the 

Crowsnest Pass. 
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Chapter 4 
EVALUATION 

1.0 Introduction 

ass to the Future provided a practical opportunity to gain 

insights into participatory planning, community 

development and small town politics. The goal of the 

planning process was to provide a comprehensive, inclusive and 

representative public participation program that would serve as a capacity-

building tool for community development. The program achieved 

numerous successes. The comprehensive program developed provided a 

variety of opportunities for inclusive and representative public input into 

the Municipal Development Plan. The program accommodated different 

age groups, backgrounds, abilities and comfort levels. Through the 

process, participants were able to develop a greater understanding and 

appreciation of individual differences and to broaden their definition of 

"consensus." The program also faced numerous challenges. Despite the 

number of opportunities for public input and participation, the planning 

process did not achieve the degree of inclusion and representativeness 

necessary to gain the widespread support of Council for the 
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Pass to the Future
 recommendations that emerged. or were participants able to develop 

action-oriented solutions to a number of key issues. The process also 

became embroiled in the local politics and in-fighting of the community. 

This chapter provides an evaluation of the successes and challenges faced 

during Pass to the Future. In cases where challenges were overcome, 

discussions of how that was achieved are presented. In cases where 

challenges were not overcome, potential solutions to mitigate or alleviate 

those challenges in the future are presented. 

2.0 Successes 

Pass to the Future enjoyed numerous successes. The 

representative and inclusive process encouraged a wide variety of local 

residents of different age groups, life cycles, townsites and backgrounds to 

come together and discuss the future of the community. Appendix F 

provides a Letter to the Editor published in both local newspapers that 

outlines these successes from a participant's point of view and an Editorial 

printed in the Crowsnest Pass Promoter. The following is an evaluation of 

the process according to Knight and Caldwell's (1998: 28) criteria for 

representative and inclusive planning process s. 
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Pass to the Future2.1 Representativeness 

To	 reiterate from Chapter 2, a representative planning 

process according to Knight and Caldwell (1998: 28), is one that attempts 

to: 

•	 "include all groups; 

•	 accommodate differences in age, abilities, gender, 
literacy, etc.; 

•	 ensure that participants at meetings are broadly 
representative of the community, or accommodate 
nuances of individual groups in a setting that 
encourages their participation; 

use a range of techniques to encourage 
participation; and 

•	 minimize barriers to participation (related to class, 
culture, literacy, education, age, physical or 
developmental challenges, time, and availability 
and cost of transportation and child care)." 

By providing a comprehensive public participation program, Pass 

to the Future was able to provide a variety of opportunities for 

residents of different age groups, backgrounds, life cycles, levels 

of understanding and geographic location to offer their feedback. 

The program was designed to use a variety of 

techniques to offer people with different comfort levels the 

opportunity to get involved. For those members of the community 

who wished to remain anonymous or who did not wish to 

participate in formalized group activities, the initial Pass to the 

Future community survey and the Community Ideas Book were 
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Pass to the Future available. The focus group meetings provided a venue for residents 

who were comfortable working in small groups but were not 

comfortable with large group settings. Residents who enjoyed 

working in large groups and who wished to generate solutions 

were given the opportunity to participate in the workshops. 

Residents who were curious about the process but did not want to 

actively participate in the process could attend the Open Houses, 

listen to radio reports, or read the newsletters and weekly 

newspaper articles. To meet the challenges of differing time 

schedules and availability, the focus group meetings were held 

during the day and the workshops were held during the evenings 

and on weekends. 

Every club, organization, and service group in the 

community received personal invitations to participate in the 

program. Regular media reports and the series of newsletters 

mailed to every household invited residents to participate in the 

program. School-aged children were invited to participate in the 

Community Ideas Book and high school students were surveyed. A 

local resident who actively participated in the program took copies 

of the Community Ideas Book to the seniors' homes to actively 

gather their feedback. The result of these efforts was a planning 

process that gathered feedback from at least 939 residents (14.5% 
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Pass to the Futureof the population) with a 90% confidence level for geographical 

representativeness of the larger population. 

However, this feedback was limited to those residents who 

could both read and write in English or who had access to family members 

or friends able to provide the necessary translation and dictation. Each of 

the group activities (focus group meetings, workshops, and Open Houses) 

was held in Blairrnore and Coleman and no assistance was provided by the 

municipality for child care or transportation. Residents living in Frank, 

Hillcrest, and Bellevue who did not have adequate transportation or those 

residents who could not acquire adequate child care may have been 

excluded from participating in group activities and their feedback would 

have therefore been limited to the community survey and Community 

Ideas Book. Thus Pass to the Future did not completely "minimize 

barriers to participation (related to class, culture, literacy, education, age, 

physical or developmental challenges, time, and availability and cost of 

transportation and child care)" as Knight and Caldwell (1998: 28) suggest. 

2.2 Openness and Inclusiveness 

Knight and Caldwell (1998: 28) also note that a public 

participation process that is open and inclusive will attempt to: 

• ' encourage people to freely debate issues; 

encourage people to feel comfortable speaking III
 

public;
 

encourage people to be receptive to other opinions;
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Pass to the Future attempt to avoid a "position-based" discussion; 

let participants feel comfortable that "their words" 
won't be used against them; 

value public input; and 

•	 minimize barriers to openness (e.g., intimidation, 
judgment by others, speaking in front of a large 
group, low levels of literacy or communication 
skills, social status, and a fear of being told that you 
are wrong, or that people will not listen to you)" 

Assurances of anonymity and confidentiality, small group settings, rules 

of conduct, and icebreakers during the focus group meetings and 

workshops were designed to improve the openness and inclusiveness of 

the feedback gathered. Following the University of Calgary's ethics 

guidelines helped to ensure that participants' individual comments would 

not leave the room and that therefore their words would not be used 

against them. Group activities began with icebreakers intended to make 

participants feel more comfortable and assist them in getting to know the 

other participants. The ice breaker used during the workshops consisted of 

having participants address the "miracle question" - "If you had woken up 

this morning to an ideal community, what would it be like?" This ice 

breaker not only allowed participants to have fun "dreaming" about the 

possibilities for their community, it also encouraged them to think beyond 

their own individual needs and to consider the needs of groups in the 

community who might not be represented at the workshop_ Discussions 

and debates were encouraged to stay neutral, challenging the issues and 

facts rather than the individual participants. 
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Pass to the FuturePass to the Future sought to engage the public in an 

attempt to derive a common vision for the future of the community. In 

attempting to derive a common vision among a wide range of groups with 

varying interests, numerous conflicting opinions were presented. 

Encouraging people to be receptive to other opinions and attempting to 

avoid "position-based" discussions was a difficult challenge that was 

overcome through open and inclusive discussion. The following section 

shows how the workshop discussions helped to encourage greater 

acceptance of other opinions, to examine and better understand "position

based" discussions, and minimize batTiers to open and inclusive 

discussions (e.g., intimidation, judgment by others, and the fear of 

participants being told that they are wrong). 

2.2.1 Circumventing Conflict 

Prior conflicts between community groups can pose 

barriers to being receptive to other opinions. Often these groups will have 

never worked together, are from different backgrounds and have different 

values and interests. These groups may even have a history of former 

differences and conflict. According to the World Bank, "consensus will 

sometimes be unattainable and no basis will exist for future action, 

especially in situations with a long history of entrenched conflict and 

divisiveness among the parties" (The World Bank, 1996: 135). In some 

instances, then, the public participation process needs to take on a role of 
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Pass to the Future "conflict avoidance" (ibid.) or at least incorporate some measure to avoid 

conflict. 

The divisions of the Crowsnest Pass are rooted in history 

and geography. The Crowsnest Pass is made up of five distinct and 

separate townsites entrenched in their individualities and a segregated 

multicultural community competing for scarce resources in a boom-and

bust mining economy. There are numerous conflicts in the community 

conflicts between the different townsites, conflicts between "new-comers" 

and "old-timers", conflicts between different groups and organizations in 

the community, conflicts between individual Councillors, conflicts 

between Council and Administration, and conflicts between residents and 

their perception of a viable economy. Many of these conflicts center 

around different values, needs, standards, ideas of how things should be 

done and priorities, not to mention basic personality conflicts. 

Because of this divisiveness, it was expected that conflict 

might anse during the focus group and workshop sessions. To avoid 

conflict, rules of conduct were established to ensure that all participants 

were given equal opportunity to speak, communicated openly and 

positively with each other, and listened to alternative points of view. It 

was also explained that people have different points of view, values, and 

ways of dealing with solutions. Through discussions with participants, it 

was decided collectively that these differences were valid. It was further 

explained that, while many people in the Crowsnest Pass feel that the 
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Pass to the Futurecommunities do not get along - that "everybody disagrees with one 

another," the researcher's experience suggested that this was not the case. 

For the most part, the people of the community did agree on some very 

important and fundamental issues. The focus group meetings and 

workshops provided the opportunity for residents to experience that 

solidarity. 

Where participants disagreed about the ranking of 

priorities, discussions were held about individual lifestyle needs and 

priorities. Through these discussions, participants began to realize that 

young families, single individuals, empty-nester couples and senIor 

citizens typically lead different lifestyles and thus tend to have different 

needs and priorities. Participants were asked if they preferred to live in a 

community where everyone was the same and had the same lifestyle and 

needs; or a community where there was something for everyone - where 

people could continue to live in the community as their lifestyles and 

needs changed. In all cases, participants indicated that they preferred the 

latter type of community. 

Participants were also involved in discussions about how 

individuals differ in their approaches to "solving" problems. It was 

determined that disagreements about solutions to a problem were largely 

based on different approaches to solving problems. Five principal 

approaches were developed, each described using a visual image that the 

groups could appreciate. These five principal approaches were given the 
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 names of 1) the "balloon" approach; 2) the "Tai Chi" approach; 3) the 

"community-building" approach; 4) the "cannon" approach; and 5) the 

"Pied Piper" approach (Figure 3). The "balloon" approach seeks to rise 

above the problem - to "change the rules of the game" or create a 

condition where one's success doesn't depend on the outside world but 

rather on personal actions. The "Tai Chi" approach seeks to understand the 

dominant forces at work and then to channel them in a beneficial 

direction. The "community building" approach seeks to find a cornnlon 

ground whereby people can act as a cohesive, community unit (there's 

strength in numbers) and then move forward. The "cannon" approach 

seeks to aggressively attack the problem and overwhelm it by mustering 

all one's strength together and attack the situation head on. The "Pied 

Piper" approach seeks to minimize conflict by "following the leader" and 

adjusting to the new situation(s) as they occur. A sixth approach was 

discovered at the end of the process - the "Ostrich" approach, which seeks 

to avoid dealing with the problem by hiding from it and hoping it will go 

away either on its own or through the efforts of others. 

An example of these five approaches In action emerged 

during the Future Growth & Land Use workshop while addressing the 
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The Ostrich Approach: 

Avoid it and hopefully it 
will go away on its own. The Balloon Approach: 

Rise above the situation. Create a
 
condition where your actions or success
 
don't depend on the outside world.
 

The Tai Chi Approach: The Pied Piper Approach: 

Understand the forces at work Minimize conflict by 
and channel them in the direction "following the leader" and 

adapting to new 
you want to go. 

circumstances as they occur. 

The Community· Building Approach: 

Join together as a group, establish a 
The Canon Approach: common ground and work together 

towards a solution. Be aggressive and explosive 
- muster alLyour might 
together and attack the 

situation head on. 



Pass to the Futureissue of highway commercial development. The question was where to 

locate future highway commercial development. Currently, highway 

commercial is concentrated in Coleman and Frank along Highway #3 with 

some additional highway commercial in Blairmore along Main Street 

(previously, Highway #3). The underlying concerns were uncertainty 

about the timing of the highway rerouting and the impacts the rerouting 

would have on the highway commercial businesses located along the 

current route. The community remains divided about the new highway 

route - residents living along the highway want it rerouted because it 

poses noise and safety concerns; businesses currently located along the 

highway do not want it rerouted because they need highway access to 

ensure their viability. 

One way to deal with this issue would be to wait until the 

new route was constructed and then to rezone the land alongside the new 

route as highway commercial - this is the "Pied Piper" approach (reacting 

to and adjusting to the new situation). In the long run, however, this results 

in a game of cat-and-mouse whereby the highway is rerouted and new 

highway commercial springs up along the new route creating pressure for 

the highway to once again reroute. The "Tai Chi" approach would 

recognize Alberta Infrastructure's goat of maintaining a development-free 

corridor, and zone land along the proposed new route to create a 

secondary access road paralleling the highway (e.g. Golden, Gasoline 

Alley in Red Deer and Bow Corridor in Canmore). The "community 
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Pass to the Future building" approach would recoglllze that if the highway was to be 

rerouted, incentives and financial assistance would need to be provided to 

existing businesses to help them relocate and that those who benefited 

from the rerouting would have to bear the cost of those incentives. The 

"cannon" approach would attempt to petition Alberta Infrastructure to 

abandon any attempt to reroute the highway. If the petition proved 

unsuccessful, more extreme measures (demonstrations, protests, rallies, 

marches, etc. ranging from peaceful to aggressive) would ensue, and 

escalate until Alberta Infrastructure bowed to community pressure. The 

"balloon" approach would seek to create a condition whereby highway 

commercial remained viable regardless of its location relative to the 

highway. The example used was Banff, where highway commercial is 

located off the highway and within the Town limits. Banff has enough of a 

draw to pull travelers off the highway and into the community. The 

"balloon" approach would develop or bring high-quality/high-demand 

developments into the community (similar to "destination items" in retail 

marketing), use signage to entice travelers into the community, and 

provide adequate parking within downtown areas for visitors. 

The conclusions drawn from this discussion were that being 

proactive was better than being reactive and that the different approaches 

to dealing with a problem needed to be recognized, understood and openly 

discussed in order to achieve mutual understanding and a comfortable 

solution to each problem. 
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Pass to the FutureThrough these discussions, many conflicts were 

successfully addressed and participants gained new understanding about 

different indi iduals' needs, aspirations and perceptions of their 

surroundings. Participants were thus able to appreciate and accept 

differences between individuals, which helped in the consensus-building 

process. 

2.2.2 Defining "Consensus" 

Knight and Caldwell (1998:28) also note the importance of 

valuing public input in an open and inclusive planning process. Thi 

section shows how the derivation of a common vision for the community 

sought to demonstrate to the community that all of the public input 

gathered through Pass to the Future was valued and incorporated into the 

planning recommendations. 

"Consensus" can mean a variety of things. Typically, it 

means that everyone involved in the decision agrees with the decision (or 

at least does not disagree with the decision). Achieving this type of 

consensus involves a process of "grinding away" of the issues and the 

opportunities for addressing the issues until everyone supports the 

recommendations. Achieving such unanimity among a group of residents 

with diverse backgrounds, values and interests can be very difficult 

(Ce tero, 1999: 14). It often results in a decision representing the '''lowest 
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Pass to the Future common denominator' ... because of the compromise and co-optation that 

results from the goal of getting everyone to agree" (ibid.). 

Conversely, "consensus" can seek to broaden the vision to 

the point where everyone involved in developing the vision can see a 

comfortable place for himself or herself within the vision. Pass to the 

Future sought to achieve this type of consensus and based its definition of 

"consensus" on the normative position that not every single person in the 

community had to agree with every single component of the vision. 

Rather, for the vision to be a common vision, it must provide a meaningful 

and comfortable "place at the table" for every single person in the 

community. In other words, it had to be inclusive. If everyone in the 

community could find some aspect within the vision to which they could 

say "Yes, I like that. I can see myself being a part of that," then a common 

vision would have been achieved. They didn't necessarily have to like and 

to see themselves being a part of everYthing in the vision. In a community 

as varied as the Crowsnest Pass, there should be plenty of opportunities 

for individuals and groups to demonstrate and express how they perceive 

and care about their community. Everyone should be able to find a place 

for themselves "at the table" where they can see themselves fitting in to 

the larger community. Thus the public participation process sought to 

develop recommendations for the Municipal Development Plan that 

allowed the different groups in the community to express their individual 
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needs and wants in both the short and long term. 

The analogy given for this latter definition of "consensus" 

was that of a large dinner event. Must one like every single dish on the 

table and every single person at the table in order to enjoy one's dinner? 

Or does an individual merely require a number of dishes that he or she 

likes on the table and be in the immediate company of friends? If everyone 

had to like every single person at the table and enjoy every single dish on 

the table, the meal would likely be sparse and the company small. 

It may seem at first that broadening the vision enough so 

that all needs are met in one way or another is an impossible task. Or if it 

isn't impossible, the vision necessarily takes on the vagueness and breadth 

of the first notion of consensus. It is unlikely that every single goal and 

idea will be included in the vision - there will be tradeoffs. Those goals 

and ideas that are excluded from the vision will be those that can be shown 

to be mutually exclusive in that their implementation would result in other 

needs being "canceled out." 

A suggested reconciliation between the seemingly mutually 

exclusive desires of retaining the "Sleepy Hollow" nature of the 

Crowsnest Pass and seeing more growth and development was that certain 

neighbourhoods would retain their quiet residential character without 

seeing major commercial redevelopment or densification (i.e. Hillcrest) 

whereas other neighbourhoods would be designated for commercial and 
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developments (i.e. Coleman). 

This approach to building consensus was met with varying 

degrees of support. Some residents and members of Council were able to 

appreciate the broader definition of consensus while others preferred the 

narrower definition and so the question of what constitutes consensus 

remained unresolved. 

3.0 Challenges 

Not all challenges were addressed successfully during Pass 

to the Future. The most difficult challenges were achieving a high enough 

participation rate to gain and maintain Council support for the planning 

recommendations, the relative inability of participants to brainstorm and 

evaluate alternative solutions to the problems identified, and the difficulty 

of remaining neutral and objective while living in and planning for a small 

community. The following section outlines those challenges and the 

attempts made to address them. 

3.1 Difficulty of Achieving High Participation Rates 

Despite many efforts to infom1 residents of opportunities to 

get involved in Pass to the Future, and many attempts to encourage and 

even recruit residents, participation in Pass to the Future was still 

relatively low, with a declining number of residents actively participating 
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14.5% of the population that was geographically representative (therefore 

meeting the criteria for statistical validity), this number was still not high 

enough to assure wide support from Council for the policy 

recommendations. This low attendance rate encouraged an examination 

into why residents were and were not getting involved in the planning 

exercises. Several reasons are proffered here - apathy, fear, complacency, 

the need to better understand the motivations of volunteers, the 

University's ethics guidelines, and the semantics of 'public consultation." 

3.1.1 Apathy 

One reason for this low attendance IS general apathy. 

Apathy is indifference or lack of interest. Based on key informant 

interviews, the community of the Crowsnest Pass can be very apathetic. It 

can be very difficult to get people to participate in certain community 

events while other events draw tremendous crowds. These more popular 

events, such as Bellecrest Days and Rum Runner Days, tend to be 

townsite-specific and have a long-standing tradition in the community. 

Events that are not townsite-specific, are not rooted in history or do not 

have a long-standing tradition in the community are less popular. Many 

newly-created events fail for this reason. Thus attempting to bring people 

out to participate in a public participation process such as Pass to the 

Future was a challenge that was only marginally overcome. 
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 One way of overcoming apathy in a planning context 

is to suggest that the outcome of the process will have significant 

impacts on local taxes - "hitting residents in their pocket books." 

This technique was shown to be highly effective during a planning 

study of the Hamlet of Beaver Mines (EVDS 702 project) and 

during planning exercises for various small communities in Alberta 

(work done through EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd.). In each 

case, the head of the local community association specifically 

requested that the invitation letters to residents carried bold 

headlines referring to the possibility of taxes being raised. In each 

case resident turnout was substantial. The number of Crowsnest Pass 

residents who turned out to the public meeting to discuss the 

increased property taxes supports this notion. However, using 

sensationalism and threats of increased tax burdens as an incentive 

to getting people involved is ethically questionable. The anger and 

resentment that can arise from a group of people threatened with 

increased taxes can be counter-productive to exploring new ideas 

and possibilities for action. In this atmosphere, the question that will 

typically be on most people's minds will be "who's going to pay for 

that?" - a question that typically ends all further discussion. For 

these reasons, this approach was not employed in the Crowsnest 

Pass. Rather, residents were continually informed through a variety 
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Pass to the Future. 

Apathy also stems from inconvenience. If the timing of 

events or the means of participating is inconvenient, fewer people will 

willingly get involved in the event. For this reason, public participation 

programs typically provide a variety of different types of opportunities at 

different times and with different time commitments so more residents can 

get involved. Despite the many opportunities provided through Pass to the 

Future, timing was still a major constraint. Mine employees work four 12

hour days on and then four days off, making it difficult for them to get 

involved in volunteer activities (Kulig, 1996 and numerous personal 

communications). If an event falls on a day when they are working, they 

are unlikely to attend. If an event falls on a day off, they may be unwilling 

to attend because of conflicts with family time, errand time or the need to 

recuperate from the previous work week. Many of the local clubs saw 

significant drops in attendance when the mines went to a four-days

on/four-days-off shift for those very reasons (numerous personal 

communications). For many residents, local sports such as curling, 

hockey, baseball, etc. or club activities took precedence over Pass to the 

Future. 
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Apathy, however, is often confused with another emotion

fear. Fear is both a great motivator (as in the threat of increasing taxes) 

and a great de-motivator. If people are unfamiliar with a process or they 

don't know what to expect from getting involved in the process, fear may 

be heightened and attendance will likely drop. The fear of looking stupid, 

the fear of personal attack, and the fear of sticking one's neck out and 

being labeled are major concerns in the Crowsnest Pass. This is evident 

from key informant interviews, general discussions and comments written 

on the original Pass to the Future survey. For this reason, public 

participation programs typically provide opportunities for people to 

provide their feedback anonymously, through surveys, telephone hotlines, 

and email. Pass to the Future used surveys and the Community Ideas Book 

to garner feedback from residents uncomfortable with group activities 

such as the focus group meetings and the workshops. 

There is also the fear of the process being "lip service." 

During the past twenty years, the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass has 

undergone many studies, but few of the recommendations have actually 

been implemented. This has understandably lead to a tremendous amount 

of cynicism. On many occasions residents expressed the fear that Pass to 

the Future was going to be "one more exercise in futility." The inactions 

of Council and the many public issues that arose during the time that Pass 

to the Future was being conducted supported this fear. 
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Pass to the Future3.1.3 Ethics Guidelines 

The Ethics Guidelines for University Research may have 

indirectly discouraged people from getting involved in Pass to the Future. 

According to these guidelines, any research being conducted on "human 

subjects" must be managed in such a way as to guarantee their anonymity. 

This statement suggests that participants must be guaranteed that not only 

their specific comments but also their identity must remain anonymous. 

Therefore, no one but the researcher and the other participants in Pass to 

the Future could know who actually participated in the focus group 

meetings or the workshops and what specific comments individual 

participants had made. 

Guaranteeing anonymity IS important In the Crowsnest 

Pass. Residents have been labeled for comments they have made or 

actions they have done in the past. Some have even been labeled because 

of actions or comments from parents or siblings. These labels can stick for 

a very long time. For some, the labels are never cast off. Furthermore, 

people often open themselves up to personal attack when they voice their 

opinions. It is not the idea that is challenged but the individual expressing 

the idea. As a result, few people in the Crowsnest Pass are willing to 

express their ideas or concerns in public, especially in front of community 

leaders and Councillors. 

For this reason, and out of their desire to remain outside of 

the consultation process so as not to bias the results, Council was not 
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Pass to the Future involved in informing, encouraging or recruiting residents to participate in 

the process. Nor was the Municipal Planning Commission, acting as 

Steering Committee, able to perform any of those duties. 

Thus, the role and responsibility of enlisting participants 

fell solely on the researcher. This was advantageous in one regard 

residents trusted that the researcher was neutral and without an agenda, 

and they were therefore more willing to speak openly and honestly. This 

proved, however, to be more of a disadvantage because of the community

at-large's distrust of "outsiders." s I found out later on in the process, I 

had been labeled "the kid from Calgary." The lack of political 

involvement in the process suggested a lack of political support that 

created a kind of positive feedback loop that turned into a self-fulfilling 

prophecy. The lack of perceived political support may have discouraged 

residents from participating; the resulting lack of perceived resident 

support may have discouraged Council from acting on the 

recommendations. 

3.1.4 Complacency 

A key player in the Municipal Development Plan public 

process suggested that one of the reasons residents did not get involved in 

the workshops or fill out the follow-up survey was complacency. It was 

suggested that the community had been so well informed through the 

newsletters and media coverage that they saw no need to participate. The 
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Pass to the Futuresuggestion was that residents were by-and-Iarge supportive of the results 

and recommendations and therefore saw no need to add their input. 

Rather, had residents been displeased with the recommendations, they 

would have felt a greater need to voice their individual opinions and 

therefore participate. 

While this explanation seems plausible, there is little 

evidence to either prove or disprove the hypothesis. If complacency was a 

factor in guiding residents' actions, it was likely one of many reasons that, 

in combination, provided a disincentive to participate. 

3.1.5 Volunteerism 

Participants in Pass to the Future volunteered their time 

and energy. They were not paid to participate and only token incentives 

were provided. For example, residents filling out the original Pass to the 

Future survey were entered in a draw for a $150.00 gift certificate. 

Students filling out the modified teen survey were entered in a draw for a 

$25.00 gift certificate. Residents were offered a chance in a draw for a 

commemorative Crowsnest Pass afghan for filling out the Newsletter No. 

5 survey on policy recommendations. However, no cash or prize 

incentives were offered for participating in the focus group meetings, the 

workshops or the Community Ideas Book. 

Volunteer burnout was suggested as another reason for low 

attendance rates. The Crowsnest Pass has a strong tradition of 
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Pass to the Future volunteerism. However, this tradition is declining. On numerous 

occasions, and in regard to a variety of issues, declining numbers of 

volunteers was recognized as an ongoing problem in the community. A 

relatively small number of residents do the vast majority of volunteer 

work. Those numbers, however, are dropping due to burnout, which is 

placing increased burden and responsibility on those who are left. One 

resident said that the time demands of Pass to the Future on volunteers 

was "interfering with the real running of the community." 

A better understanding of the motivations of volunteers 

might have resulted in a recruitment program to encourage more residents 

to participate. Clary, Snider and Ridge (1992) have developed a "strategy 

for understanding the motivational underpinnings of volunteerism" (p. 

333). Their strategy focuses on understanding the key motivators for 

volunteers based on a functional analysis of "the personal and social 

motives, needs, goals, and functions that are served by an individual's 

beliefs and actions" (ibid., p. 335). The strategy not only helps to 

understand why individuals volunteer but also "points to ways in which 

we might go about persuading nonvolunteers to participate in volunteer 

activities" (ibid.). 

The authors identify SIX key motivators: 1) values; 2) 

understanding; 3) career; 4) social; 5) esteem; and 6) protective. Each 

motivator has a distinct target message based on the volunteer's particular 

goals (Table 3). Volunteering serves a values function when it allows the 
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Pass to the Futureindividual to participate in an activity or event that reflects "deeply held 

beliefs about the importance of helping others" (ibid., p. 337). Those who 

volunteer for the sake of understanding do so out of a "desire to 

understand the people whom one serves, the organization for which one 

volunteers, or oneself' (ibid.). This motivation provides learning for the 

sake of learning. The career function provides opportunities for the 

volunteer "to learn particular skills or to learn about an organization not 

simply for the sake of learning but because doing so will help them 

explore job opportunities or introduce them to potential career contacts" 

(ibid., p. 337-338). For others, volunteering serves a social function in that 

it "is a reflection of the normative influence of friends, family, or a social 

group whom they hold in esteem" (ibid., p. 338). These people volunteer 

"because it is expected by relevant others and because doing so fulfills 

their need to behave in socially desired ways" (ibid.) - herein lies the 

importance of having a local Steering Committee recruit participants. 

Volunteering serves an esteem function if it "enhances a person's esteem 

by making the person feel needed and important ... [t]he person already 

feels good about him- or herself but volunteers for the purpose of feeling 

even better" (ibid.). Finally the protective function motivates "the person 

who feels lonely or guilty and volunteers to relieve the self of these 

unpleasant feelings"(ibid.). 
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Motivator 

Values 

Understanding 

Career 

Social 

Esteem 

Protective 

Goal(s) 

To act according to 
deeply held beliefs about 
the importance of 
helping others (or about 
getting involved 
in/contributing to certain 
activities). 

To learn more about the 
people one is serving, the 
organization, or oneself. 

To learn particular job
related skills, to learn 
more about a particular 
organization that one 
hopes to work for in the 
future, or to make future 
job/career contacts 
(networking) . 

Based on the normative 
influence of friends, 
family or a social group 
and the need to be 
accepted and to behave 
in socially desired ways 

To feel needed or 
important 

To rid oneself of feelings 
of loneliness or guilt. 

Target Messages 

The importance of being part of the 
democratic process. 

The need to ensure that the Plan reflects the 
views of everyone in the community and that 
nobody's needs are being left out. 

Learn more about one's community, the 
issues in the community, the planning and 
decision-making process, etc. 

Guest speaker coming to talk about...(good 
urban design, the natural environment, etc.). 

Meet important people in your community. 

Learn a specific set of skills* 

Gain specific knowledge (same as 
understanding but career-related...can't 
really do this for everyone). 

Good networking opportunity 

Steering Committee, Council, social 
club/organization recruiting. 

...PEER PRESSURE. 

Have a real impactlbe a part of forging a 
strong future for the community 

"Your neighbours need your support"/"The 
younger generations need you to be a part of 
securing a strong future for them"/"Help us 
make sure that no one's needs are being 
missed - be a voice for those who haven't 
been heard" 

The activity is a social event (strawberry tea, 
wine and cheese, pancake breakfast) 

Come out and meet your neighbours 

Help solve some of the problems in the 
community 

"Be a part of the solution" 
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Pass to the FutureIn retrospect, Pass to the Future focused mainly on the 

values motivator. Residents were informed of the need to get involved in 

order to ensure that the outcomes of the process were in the community's 

best interests. No other motivators were targeted in the recruiting process. 

As a result, those community members specifically motivated by the 

values function for the most part would have been encouraged to 

participate. A more comprehensive recruiting process might have attracted 

a larger number of participants. 

The authors suggest a three-step process for recruiting 

volunteers: I) identifying the target audience; 2) measuring that 

audience's motivator(s); and 3) developing persuasive messages that target 

the key motivator(s). It is perhaps more cost and time effective simply to 

develop advertising and incentive strategies for public participation 

processes that outline the benefits of participating according to each of the 

six identified motivators. That way, no one motivator is missed. 

Such a strategy, had it been used for Pass to the Future 

would have involved Council and the Municipal Planning Commission (as 

the Steering Committee) in recruiting residents (to serve the social 

function). Recruitment would have focused on the values function by 

highlighting the importance of being involved in a process to improve the 

community for the sake of present and future generations by creating a 

more healthy community and active economy. Advertisements would have 

described the learning that residents would receive about the planning and 
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Pass to the Future decision-making processes (the understanding function) and how this 

learning might benefit them in their day-to-day lives (the career function). 

To satisfy the esteem function, it would have been shown that participating 

in the process would provide opportunities for residents to improve their 

quality of life by having a real impact on the future of the community. The 

protective function might have been served by indicating to residents how 

the process focused on improving the health of the community by 

relieving the social tensions that have built up in the community and 

strengthening the social ties that bind the community together. 

As Clary, Snyder and Ridge indicate, "a critical component 

of any persuasive mes age aimed at recruiting new volunteers is informing 

potential recruits that their motivations will be better served by 

volunteering than by remaining inactive" (ibid., p. 342). Thus residents 

would have to be shown that to reap the above-described benefits, they 

would have to actively get involved in the process. 

The authors also indicate the effectiveness of volunteer 

testimonials as an incentive to new volunteers. This was experienced 

through Pass to the Future as residents who had participated in earlier 

activities and who felt strongly about the process were often highly 

effective at recruiting additional participants for later activities. 

Developing a successful public consultation program may 

also require changing behaviors. According to Clary, Snyder and Ridge, 

"people will adopt new beliefs and behaviors to the extent that they can be 
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Pass	 to the Futurepersuaded that the new beliefs and behaviors will satisfy their motivations 

better than existing beliefs and behaviors" (ibid., p. 341). Changing 

behaviours, however, can be a daunting task. Often, people must 

experience a benefit from a new behaviour before they are willing to 

believe the benefit can be achieved through that new behaviour. At the 

same time, people often have to believe the benefit can be achieved before 

they are willing to participate in the event that will create that experience. 

This is a "chicken and egg" dilemma. To overcome this dilemma, the 

social motivator may be used to encourage residents to participate in 

planning exercises if those members of the community who are initially 

more willing and/or able to participate in such exercises are regarded in 

high esteem by community members, participate, experience the benefits 

and then offer their testimonials to others. Out of trust and regard for those 

persons, others may be willing to "take the chance" and get involved 

themselves. However, this will likely take time in order to build 

momentum. 

3.1.6	 Public Consultation, Public Participation and 
Community Participation - A Question of Semantics 

How the community perceives the process may play an 

important role in the success of a public participation process. While 

verbal communication is delivered in the denotative, it is perceived in the 

connotative. Therefore, semantics may affect the community's perception 

of the process and their willingness to participate. 
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Three terms are commonly used to describe the same 

general process: public consultation, public participation and community 

participation. Each term has its own connotations. The term public 

consultation offers a good descriptor of a process used to promote better 

decision making through public education and information sharing 

(Marshall and Roberts, 1997: 2). However, the word 'consultation' may 

carry a connotation of 'lip service' in some communities - the community 

is being given a chance to be heard, but are they really being listened to? 

Consultation is done by an 'objective' and 'expert' consultant - someone 

who may not necessarily understand the emotional or psychological depth 

of the issues being discussed and addressed. When residents are merely 

'consulted' rather than actively involved in the planning and decision

making process, they may be less likely to take ownership over the 

process, the Plan, or its implementation. 

Public participation has a more active connotation. The 

term participation suggests that residents are actively being listened to and 

have ownership over the process, the Plan and its implementation. The 

term 'participation' also carries with it a connotation of 'togetherness' or 

'belonging' suggesting that residents are involved in a more co-operative, 

learning-based process rather than a purely objective one. However, the 

use of the word 'public' may have an institutional connotation. The term 

lacks emotive quality, and thus connotes a group of separate individuals 

whose most important commonality is that they live within the same 
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Pass to the Futurelegally defined administrative district - one is merely a member of the 

'general public.' The term 'public' suggests that the most important 

reason for participating IS to exercIse one's democratic rights. It also 

retains some of the distinction between the expert consultant and the non

expert resident. 

Community participation offers more positive connotations. 

The use of the term 'participation' provides the sense of active and 

fulfilling co-operation and the term 'community' suggests a greater focus 

on Issues of quality of life and shared values. The term 'community 

participation' suggests a greater emphasis on the qualitative aspects of 

people living together in the same geographic area. This connotation may 

make the process more meaningful to residents as the two terms 

'community' and 'participation' together build a stronger connotation of 

'togetherness' and 'belonging' than do the terms public participation or 

public consultation. 

Thus the use of the term public consultation used 

predominantly throughout the early phases of Pass to the Future may have 

served as a disincentive to community participation as it may have fed on 

residents' cynicism and fear that the process was merely "a bunch of lip

service" despite the change in terminology to public participation in Phase 

III. The consistent use of the term community participation from the outset 

may have served as a better motivator to community involvement in the 

process. 
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As mentioned in Chapter 3, the workshop sessions involved 

an education component to address the key groups involved in the 

planning and decision-making process. During the first session of each 

workshop, the group was asked to identify a local group or organization 

that provided advisory functions to Council, to administration and to 

ORlSA on the specific topic area of the workshop (i.e. People & 

Housing). If there was not a current advisory group that could be 

identified, the workshop group was instructed to develop such a group, 

brainstorming what groups in the community should make up this 

advisory group. 

The result of this education component was unexpected. In 

each case (seven workshop sessions for seven planning themes), the 

workshop group could not identify a current advisory group. The groups 

also became preoccupied with this notion. Rather than taking 15-20 

minutes to discuss this concept, coming up with a new advisory group 

took upwards of two hours in a majority of the workshops. The 

Community Services workshop group spent the entire four-hour session 

discussing potential organizational structures, mandates and membership. 

It was frustrating at first because it happened each day and 

III each workshop such that the groups were not getting down to the 

central activities planned for in the workshops. After the third time, it 

became apparent that the workshop groups were focusing so heavily on 
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Pass to the Futurethe notion of creating an appropriate advisory group because the 

community does not have a well-structured system of advisory groups to 

cover all the areas and issues in the community. Thus the public 

consultation process had unwittingly triggered participants to express an 

underlying need to develop a process to "institutionalize" public 

participation in future planning and decision-making. 

A second issue arose within the workshop groups. Most 

groups were not able to get to the solution-based exercises. While the 

groups did discuss policy recommendations, often those recommendations 

centered around broad principles (e.g. improving the quality and safety of 

public spaces but not how to improve that quality and safety), and around 

developing policies to ensure that residents were included in future 

planning and decision-making (e.g. encouraging community associations, 

developing Area Structure Plans and Area Redevelopment Plans with 

citizen participation, developing a Natural Resources Management Plan 

with citizen participation). Group members consistently indicated: l) that 

there was not enough representation at the table for them to make any 

concrete decisions; and 2) that they needed more discussion before making 

any concrete decisions. Rather the groups wanted to discuss the nature of 

the problem, despite the introductory overview presented from the survey 

and focus group meetings. This was especially true for those workshops 

that brought new people to the table who hadn't participated either in the 

focus group meetings or earlier workshop sessions. New people who came 
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Pass to the Future to the table brought with them new questions and concerns that needed to 

be addressed. The reason for this is discussed in section 5.0 of Chapter 5. 

Analysis of these workshop experiences lead to the 

realization that the public participation process, while intended to get to 

solutions, may not always do so. The public participation process IS 

designed to take a community through the planning and decision-making 

stages (identifying goals, exploring and evaluating alternatives to achieve 

those goals, and developing initiatives to implement the desired 

alternatives). Some communities, however, may not be ready to get to 

solutions, but rather, still need time to consider the questions. The 

community of the Crowsnest Pass was not ready to deal with solutions. 

The community was not ready for action. Rather, the community was in 

need of opportunities to better understand their situation and its causes. 

This notion is discussed in greater detail in the following chapters. 

3.3 Gaining and Maintaining Political Support 

Council support for the recommendations being made 

during Pass to the Future seemed to fluctuate wildly depending on the 

specific nature of the recornn1endations. While the importance of gaining 

citizen feedback was widely expressed as important by members of 

council, several councillors, including the mayor, seemed unwilling to 

accept and act on that feedback given. It appeared that policy 

recommendations that supported individual positions were accepted while 
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Pass to the Futurethose that conflicted with individual positions were rejected. As will be 

discussed below, municipal council was divided into two "camps." 

Political support for Pass to the Future and the policy recommendations 

seemed to shift between these two camps depending on the specific 

findings and recommendations. 

The recommendations that seemed to be questioned most 

by council were those that recommended institutionalizing citizen 

participation in the planning and decision-making processes. Why this was 

so may be explained using Arnstein's "Ladder of Citizen Participation" 

(1969). Arnstein defines citizen participation as: 

" ... a categorical term for citizen power. It is the 
redistribution of power that enables the have-not 
citizens, presently excluded from the political and 
economic processes, to be deliberately included in the 
future. It is the strategy by which the have-nots join in 
determining how information is shared, goals and 
policies are set, tax resources are allocated, programs 
are operated, and benefit like contracts and patronage 
are parceled out" (1969: 216). 

Arnstein provides a typology of eight levels of citizen 

participation that range from non-participation, through degrees of 

tokenism, to degrees of actual citizen power. The typology is described in 

terms of a ladder. The first two (bottom) rungs (manipulation and therapy) 

are pseudo-participatory approaches designed to "educate" and "cure" 

participants rather than enable active participation (inclusion) in decision-

making (ibid., p. 217). The next three rungs are (in order) informing, 
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consultation, and placation and are considered by Arnstein as degrees of 

tokenism. These approaches allow citizens to hear and be heard "(b)ut 

under these conditions they lack the power to ensure that their views will 

be heeded by the powerful" (ibid.). The final three rungs are partnership, 

delegated power, and citizen control. It is these topmost rungs that allow 

for actual redistribution of power. The partnership approach permits 

citizens to engage III negotiations with the powerholders and identify 

trade-offs. The delegated power and citizen control approaches place 

actual decision-making power in the hands of citizens. But as Arnstein 

notes: 

"The idea of citizen participation is a little like eating 
spinach: no one is against it in principle because it is 
good for you. Participation of the governed in their 
government is, in theory, the cornerstone of democracy 
- a revered idea that is vigorously applauded by 
virtually everyone. The applause is reduced to polite 
handclaps, however, when this principle is advocated 
by the have-not(s) ... " (1969: 216). 

She further notes that when "the have-nots define participation as 

redistribution of power. .. consensus on the fundamental principle explodes 

into many shades of outright racial, ethnic, ideological, and political 

opposition" (ibid.). So while citizen participation may be supported 

politically, the actual level of support for citizen empowerment varies and 

should therefore not be assumed. 

This discussion emphasizes the importance of 

1 understanding the motivations of Council in undertaking public 
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Pass to the Futureparticipation programs and in evaluating, therefore, what types of 

recommendations individual councils are likely to support (and reject). As 

mentioned above, the recommendations that seemed to be questioned most 

by council were those that recommended institutionalizing citizen 

participation in the planning and decision-making processes. This 

contention may be due to ideological differences - Council was asked to 

advocate recommendations that were consistent with Arnstein's 

partnership approach (i.e. institutionalizing public involvement in future 

planning and decision-making processes) when their view of public 

consultation did not go beyond consultation and placation. 

3.4 Planning for a Small Town 

Pass to the Future provided an opportunity to come face

to-face with some of the challenges of doing planning in a small town. 

Local politics had a direct influence on the evolution of the planning 

process in the Crowsnest Pass. During the time that Pass to the Future was 

underway, the community was experiencing political tumult including a 

petition to disband Council, the resignation of two senior administrators, 

and an assault charge between a ·Councillor and a senior administrator. 

Pass to the Future was low on the priority list as Council put energy into 

short-term matters and "putting out fires." Living in and planning for a 

small community resulted in a situation where clients were also friends, 

which resulted in numerous ethical challenges. 
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Governance in the Crowsnest Pass follows the Council

Manager System. In its truest from, this system calls for the complete 

separation of the policy and administrative functions of the municipality. 

It "involves the appointment of a professional administrator - the manager 

- to whom is delegated complete responsibility for administering the 

programs of the municipality including the supervision and coordination 

of staff." (Tindal and Tindal, 1990: 201). Council is elected at large and on 

a nonpartisan basis. Under this system, Council does not have any direct 

contact with administration except through the manager (Chief 

Administrative Officer). Their role is to develop overall policies for the 

municipality. The Council-Manager system improves the coordination of 

activities and initiatives designed to implement policies. If adhered to, this 

system also frees council from having to deal with unnecessary 

administrative detail. 

The Council-Manager system in practice does not always 

follow theory. The pure separation of administrative and policy functions 

is not always possible. It is not always clear whether a particular issue has 

political implications or if it is a routine administrative manner. Often the 

lines are blurred. Furthermore, "much policy arises out of ongoing 

administration" - to separate the two would mean that policy development 

is occurring in a vacuum (Tindal and Tindal, 1990: 202). The system also 

results in clashes between Council and the Chief Administrative Officer. 
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Pass to the FutureThe system also produces "friction and jealousies that frequently result in 

the dismissal of managers ... One author dryly observes that a manager's 

departure from work is often the result of illness or fatigue: 'The council 

was sick and tired of him'" (ibid., p. 203). 

The pure separation of administration and policy may be 

more difficult in a small town where "everybody knows everybody" and 

where kinship ties are more pervasive. In these communities, it is more 

difficult for individual councillors to recognize and follow the "chain of 

command" central to the effectiveness of the Council-Manager system. 

Rather, it is more expedient for individual councillors to contact 

administrative staff directly. In the Crowsnest Pass, councillors continue 

to contact staff directly and to micro-manage administrative affairs, which 

interrupts and hinders the effective administration of the municipality. An 

Organizational Review for the Municipality was conducted in 1997. Three 

key findings support the notion that, in the Pass, the Council-Manager 

system is not being adhered to: 

1.	 Council still manages virtually all the day to day 
affairs of the municipality either through direct 
interference in Administration or indirectly 
through the use of the various committees and 
boards that councillors sit on. Taxpayers call 
councillors directly for favors such as getting their 
street or back alley cleared of snow and "the 
squeaky wheel gets the oil." Administration and 
staff cannot rely on existing policies in such 
matters as they know that council will not back 
them up; they are constantly undermined; 
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Pass to the Future 2.	 Because of.. .Council's continual micro-
management, the Administration is viewed as 
weak and ineffective. Again this is unfair to the 
senior administrators concerned. If they are not 
allowed to get on with their work and have no 
backing in discharging their responsibilities, what 
are they supposed to do? They can only resign, risk 
termination or stand aside and do nothing. It is no 
wonder that the Administration is not proactive 
and displays little if any initiative; under these 
circumstances, why bother; and 

3.	 This micro-management takes place regardless of 
the existence of a "Chief Administrative Officer" 
bylaw, which clearly outlines the responsibilities 
that are delegated to the Chief Administrative 
Officer (Pojidaef, 1997: no page). 

The current Council is also largely regarded as 

dysfunctional by many in the community. Council in the Crowsnest 

Pass is elected through the ward system. This produces ward 

allegiances, which has the effect of strengthening the divisiveness 

between the five former townsites, reducing Council leadership, and 

preventing the community from developing a clear vision for the 

future of the community. The current Council has been divided into 

two camps - "the Blairmore Team" and "the Bellevue Team." A 

resiliency study in 1996 found that the community lacked leadership 

or a clear vision for the future: 

"As already stated, it became very clear that the elected 
officials were not always thought of as being leaders. It 
was not uncommon to hear comments like 'It is just as 
if we are lost, there are no leaders." In general those 
interviewed thought that the Pass lacked a vision for the 
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that vision" (Kulig, 1996: 19). 

The 1997 Organizational Review found that: 

1.	 Councillors argue publicly at Council and 
committee meetings and try and impose their own 
personal agendas on administration instead of 
allowing administration to do their work according 
to established policies; 

2.	 The argumentative behaviors of Council takes place 
in spite of a "Procedural" bylaw, which clearly 
stipulates the accepted procedures and rules of 
conduct at Council meetings. Council will not even 
follow their own bylaws; 

3.	 The degree of personal animosity displayed by 
some councillors at public Council and committee 
meetings does nothing to further good 
representation of their constituents, is a public 
embarrassment, sets a very poor example and does 
nothing to further productive management; and 

4.	 There is no long term or strategic planning on the 
part of either Councilor Administration. Daily 
crisis management is the norm (Poj idaef, 1997: no 
page). 

Animosities between the two groups has resulted in a great 

deal of energy going into "muck raking" (personal attacks) and self-

defence by Councillors. umerous personal attacks were also leveled 

against administration. During the time that Pass to the Future was 

underway, senior administrators were under regular attack by Council for 

budget overruns, contentious subdivision Development Agreements, 

computer system failures, etc. Often during Council meetings, senIor 
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 administrators were berated publicly (personal observations). In two 

instances, one particular Councillor berated managers for actions taken in 

accordance with decisions previously made by Council. As a 

consequence, much administrative time and energy went into research and 

gathering information to serve as support or as backup for individual 

councillor's attacks. 

These animosities also lead to a disregard for the 

democratic process. Regardless of the decision made during a Council 

meeting through a majority vote, a given issue could continue to resurface 

in later Council meetings. Issues that did not make it back onto the agenda 

would sometimes be addressed by councillors "behind the scenes." As 

Kulig found, "(i)t was also felt that the elected officials spend too much 

time squabbling amongst themselves or else altering a decision they had 

made previously rather than dealing with the issues at hand" (1996:20). 

The decision to approve funding for Pass to the Future was made in a 6-1 

vote. However, the project was delayed by a month-and-a-half because the 

one councillor who voted against the funding was apparently attempting to 

have the decision reversed so that the funds could be allocated elsewhere 

(personal communications). 

Ongoing political strife was a prominent feature in 

community events throughout the time that Pass to the Future was 

underway. Conflicts between members of Council were highly publicized. 

The issue over whether or not the Crowsnest Learning Centre should be 
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Pass to the Futuresold to private interests and the plebiscite over that decision turned into a 

major political battle. Cost overruns for the local hockey team (the Timber 

Wolves') dressing room produced major debate, criticism and finger

pointing as the community questioned Council's and Administration's 

accountability. A community-wide "revolt" against the assessed property 

taxes led to a petition to dismiss Council. 

This nature of local politics had numerous impacts on Pass 

to the Future. The one-and-a-half month delay in starting the project 

meant that the schools were approached too late in the school year (mid

April) for teachers to be able to adjust their lesson plans and allow 

students to participate in the Community Ideas Book. The delay also 

pushed the focus group meetings and the workshops into the summer 

months. This had the effect of reducing participation rates - it is 

traditionally more difficult to get people involved in planillng exercises 

during the summer (due to nice weather and summer vacations). It was 

suggested in numerous personal communications that another reason for 

residents not participating was due to negative public opinion of Council. 

One person expressed that he did not participate because "this Council is 

so dysfunctional [that he did not want] to get involved with anything to do 

with the municipality." Other individuals expressed concern that Pass to 

the Future was "one more exercise in futility" and questioned whether 

Council was capable of implementing the recommendations. 
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 As a result of low participation rates, certain councillors did 

not feel that the community as a whole supported the process or accepted 

the recommendations. Pass to the Future and the Municipal Development 

Plan were given low priority as Council spent considerable time and 

energy "putting out fires" and addressing short-term issues and immediate 

concerns rather than the Municipal Development Plan. In fact, it was 

suggested that there was little true political support for Pass to the Future 

to begin with (personal communication). I was informed that while 

Council had voted 6: I in favor of the process, the six councillors who 

voted in favour were only marginally in favour. This may be why political 

support for Pass to the Future seemed to shift depending on the 

recommendations proffered and relates back to the discussion of 

Arnstein's "Ladder of Citizen Participation." 

Finally, during the time that Pass to the Future was 

underway, both the Director of Finance and Systems and the Chief 

Administrative Officer resigned, and the Superintendent of Public Works 

and one of the Councillors were in a dual assault charge. This lead to 

further administrative and political strife and a shift in priorities away 

from long-term planning. 

3.4.2 Ethical Challenges 

The key informant interviews conducted throughout 1998 

for both the Terms of Reference (EVDP 637) and the Pass to the Future 
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and organizes itself around strong social networks. It was assumed then, 

that the Pass to the Future planning process would be more effective at 

gaining community support and participation if it was managed by 

someone living full-time within the community and participating ill 

community life. It was felt that this action might overcome some of the 

barriers encountered by outside researchers (i.e. the inability to develop a 

clear understanding of the social dynamics involved in the community, 

distrust and unwillingness on the part of research subjects to talk openly 

with the researcher, etc.). Living in the community helped to overcome 

these barriers to varying degrees. 

Living in the community full-time and serving as an active 

participant in the planning process also resulted in a number of ethical 

challenges - for example bias. The participant observer in any research 

activity has the potential to unintentionally influence the outcome of that 

research based on personal values and perspectives. Having designed and 

administered all aspects of the public participation program, I had the 

potential to bias the end results of the public feedback through the type of 

questions being asked in each of the individual activities (survey, focus 

groups, workshops, etc.), the specific wording of those questions, and the 

interpretation of the answers. This dilemma is important to recognize 

given the authority typically granted to a hired "professional consultant." 

Efforts were made, however, to minimize the impact of that bias by 
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Administration, and O.R.I.S.A. prior to its being conducted. 

I had to assume several different roles throughout the 

duration of my stay in the Crowsnest Pass and it was not always clear 

which role was appropriate at any given moment. By living and working 

in the community, I was at the same time a community member, an 

objective researcher, and a hired consultant. Being involved in a process 

that required me to develop contacts within the community lead to several 

friendships evolving. Thus I found myself in a situation where my friends 

were also my clients. Discussing "work" with my newfound friends was 

not always deemed professional, yet conversations typically had a way of 

reverting back to discussions about the community. 

I also became embroiled in the politics of the community 

some friends were of one particular "camp;" some were of another 

"camp." On a number of occasions, I was told that it was "[my] 

responsibility to take a stand" on certain issues and to "make Council do 

the right thing," rather than retain my objectivity and neutrality. In 

addition, numerous resident participants in the planning process were 

looking for someone to champion their cause(s), and my role as a planner 

seemed to fit the description. 

An example of that objectivity and neutrality being 

breached was when I sent an invitation letter out to the community 

to encourage residents to attend the presentation of the final report to 
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in the focus group meetings and workshops attend the meeting so 

that Council could ask them questions. To do so, however, would 

have compromised the participants' confidentiality. Thus I decided 

to send a generic invitation letter out to the community-at-Iarge. A 

statement was made in this letter that "If not enough people show up 

to support the recommendations, Council is unlikely to adopt them." 

Luckily, this letter never went out. After having read the letter, the 

Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) called me into a meeting where 

he informed me that such a statement was a "political statement and 

therefore inappropriate coming from a consultant hired by the 

Municipality." According to the CAO, statements of that nature 

would only be appropriate coming from a resident or a Councillor. 

4.0 Conclusion 

Pass to the Future encountered a number of successes and 

challenges. The process succeeded in providing a comprehensive public 

participation program that was both representative and inclusive. The 

challenges included the difficulty of developing a clear consensus that 

Council could accept; the political and ethical challenges of planning for a 

small community; and the difficulty of achieving high public participation 

rates. Developing a consensus in the community required building a 

greater understanding of different lifestyle needs, different approaches to 
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ethical challenges of maintaining professional distance while living in and 

planning for a small community were more difficult to overcome and 

often the lines were blurred. Many of the political challenges encountered 

throughout the planning process could not be overcome as they were part 

of the local social and political dynamics and thus beyond the scope or 

design of Pass to the Future. While low attendance rates may be common 

in public participation exercises, a better understanding of the motivations 

and de-motivations of volunteers may help to encourage more residents to 

participate in community planning. Finally, the ability of a community to 

come up with clear solutions to their problems within the allotted time 

frame of a public participation program should not be taken as a given. 

Through these lessons learned, new insights were developed into planning 

and public participation, which are discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 
DEALING WITH CHANGE 

1.0 Introduction 

T he experiences of Pass to the Future in attempting to use 

the puhlic participation process as a capacity-building 

tool for community development raise two key questions 

about community development planning. First, what are the preconditions 

for successful community development planning? Second, if capacity 

building seeks to improve a community's ability to cope with and address 

change, how then do individuals (and by extension, communities) deal 

with change? 

Successful planning for community development requires 

both political support and community cooperation. The community-at

large and local political leaders need to rally behind the community 

development initiative(s) over the long term. This requires a community 

that is ready to plan, willing to plan, clearly recognizes the benefits of 

planning, and is capable of developing and achievable plan. If the 

community itself is not ready to plan and does not get actively involved in 
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Pass	 to the Future the planning process, the likelihood of creating a community plan that 

meets the needs of all residents and has widespread support is reduced. 

If capacity building seeks to improve a community's ability 

to successfully cope with and address change, effective capacity building 

must therefore involve an understanding of how change occurs and how 

people deal with change. Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente (1994) 

have developed a model for dealing with change based on six progressive 

stages. While designed for dealing with addictive behaviours, this model 

offers insights that are equally useful for community development 

planning. 

This chapter first discusses the preconditions for successful 

community development and the barriers to achieving that success. It then 

presents Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente's change model as a means 

to overcome those barriers, which leads into a discussion of the symptoms 

of the various stages experienced in the Crowsnest Pass during Pass to the 

Future. Finally, an explanation is offered as to why the community was 

"stuck" at an early stage in the change process and therefore unable to 

develop clear action-based solutions for the Municipal Development Plan. 

2.0	 Preconditions for Successful Community 
Development Planning 

Individual community development initiatives, be they 

economic, social, political or environmental in focus, will require different 
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success of a manufacturing venture aimed at increasing the viability and 

stability of the local economy are the factors of production: land, labour, 

capital, entrepreneurship, location, know-how and technology, and 

community (Polese, 1994: 107). However, improving the stability and 

viability of the local social, political or natural environments will require a 

different set of factors, some of which may overlap. According to Polese, 

"(s)uccess cannot be reduced to a mathematical equation" (ibid., p. 110). 

Some of what underlies the economic success of conununities: 

" ... probably has to do with the equally illusive 
anthropological concept called culture, the set of rules 
and traditions which govern cooperative behaviour 
among individuals, and which by definition must 
include a sense of conununity (and some would say 
exclusiveness)" (ibid.). 

Polese reduces the preconditions for successful conununity 

(economic) development to two key factors: the health (or strength) of the 

community and the level of political support for the initiative: 

"Chances of success are improved if the basic ... 
structure of the conununity is sound and if local 
governments are willing and able to support the project 
over the long haul" (ibid., p. 110). 

Political will and support is vital to the success of a community-wide 

development initiative. Local councils tend to be recognized and regarded 

as conununity leaders. Their support helps instill confidence in the rest of 
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 the community. Local councils are responsible for developing policies and 

long-term strategies for the community, which can serve to enable or 

encourage local development in many forms. Local politicians also control 

part of the community's coffers (public tax funds) and therefore have the 

power to determine which community-based initiatives get funding and 

which do not. 

High levels of political risk can act as a disincentive to 

community development. A community with a fractured and dysfunctional 

Council is less likely to attract the capital investment often necessary to 

fund a community development initiative than one with a more 

cooperative and stable political climate. The high level of "political 

uncertainty" in the Crowsnest Pass was cited as one of the main reasons 

why the community was not chosen for a three-year community 

stewardship initiative by an international organization (Ray Rasker, 

personal communication). 

The social stability of the community IS important to 

developing and maintaining a clear and consistent vision for community 

development. A cohesive community and one with a culture of 

cooperation is more likely to succeed in developing and maintaining a 

common vision than one characterized by division and conflict. As Polese 

states: 

"(m)ost ventures, irrespective of their status, will 
depend for their success on a network of friends and 
relations, and on some kind of group support, however 
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strength from that complex set of relations called 
community. The chances of success of all ventures, 
including those not officially tagged as community
based initiatives, are much better in a cooperative 
socially cohesive environment" (ibid.). 

The notion of "a network of friends and relations, and on some kind of 

group support" is an important concept when looking at community 

development as a means of increasing a community's ability to cope with 

change. This concept is further developed in Section 5.0 below. 

3.0	 Barriers to Successful Community Development 
Planning 

If social stability and political support are preconditions to 

successful community development planning, then social instability and 

the lack of political support are barriers to success. Often, the two feed off 

of each other. In a socially unstable community, political support for any 

given initiative is likely to be reduced. Without a clearly recognized 

consensus in the community, local politicians are unlikely to stand behind 

community development initiatives. Without political support, initiatives 

aimed at improving the local social stability are unlikely to be pursued, or 

if they are pursued will likely dwindle in the long term. In the case of the 

Crowsnest Pass, the recommendations that came out of Pass to the Future 

were criticized for not having come from a broad enough spectrum of the 

community and therefore failed to gain full political support. 
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with change, and the stresses associated with change, are therefore things 

that community development (and capacity building) should attempt to 

address. Change can take many forms: a changing global economy 

resulting in local industry downsizing (i.e. coal mining, lumber), rapid 

growth resulting in changing physical needs that can't be met in the short 

term (i.e. housing in Canmore, Fort McMurray, Brooks), a changing social 

structure in the community as a result of rapid in and/or out migrations, 

environmental degradation from resource extraction or a natural disaster, 

etc. Any change that is unwanted, whose causes and effects are unknown 

or misunderstood, or to which individuals or the comrnunity-at-Iarge 

cannot readily adapt can cause stress. The greater the change, the greater 

the stress. 

Stress, if not dealt with, can lead to social and mental 

health problems, alcohol and drug addictions, family violence and 

withdrawal (Canmore FCSS: personal communication). Withdrawal from 

community and community life prevents people from participating in 

processes that build peer support and helping relations. Alcohol and drug 

addictions can increase crime levels in a community, including theft, 

vandalism, and assault. These addictions also increase the likelihood of 

domestic violence. A cycle can begin to form where reactions to stress 

increase stress levels and therefore heighten reactive behaviors. 
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helplessness and fmstration can result when individuals within a 

community are unable to create or take advantage of opportunities to meet 

their needs or when they are unable to act in ways that they believe could 

mitigate or alleviate the stresses they face. This can lead to significant 

political tensions in a community if the community leaders are seen as the 

barriers to action (as is the case in the Crowsnest Pass). 

4.0 Planning For and Around Change - Six Stages 

To successfully address change, community development 

planning must incorporate an understanding not only of the effects of 

change but on an understanding of the change process. In their book, 

Changing for Good, Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente outline the 

"basic principles that reveal the structure of change" (1994: 14). They 

have developed a multi-paradigmatic model (known as the 

transtheoretical model2
) for behaviour change based on six stages of 

change precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, 

maintenance, and termination. According to Prochaska, Norcross and 

Diclemente, each stage: 

2 The transtheoretical model combines the individual principles and processes of change 
associated with each of the five principal theories of change (Psychoanalytic, 
Humanistic/Existential, GestaltlExperiential, Cognitive, and Behavioral). Each theory is 
appropriate to a different stage of change. The transtheoretical model builds on the 
respective strengths of these theories and integrates them into a single, coherent whole. 
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 "is a predictable, well-defined stage; it takes place in a 
period of time and entails a series of tasks that need to 
be completed before progressing to the next stage. Each 
stage does not inevitably lead to the next - it is possible 
to become stuck at one stage or another. However, by 
understanding these stages and the processes that are 
most useful within each one, you can gain control over 
the cycle of change and move through it more quickly 
and efficiently, and with less pain" (ibid., p. 39). 

Progressing through each stage relies on the appropriate timing of a 

variety of actions and use of coping skills. One cannot skip stages, but 

rather must proceed through each stage sequentially. 

The model was designed primarily to deal with addictive 

behaviours (alcohol abuse, drug addiction, smoking, weight control, 

emotional distress, etc.) but appears to be equally applicable to the 

planning process in communities dealing with change. As Prochaska, 

Norcross and Diclemente note, "(t)he model is being applied by 

researchers to help understand how people change in a remarkable range 

of circumstances" (ibid., p. 15). It may seem unreasonable at first to apply 

a model used in counselling and psychotherapy to planning. However, as 

Nutter and McKnight (1994: 95) note, the community development 

process "is like a primitive definition of counselling - helping people 

solve their problems and in the process helping them learn how to solve 

similar problems in the future." What follows is a brief synopsis of each 

of the six stages of change. 
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4.1 Precontemplation 

The precontemplation stage is when an individual does not 

know there is a problem, or if the individual is aware of the problem, (s)he 

may not be willing to acknowledge it. Quoting G.K. Chesterton, 

Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente describe the precontemplation stage 

as follows: "It isn't that they can't see the solution. It is that they can't see 

the problem" (1994: 40). Precontemplators exhibit a number of defenses 

including denial, rationalization, projection, and internalization. 

Precontemplators are highly resistant to change - they 

"have no intention of changing their behavior [sic.], and typically deny 

having a problem" (ibid.). Denial is a protective response. By refusing to 

acknowledge a problem, precontemplators are able to avoid unpleasant 

feelings of guilt and fear and "the difficult and uncomfortable task of self

analysis" (ibid., p. 82). The denial associated with precontemplators is 

often the result of their being demoralized. They may have tried to fix the 

problem in the past but failed. As a result they "don't want to think, talk, 

or read about their problem because they feel the situation is hopeless" 

(ibid., p. 41). 

Precontemplators will often rationalize their behaviour, 

offering plausible explanations for their behaviour or by couching the 

problem in abstract terms (intellectualization) that help the individual to 

distance his or herself emotionally from the problem. People who are in 

the precontemplation stage will rarely take responsibility for their actions, 
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 are defensive, and often blame others for negative outcomes. As 

Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente point out, this is a form of 

displacement or projection: 

"When we are unable or are afraid to display our 
feelings toward the true source of our problems, we 
may redirect them against someone or something else. 
This defense involves transferring the source or object 
of pain to anything other than the self.. .Also known as 
scapegoating, displacement is a form of turning 
outward, in which we take out our anger, depression, or 
frustration on a substitute object or person, one that is 
available and safe to attack. Another form of 
displacement, known as projection, occurs when we 
diagnose in someone else those problems that we carry 
ourselves" (ibid., p. 85). 

While some precontemplators will externalize the problem, 

others will internalize it. In this case, they become "so demoralized that 

they are resigned to remaining in a situation they consider their 'fate'" 

(ibid., p. 75). This internalization can lead to "habitual self-accusation, 

self-blame, low self-esteem, and sometimes depression" (ibid., p. 85-86). 

Precontemplators may withdraw into themselves as a result. 
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Precontemplation Symptoms 

"It isn't that they can't see the solution. It is that
 
they can't see the problem."
 

(Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente, 1994: 40)
 

•	 Resist Change 
•	 Demoralized 
•	 Blame 
•	 Defenses:
 

- Denial (refuse to acknowledge the problem or take
 
responsibility for the problem) 

- Minimization (make light oftbe problem) 
- Rationalization Uustify or make excuses for the problem) 
- Intellectualization (use abstract analysis to depersonalize 

the problem) 
- Projection (when we diagnose in someone else those 

problems that we carry ourselves) 
- Displacement (redirect blame by finding additional faults 

with others) 
- Internalization (self-blame, self-accusation) 

4.2 Contemplation 

Once individuals become comfortable with acknowledging 

the problem(s) and their role in dealing with the problem(s), they can then 

begin to think about options for addressing the problem. This is the 

contemplation stage. The contemplation stage is characterized by 

increased awareness of the problem, an attempt to understand the causes 

and cures, and a serious desire to solve the problem (Prochaska, orcross 

and Diclemente, 1994: 109). 

While contemplators are willing to change, they are still 

resistant to change and thus tend to procrastinate. Contemplators will often 
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seek absolute certainty. They will wait for "a magic moment that will be 

absolutely perfect for change" (ibid., p. 112). They may also resort to 

wishful thinking, hoping that the problem will take care of itself. Each of 

these is a delay tactic based in fear of failure. 

While contemplators may openly express the desire to 

change, they are still ambivalent to change. They prefer talking about the 

nature of the problem and potential solutions for the problem to actually 

planning out those solutions. Contemplators are eager to read articles and 

books about the problem, and are eager to learn more about their 

behaviour. "Chronic contemplators substitute thinking for acting, 

promising that they are going to act 'someday'" (ibid., p. 110). 

Contemplation Symptoms 

"In the contemplation stage, people acknowledge that
 
they have a problem and begin to think seriously about
 

solving it."
 
(Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente, 1994: 41-42)
 

• Desire to understand the problem(s) 
• Desire to see its causes 
• Wonder about possible solutions 
• Fear of failure 
• Ambivalence 
• Procrastination 

- searching/or absolute certainty (obsess, worry - waiting for 
problem to go away) 
waiting/or the magic moment (waiting for a moment that will 
be absolutely perfect for change) 

- wishful thinking (wishing for change rather than work for it) 
- premature action (failing on purpose to reinforce fears of 

failure, prove self-demoralization, justify displacement) 
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The preparation stage is when individuals have identified 

the desired behaviours that are necessary to deal with the problem at hand 

and are ready to develop those behaviours. According to Prochaska, 

Norcross and Diclemente, "[t]he preparation stage is the cornerstone of 

effective action, and affords us an opportunity to make a solid 

commitment to behavior [sic.] change" (1994: 146). This stage involves 

taking the decision to change in the contemplation stage and turning it into 

concrete action steps to achieve the desired change. 

Tough choices need to be made during this stage. As such, 

one of the constraints to progressing from the preparation stage to the 

ensuing action stage is further ambivalence: 

" ... although those in the preparation stage are 
committed to action, and may appear to be ready for 
action, they have not necessarily resolved their 
ambivalence. They may still need to convince 
themselves that taking action is what's best for them" 
(ibid., p. 43). 

This ambivalence needs to be resolved in order to move to the action 

stage. Part of the counselling process is to heighten ambivalence. This is 

done in an attempt not only to address that ambivalence but also to ensure 

that the type of change the individual chooses is appropriate to his or her 

own specific situation and values. 

The preparation stage involves developing a list of 

alternative actions, evaluating those actions to see which one's are 
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potential to succeed, and choosing the preferred alternative. Once 

the alternative has been chosen, it becomes a matter of breaking 

down the action into small steps (some of which may have already 

been implemented), creating action plans, setting dates, and going 

public. 

Preparation Symptoms 

"Preparation takes you from the decisions you
 
make in the contemplation stage to the specific
 
steps you take to solve the problem during the
 

action stage."
 
(Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente, 1994: 146)
 

• Committed to action (may appear ready for action) 
• Have not necessarily resolved their ambivalence 
• Seeking information on potential solutions 
• Making trade-offs 
• Developing a firm, detailed scheme for action 
• May already have instituted a number of small changes 

4.4 Action 

The action stage is a busy period when the most 

obvious physical manifestations of change occur. As the term 

implies, the action stage "is the one in which people most overtly 

modify their behavior [sic.] and their surroundings" (ibid., p. 44). 

The action stage involves carrying out the plan developed in the 

preparation stage. People and communities in the action stage are in 
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and energy to realize the individual components of their action 

planes). 

There are numerous pitfalls to action. As the adage 

goes, "failing to plan is planning to fail." Moving too quickly 

through the preparation stage and not developing a clear and 

detailed action plan will reduce the likelihood of success. In the 

process of change, sacrifices are required. Tradeoffs must be clearly 

identified and accepted. If these tradeoffs have not been identified 

and accepted, the individual may back down from acting when the 

necessary sacrifices begin to manifest themselves. Also, there are 

rarely simple solutions to complex problems. Adherence to a single 

solution will typically result in failed action: 

"Relying on any single technique during action makes 
no sense. The belief in the 'magic bullet' leaves only 
one, defeating conclusion when success is not 
immediate: that you are not doing enough and must do 
more of the same" (ibid., p. 175). 

Reliance on a single solution typically only leads to partial success 

(and partial failure) which reinforces the individual's fears about 

failure and creates a barrier to continued positive action (ibid.). 
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Action Symptoms 

"The action stage is the one in which people most
 
overtly modify their behavior and their
 

surroundings."
 
(Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente, 1994: 44)
 

•	 Busy period 
•	 Committed to action 
•	 Committing time and energy to implementing solutions 
•	 Multifaceted changes/solutions 
•	 Changes are visible to others (changes in behaviour, level of 

awareness, emotions, self-image, thinking, etc.) 

4.5 Maintenance 

The maintenance stage involves sustaining the 

planned actions and preventing relapse. "All stages of change 

require a series of tasks, a stretch of time in which to try them, and a 

certain amount of energy and dedication" (ibid., p. 205). The 

maintenance stage may last for as little as a few months to as much 

as a lifetime. Successful maintenance requires an understanding that 

even after action has begun, the individual is still vulnerable and 

likely to relapse into old problem behaviours. 

Maintenance also requires an understanding of the 

learning process - that for a period of time, the difficulty of 

sustaining the new actions may be more of a challenge than the 

negative consequences of old behaviours. In the short tenn there 

may even appear to be more negative consequences than positive 

ones to change: "(f)ew self-changers realize how much change costs, 
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and consequently fail to budget enough time, energy or money" 

(ibid., p. 223). 

Avoiding relapse means avoiding the triggers to 

problem behaviours. Overconfidence, social pressures, and 

situations that present unusual, intense temptations will promote 

relapse. However, relapse can lead to positive experiences. The self-

reevaluation and consciousness-raising required after a relapse can 

help the individual gain more knowledge and understanding about 

the scope and nature of the problem, the environmental triggers that 

encourage the problem, and the negative consequences of change. 

These insights can lead the individual to re-evaluate previous 

alternatives and develop a more effective and comprehensive 

program for change. 

Maintenance Symptoms 

" ... it is during maintenance that you must work to
 
consolidate the gains you attained during the
 

action and other stages, and struggle to prevent
 
lapses and relapse."
 

(Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente, 1994: 45)
 

•	 Indefinite time period 
•	 Replacing our problem behaviours with new, healthier 

behaviours 
•	 Potential for relapse due to social pressures, internal 

challenges, or special situations 
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The termination stage is the point at which successful 

maintenance has led to an end to the long-standing problem. 

Reaching the termination stage, however, is not a guarantee. "There 

are professionals who believe that termination is impossible, that the 

most anyone can hope for is a lifetime of maintenance" (ibid., p. 

274). This notion recognizes that growth and change are continuing 

processes. It recognizes that relapse due to extreme situations is 

always a possibility. It also recognizes that only certain problems 

can be terminated; others are lifetime challenges: 

"As for true termination, there is little consensus among 
the experts. We believe that it can occur, depending on 
the nature of the problem. While you may hope to 
terminate certain problems, others appear to be 
interminable. Experts often disagree as to which 
problems belong in which camp" (ibid., p. 275). 

The ability to terminate a problem also depends on 

what the individual considers to be termination. Prochaska, Norcross 

and Diclemente identify four criteria for successful termination: 1) a 

new self-image; 2) no temptation in any situation; 3) solid self-

efficacy; and 4) a healthier lifestyle. If a significant positive change 

in one's attitude and self-image occurs during the maintenance 

stage, then the likelihood of reaching the termination stage is 

increased. The same is true if one experiences significant triggers to 

problem behaviour but suffers no temptation to relapse, regardless 
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Pass to the Futureof the situation. Solid self-efficacy is achieved when the individual 

is convinced that he or she "can function well without ever again 

engaging in (the) former problem behavior [sic.]" (ibid., p. 277). In 

maintenance, aspects of one's lifestyle are modified to overcome the 

problem. In termination, the individual institutes a healthier lifestyle 

that revolves around the new behaviour. 

Termination Symptoms 

"The termination stage is (where) ... your former 
addiction or problem will no longer present any 
temptation or threat; your behavior will never 
return, and you will have complete confidence 

that you can cope without fear of relapse." 
(Prochaska, orcross and Diclemente, 1994: 46) 

A new self-image 
o temptation in any situation
 

Solid self-efficacy
 
A healthier lifestyle
 

5.0 Stages of Change in the Crowsnest Pass 

Many of the attitudes associated with precontemplation 

(denial, blame, resistance to change, and demoralization) were witnessed 

in the Crowsnest Pass during Pass to the Future. Denial - "[p]robably the 

most common defensive reaction ... [that] allows us to protect ourselves by 

refusing to acknowledge unpleasant occurrences" (ibid. p. 82) was seen 

when certain Councillors and the Mayor began minimizing the results of 

the public participation process, indicating that the process didn't get 
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 feedback from a large enough number of residents or that those who 

participated represented special interest groups. This criticism began when 

community feedback brought out criticism about Council and the desire to 

have the community more regularly involved in planning and decision-

making. 

Low attendance levels may also be an indicator of denial 

and resistance to change. According to Prochaska, Norcross and 

Diclemente: 

"Precontemplators, in short, resist change. When their 
problem comes up in conversation, they shift the subject; 
when newspaper articles reveal new information about 
their problem, they tum the page. They lack information 
about their problem, and they intend to maintain ignorant 
bliss at all costs." (ibid., p. 41). 

By not taking part in the planning process, individuals could avoid having 

to acknowledge that there are problems in the community, they could 

avoid acknowledging the extent of the problems in the community, and 

they could avoid having to take responsibility for those problems. 

Blame took many forms. As one participant noted, 

"everyone is blaming everybody else for everything." Old-timers blamed 

the new-comers for increased property taxes (they were buying up homes 

and raising their prices) rather than recognizing the principal source of 

these increases - a shift to market value assessment mandated by the 

Province. Pressures to clean up the community and change the way 

decisions were made were also blamed on the new-comers and 
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state of the local economy and the lack of ongoing development because 

old-timers are "backward" and "cliquey." The cornmunity-at-large has 

labeled Council as being "dysfunctional" and blames them for the fiscal 

problems in the community. Individual Councillors blame each other and 

senior administrators for poor decisions, failed initiatives, and the inability 

of Council as a whole to make decisions. Others blame the lack of 

economic activity and the poor state of local facilities on the local 

managing boards "who won't let you do anything." 

Comments uch as "there's nothing wrong with the 

community - I like it the way it is" and "we've taken care of things 

ourselves for all this time; why do we need this guy all of a sudden?" are 

expressions of resistance to change. Other comments from long-time 

residents included the desire to see "improvements" but that they didn't 

want the community to change. 

A number of residents throughout the process expressed 

fears that Pass to the Future was "just one more exercise in futility." 

Many residents expressed doubts that Council would do anything with the 

reconunendations and the plan would just end up sitting on a shelf 

collecting dust with all the other plans. In various interviews, residents 

suggested idea to improve the local economic and social situation but 

expressed frustration about the lack of opportunities to do anything 

progressive in the community. Several new-comers told stories about 
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"You're just a new-comer; your opinion doesn't count." As a result, these 

individuals don't get involved in community issues anymore. During one 

workshop, a resident who had been actively involved in environmental 

issues for a number of years criticized another resident's suggestions as 

"trying to reinvent the wheel," stating that, "We tried that twenty years 

ago and it didn't work." These are all expressIOns of a demoralized 

community. The relatively low attendance rates in the workshops and 

Open Houses may also reflect a community whose residents have resigned 

themselves to remain in a situation they consider their "fate." 

Several examples of the community being at the 

contemplation stage (the desire to talk about and learn more about the 

problem, and procrastination) were experienced during various activities 

of Pass to the Future. The focus group meetings were designed to 

contemplate the nature of the problems in the community and the 

workshops were designed to identify solutions and prepare action policies 

to solve those problems. However, during the workshops participants still 

indicated that they were not ready to deal with solutions - they wanted to 

continue discussing the nature of the problems in the community. One 

individual in particular who participated in almost every aspect of the 

process continually sent me articles and other information pertinent to the 

issues being addressed in Pass to the Future. This individual was 
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community. 

Initially, Council express~d support for the ideas that were 

commg out of the process (as expressed during regular summary 

presentations of the planning process). However, as the public 

participation process drew closer to an end and began requiring action 

from Council (support for the policy recommendations), Council became 

more critical of the low attendance levels and began questioning the 

validity of the recommendations. For Council, the low number of 

participants opened up an opportunity for them to avoid supporting the 

recommendations based on the apparent uncertainty that the 

recommendations reflected the needs and aspirations of the community as 

a whole and were fully supported by the community as a whole. 

Furthermore, when Council was presented with the final report and asked 

if they wished to continue the process, Council repeatedly indicated that 

they were not ready to act on the recommendations but rather desired to 

discuss the report and its recommendations more thoroughly, and in 

private. However, they were unwilling to set a date for this meeting and 

continuously postponed discussing setting a date for this meeting. 

Residents also demonstrated the desire to put off decisions 

to a later date. Several times in the workshops, participants expressed the 

fear that they could not confidently make decisions for the community as a 

whole - that they were not ready to make a decision. The number of 
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 policy recommendations that were designed to ensure that residents be 

included in future planning and decision-making processes suggests 

procrastination - rather than making a decision, participants recommended 

institutionalizing a process that would allow them to make a decision at a 

later date. 

The preparation stage IS where the individual (or the 

community) begins to develop and evaluate alternatives for action. As 

mentioned above, residents involved in the process were able to 

brainstorm alternatives but, in many cases, did not feel comfortable 

evaluating those alternatives and making a decision on which direction the 

community should take. This suggests that the participants were either not 

ready or were unable to progress collectively through the preparation stage 

and on to the action stage. 

Certain participants were at the action stage. However, 

because the majority of participants were at the contemplation stage, those 

who were at the action stage found the process frustrating. The inability of 

workshop participants to come to a decision led some participants to 

indicate that they felt the sessions were "a bit of a waste of time." 

In general, the experiences of Pass to the Future suggest 

that the community-at-large had not collectively progressed beyond the 

contemplation stage. This does not mean that the entire community was 

not at the preparation stage. It is expected that at the community scale, 

there would be individuals at a variety of different stages. The relative 
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dominant. Because the community in general was not past the 

contemplation stage, the Pass to the Future process was largely unable to 

identify a common vision and determine the action steps necessary to 

achieve that vision. Workshop exercises designed to identify potential 

action steps were largely unsuccessful. 

6.0 Pass to the Future as an Action Stage Program 

Stage III of Pass to the Future was primarily an action-

based stage with an original timeline of six months (in practice, this stage 

took just over a year to complete). As Prochaska, orcross and 

Diclemente indicate, the "action paradigm has dominated behavior [sic.] 

change programs" and is based on the assumption that change occurs 

"dramatically and discretely" (1994: 14-15). Prochaska, Norcross and 

Diclemente note that in programs designed according to the action 

paradigm, individuals are expected to take action within relatively short 

periods of time (ibid., p. 15). However: 

"in a representative sample across more than fifteen 
high-risk behaviors ... fewer than 20 percent of a 
problem population are prepared for action at any given 
time. And yet, more than 90 percent of behavior [sic.] 
change programs are designed with this 20 percent in 
mind" (ibid.) 

The researchers note that individuals who fail to take action, or who fail to 

maintain action "are blamed for a lack of willpower or motivation" (ibid.): 
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"Professionals who equate change with action design 
terrific action-oriented change programs, and are 
bitterly disappointed when sign-up rates are minuscule, 
or when a large number of participants drop out of the 
program after a brief stay" (ibid., p. 44). 

While a small number of residents continued to participate throughout the 

process, the number of participants attending each of the various activities 

progressively declined as the process evolved. In essence, these 

participants "dropped out of the program after a brief stay." While apathy 

might be part of the explanation, an alternative view acknowledges that 

Pass to the Future was designed for action in a community not ready for 

action, but rather, needed to recognize and contemplate the nature of the 

community's problems. 

7.0 Conclusion 

Successful planning for community development requires 

political support and a stable community structure. It requires a 

community that is ready to plan, willing to plan, and that clearly 

recogmzes the benefits of planning. The stages of change model 

developed by Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente (1994) provides 

insights into the likelihood of a community's readiness to plan. At the time 

of Pass to the Future, the community in general of the Crowsnest Pass 

was at the precontemplation and contemplation stages and therefore was 

not ready to develop an action plan for the future of the community. 
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Rather, residents needed an opportunity to better understand and accept 

the nature of the problems in the community. Pass to the Future was 

unable to gain substantial participation levels and developing a plan for 

action because it used a planning program designed for the preparation 

and action stage in a community predominantly at precontemplation and 

contemplation stages. Chapter 6 deals with the processes at work during 

each stage of change and posits a framework for incorporating these 

processes into the planning process. 
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Chapter 6 
PLANNING FOR CHANGE 

1.0 Introduction 

rogressing through the six Stages of Change requires the 

P appropriate timing of nine key processes identified 

Prochaska, orcross and Diclemente: consciousness

rmsmg, social liberation, emotional arousal, self-reevaluation, 

commitment, countering, environment control, reward, and helping 

relationships. Consciousness-raising, social liberation, emotional arousal, 

self-reevaluation, commitment, reward, and helping relationships can be 

readily incorporated into the strategic planning process to help 

communities progress more effectively through the stages of change. 

Countering and environment control tend more to be positive outcomes of 

a successful community development based planning process. However, if 

the strategic planning process is to be used as a tool for helping 

communities move through the early stages of change, it must be modified 

to devote greater time and energy to identifying and defining community 

issues. This chapter describes the nine processes involved in change and 

how these processes operate during each of the six Stages of Change. It 
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Pass	 to. the Future also discusses how these processes can be incorporated into the planning 

process and how Pass to the Future either succeeded or failed to 

incorporate the nine processes into the public participation program. 

2.0	 The Stages of Change vs. the Strategic Planning 
Process 

The discussion in Chapter 5 demonstrates that successful 

community development using a public participation process based on the 

strategic planning process is limited to those communities that are by-and

large at the preparation and action stages. Comparing Dewey's problem-

solving process identified in Chapter 1 to the stages of change model 

(Figure 4), shows the limitations of using the strategic planning process in 

communities that are by-and-Iarge at the precontemplation and 

contemplation stages. The first stage of the problem-solving process 

(problem identification and definition) encompasses the first two stages of 

the change model (precontemplation and contemplation). The next three 

stages of the problem solving process (determining goals and objectives, 

generating and evaluating alternative solutions, and selecting alternative 

solutions) occur during one single stage in the change process 

(preparation). The latter two stages of the problem-solving process each 

coincide with a single stage in the change model (action or intervention 

coincides with the action stage and evaluation coincides with the 

maintenance stage). Thus the strategic planning process may unwittingly 
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Figure 4 - Stages of Change vs. Strategic Planning Stages 
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Pass to the Futureassign insufficient time and energy to identifying and defining the problem 

with the majority of emphasis being placed on generating, evaluating and 

selecting alternative solutions and on developing action steps to 

implement the desired solutions. 

Incorporating the Stages of Change into the strategic 

planning process requires an understanding of the limitations of groups at 

the early stages. Precontemplators are limited in their ability to identify 

and acknowledge problems; contemplators are limited in their ability to 

define and understand the nature of problems. These limitations will likely 

persist throughout the planning process unles the needs of individuals and 

communities at these early stages are adequately addressed. 

If the planning process moves too quickly through the 

precontemplation stage, the likelihood of gaining widespread community 

involvement in the process is reduced since too few residents will have 

had the time and opportunity to recognize and accept the need to address 

the issues identified. Low participation rates may mean that results of any 

surveys or public opinion polls may not be statistically valid. The issues 

raised by participants and addressed in the Plan may not reflect the issues 

of the broader community but rather be limited to special interests. Low 

participation rates may also reduce political support for the Plan, which 

increases the likelihood of the Plan being "shelved" once it is complete. 

If the planning process moves too quickly through the 

contemplation stage, the issues might be poorly defined and therefore 
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raised. As a result, residents might generate and chose superficial "band

aid" solutions to address the symptoms of local problems rather than the 

underlying causes. Alternatively, "cookie-cutter" solutions that worked 

well in other places may be preferred over solutions custom-tailored to the 

particular qualities of the community. This may reduce the community's 

confidence in and therefore commitment to the solutions, thus reducing its 

desire to implement the solutions. If the community continues to 

procrastinate it may lose key funding opportunities. 

Failure to address the needs of communities at the early 

Stages of Change reduces the likelihood of developing and implementing 

an effective Plan. Unless the planning process is able to move individuals 

and communities progressively through the precontemplation and 

contemplation stages of change, the planning process will likely fail to get 

to the point were appropriate goals and objectives are developed, 

alternative ways to achieve goals and objectives are considered, preferred 

alternatives are selected and appropriate and timely action or intervention 

is taken. In order to avoid these pitfalls, a better understanding of the nine 

processes of change is required. 

3.0 The Processes of Change 

Moving through the stages of change reqUIres the 

appropriate timing of a variety of actions and coping skills. According to 
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Pass to the FutureProchaska, orcross and Diclemente, these actions and coping skills are 

based on nine key processes (Table 4): 

Table 4: The Nine Processes of Change 

Process	 Goals 

l.	 Consciousness Raising Increasing information about self and 
problem. 

2.	 Social Liberation Increasing social alternatives for
 
behaviours that are not problematic.
 

3.	 Emotional Arousal Experiencing and expressing feelings
 
about one's problems and solutions.
 

4.	 Self Reeval uation Assessing feelings and thoughts about 
self with respect to the problem. 

5.	 Commitment Choosing and committing to act, or
 
belief in ability to change.
 

6.	 Countering Substituting alternatives for problem
 
behaviours.
 

7.	 Environment Control Avoiding stimuli that elicit problem
 
behaviours.
 

8.	 Reward Rewarding self, or being rewarded by 
others for making changes. 

9.	 Helping Relationships Enlisting the help of someone who
 
cares.
 

Consciousness raising attempts to Increase levels of 

awareness of a problem. By increasing the amount of information 

available, individuals are better able to make intelligent and informed 

decisions concerning a problem. 

Alternative environments	 that allow individuals the 

opportunity to substitute non-problem behaviour for problem behaviour 
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Pass to the Future without having to initiate major lifestyle changes are an example of social 

liberation. According to Prochaska, orcross and Diclemente, "(t)he 

process of social liberation involves creating more alternatives and choices 

for individuals, providing more information about problem behaviors, and 

offering public support for people who want to change" (1994: 100). 

Emotional arousal is a technique used to increase 

awareness at a deep emotional level to move individuals toward action. 

Through media, dramatic public education programs, fear-arousal 

methods, and role-playing, individuals experience and express feelings 

about their problem(s) and possible solution(s) (ibid., p. 33). 

Self-reevaluation is a proces that requires the individual 

"to give a thoughtful and emotional reappraisal" of the problem, and to 

describe the kind of person (s)he might be once the problem has been 

conquered (ibid., p. 29). Self-reevaluation enables an individual to 

evaluate current behaviours in light of personal values. The end result is 

that the individual is able to understand, feel and believe that life would be 

better without the problem. 

When an individual recognizes that (s)he is the only person 

able to respond, speak and act for him- or herself and accepts personal 

responsibility for changing, the commitment process has begun. 

Commitment starts privately and then goes public. By going public and 

announcing one's intent to change, the individual exerts increased 

personal pressure to strengthen the will to change. 
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involves substituting healthy actions for unhealthy ones. Prochaska, 

Norcross and Diclemente indicate that there are many countering 

techniques - "the trick lies in finding the ones that will work for (the 

individual)" (ibid., p. 30). 

Environment control seeks to restructure the external 

environment in order to reduce the probability of encountering a problem-

causing event. This differs from social liberation. Where social liberation 

seeks alternative environments, environmental control seeks to modify 

existing problematic environments. 

Reward seeks to compensate desirable behaviour through 

praIse, presents, etc. Rewards can either be internal (self-praise) or 

external (the praise of friends, family or anyone else held in regard). The 

usefulness of the reward technique depends on the culture or attitudes of 

the individual: 

"Too many puritanical people believe that they have no 
right to be rewarded for modifying behaviors that they 
should never have acquired, such as abusing alcohol, 
food, or tobacco. These people deprive themselves of 
reinforcements for progressing along positive paths" 
(ibid., p. 31). 

Helping relationships are those supportive relations that 

assist individuals through the various stages of change: 
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 "The helping relationship is the most frequently 
enlisted change process in psychotherapy, and it is also 
of critical importance to self-changers. Whether you 
tum to a professional, friend, member of the family, or 
the clergy, the helping relationship provides support, 
caring, understanding, and acceptance" (ibid., p. 32). 

Helping relationships are fundamental to each of the six stages of change. 

ot all processes are involved at each of the six stages of change. 

Different combinations of these nine processes are used in differing ways 

at each stage. 

2.0 Planning Through the Processes of Change 

Change can be a highly stressful and an emotional period 

for individuals and communities. "Change threatens our very identity and 

asks us to relinquish our way of being. However healthy change may be, it 

threatens our security, and sometimes even self-defeating security feels 

better than none."(Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente, 1994: Ill). With 

a greater understanding of the stages of change, the emotions involved, 

and how the nine processes support and enable change, planners may be 

better able to assist communities in progressing through each stage of 

change. Table 5 outlines the individual processes involved in each stage of 

the change process. 
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The following discussion describes the processes involved in each stage of 

change, how planning can incorporate those processes, and how Pass to 

the Future either used or failed to use these processes effectively. 

2.1.1 Precontemplation 

The processes involved in the precontemplation stage are 

consciousness-raising, social liberation, and helping relationships. 

Consciousness-raising is used to help the individual become more aware 
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Pass to the Future of self-defeating defenses and to analyze his or her resistance to change. 

Becoming more aware of problem behaviours, including personal 

defenses, and how they operate is the first step in countering those 

behaviours (ibid., p. 90). Consciousness-raising includes reevaluating 

incidents of blame, rationalization, projection and internalization. "Many 

precontemplators lack the infonnation to perceive their problems 

clearly ... consciousness-raising makes that infonnation available" (ibid., p. 

89). 

Helping relationships in the precontemplation stage provide 

"a supportive context within which you can process developmental or 

environmental events, and see yourself as others do" (ibid., p. 94). They 

provide a safe and supportive environment in which to relax one's 

defenses, analyze one's fears and begin to examine the problem. Self-help 

groups are an example of helping relationships. They provide a peer 

support network that promotes consciousness-raising and self evaluation 

III a group setting that reduces the potential to feel stigmatized or 

ostracized. 

Self-help groups can also provide opportunities for social 

liberation if they are designed to collectively examine and evaluate more 

productive environments to foster. By "creating more alternatives and 

choices for individuals, providing more infonnation about problem 

behaviors, and offering public support" (ibid., p. 100) self-help groups 

facilitate the transition from precontemplation to contemplation. 
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Communities in precontemplation need the opportunity to 

openly examine their condition in a blame-free environment. An open 

supportive and objective process of self-evaluation may help to counter 

the emotional forces that cause denial, blame, projection, internalization, 

and rationalization. 

Social liberation - the proce s of providing alternatives in 

the external environment - can be achieved by having residents examine 

case examples of other communities that have gone through th same 

experiences. In doing so, residents can ee that what they may have 

considered their "fate" may not necessarily be true - other communities 

have been successful in solving similar problems. This "shred of hope" is 

necessary to overcome the denial expressed by people who see no possible 

solution to their problem. It also helps residents examine communities that 

they themselves might like to emulate and can be helpful in moving 

individuals forward to the contemplation stage. 

Consciousne s raising requires infonnation. For those III 

the precontemplation stage, this information should be in the form of 

objective and scientific data about the local economy, the natural 

environment the socio-economic status of the community recent 

demographic changes, etc. compared to those of other communities. 

Demonstrating how the community is similar to other communities can 

help to relieve feelings of blame. This can also help to overcome feelings 
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Pass	 to the Future of denial by sparking curiosity - residents may begin to question why so 

many communities face similar problems. As their desire to understand 

why their problems exist increases, residents begin to move forward 

towards the contemplation stage. Care should be taken, however, not to 

highlight how these other communities solved their problem(s) at this 

stage. The goal of consciousness-raising in the precontemplation stage is 

to help the community become aware of and acknowledge the problem. 

The community must first agree on the problem(s) before it can move 

towards the solution(s). 

Group activities that bring people together to talk, share, 

and build understanding about the positive and the negative aspects of the 

community not only build understanding (consciousness-raising) but they 

also build initial helping relationships that will be fundamental throughout 

the planning process. Initially, group activities should seek to strengthen 

existing relationships, as found in local clubs and organizations. These 

groups will likely have established a level of trust and level of open 

communication among like-minded members. This is essential to 

providing an open and supportive environment necessary to help residents 

feel comfortable and willing to acknowledge problems in the community. 

2.1.3	 Precontemplation Processes Used in Pass to the 
Future 

Each of the three aforementioned processes were 

incorporated into the Stage III activities. Consciousness-raising was done 
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Pass to the Futureby sharing the survey results with the community. The community 

assessment provided in the Pass to the Future final report to Council 

included objective facts and figures for each of the seven theme areas. As 

an example of social liberation, short case examples of Kimberley and 

Fernie were presented to the Jobs & the Economy workshop group. The 

focus groups and workshops attempted to bring residents together to build 

new helping relationships and networks. 

While these processes were included in the planning 

activities, they took on a secondary role and lacked strategic timing. As 

mentioned above, case examples of Fernie and Kimberley were used 

during the Jobs & the Economy workshop to highlight some of the 

problems that each town had faced (and were still facing) in their 

economic development. However, similar case examples were not used 

elsewhere. A more deliberate attempt to achieve social liberation and 

consciousness-raising through the use of case examples would have 

involved doing a thorough analysis of two or three communities similar in 

size, location and economy to the Crowsnest Pass in all of the seven theme 

areas. These same case examples would then have been used during each 

of planning activities for each of the theme areas to highlight similarities 

between these communities and the Crowsnest Pass. 

The community assessment included in the final report to 

Council was well received. "I knew things were bad but I didn't know 

they were this bad" was a common response. During the presentation of 
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 the final report to Council, one councillor stated that the community 

assessment alone was "worth every penny we paid [the consultant]." 

However, the community assessment should have been conducted sooner 

in the process and used in each of the planning activities to highlight and 

present the "facts" about the community and its unique situation. 

Vancouver CityPlan used "Fact Sheets" in all of its workshops to help 

participants make informed decisions. An initial community assessment 

would have facilitated the development of fact sheets for the Pass to the 

Future focus groups and workshops. 

An underlying objective geared towards the goal of 

building capacity was to develop helping relationships and networks 

throughout the planning process. Unfortunately, too few residents took 

part in the planning process to build networks or relationships beyond 

those that had already existed prior to Pass to the Future. Had the 

recruitment process been more successful, there would have been a larger 

corps of participants. Had enough curiosity and hope been built during the 

focus group meetings to entice participants to continue on with the process 

and to encourage other residents to get involved in subsequent activities, 

the planning process would have likely built a number of new networks 

and relationships. 
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2.2.1 Contemplation 

Emotional arousal, consciousness-raising, self-reevaluation 

and helping relationships are the processes suited to the contemplation 

stage. Once the individual is willing to acknowledge the problem, 

emotional arousal can help the individual to see how life might be better 

without the problem. It also can help overcome the procrastination 

characteristic of the contemplation stage. 

Consciousness-raising uses information to help educate the 

individual about his or her problem(s) in more detail than during the 

precontemplation stage. Where information during the precontemplation 

stage is used to help the individual recognize the problem, information 

during the contemplation stage helps the individual understand the 

problem so that (s)he can begin to understand how the problem might be 

solved. The goal is not to generate solutions. Rather, it is to develop a 

more complete understanding of the nature of the problem, its causes, and 

its effects. 

Self-reevaluation exammes one's role in promoting the 

problem and therefore one's role in changing the problem. It also involves 

challenging the appropriateness of problem behaviour in the context of 

one's personal values: 

"Self-reevaluation will reveal to you, once and for all, 
that your essential values are in fact in conflict with 
your problem behaviors. Successful self-reevaluation 
leaves you feeling, thinking, and believing that life 
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Pass to the Future would be substantially improved if you didn't have 
those behaviors" (ibid., p. 129). 

Self-reevaluation involves looking at the current negative impacts of the 

problem behaviour and the potential positive outcomes of changing that 

behaviour. It involves creating a new self-image. It also involves 

examining the potential consequences (positive and negative) of change to 

both the individual and to others. 

Helping relationships during the contemplation stage 

facilitate the knowledge sharing and understanding necessary to develop a 

more complete understanding of the problem. They provide the safety and 

support necessary for individuals to openly challenge and talk about their 

problem behaviour, its causes and its consequences. They also help the 

individual to see that they are not alone - that others have experienced and 

overcome the same problem(s). 

2.2.2 Planning During the Contemplation Stage 

Communities in the contemplation stage need a process that 

deals with their uncertainties about the problem and strengthens their 

desire to change. Through this process, the procrastination that is 

characteristic of the contemplation stage is replaced by a commitment to 

move forward and generate solutions. 

Consciousness-raising in the contemplation stage provides 

objective, scientific information about the root causes of local problems 
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Pass to the Futureand challenges rather than the effects (or evidence) of these challenges 

discussed during the precontemplation stage. By examining the global, 

national, regional and local forces that have lead to the problems, residents 

can begin to see that the problems are not just a short-term issues requiring 

quick-fix solutions. Providing this objective, scientific data to residents 

about the community's condition also helps to bring perception more in 

line with objective realities, thus reducing incidents of blame. Solutions 

that are geared towards real problems rather than perceived problems are 

more likely to be effective. Residents must become more willing and open 

to consciously evaluating and understanding the root causes and 

complexities of the community's problems - a prerequisite to moving into 

the preparation stage where they will work to develop appropriate 

alternative solutions to their problems. 

Self-reevaluation seeks to compare actions with core values 

(be they at the individual or community level). This can be done through 

surveys that draw out broad-based local values. It can also be done 

through exercises that examine the desirable aspects of other communities 

and compare them to the local community. Both of these activities 

encourage residents to articulate desires and values, which not only fosters 

self-reevaluation but can also strengthen residents' commitment to change. 

As mentioned above, emotional arousal is important for 

superseding the desire to procrastinate. Emotional arousal helps 

individuals to realize that they do not want the problem(s) to persist and 
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Pass to the Future that their lives would be better off without the problem. Using emotional 

arousal in the planning process should be handled with care - the wrong 

emotions may unwittingly be aroused. The process may also be seen as 

sensationalizing the problem(s), which may reduce political support or 

may act as a disincentive to resident participation. 

More benign methods of emotional arousal might occur 

spontaneously during group activities where residents begin to articulate 

deeper issues in the community and where they begin to understand the 

downstream affects of community problems (e.g. social problems such as 

alcohol and drug addictions and family violence that may result fonn 

chronic unemployment). Film-making, photography, and art (both visual 

and perfonnance) can also be a persuasive source of emotional arousal by 

having local residents capture positive and negative aspects of the 

community as they see and experience those aspects. Art can be easily 

incorporated into local school curricula and serve to more actively involve 

children and youth in the planning process. 

Helping relationships developed during the contemplation 

stage are critical to developing successful strategies to solve local 

problems in later stages. Guest speakers from communities that have 

overcome similar problems can provide additional helping relationships 

individuals who can empathize with the community and how how life in 

their communities are better without the problem. External helping 

relationships may also help a community to overcome the fear of failure 
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Pass to the Futurethat leads to procrastination and therefby strengthen the community's 

resolve to change. 

2.2.3 Contemplation Processes Used During Pass to the 
Future 

The use of conSClOusness-ralsmg, self-reevaluation and 

helping relationships during Stage III of Pass to the Future was not 

appropriately geared towards dealing with the needs of a community in the 

contemplation stage. Rather, the use of these processes was geared 

towards resolving the community's planning issues (in other words 

preparing for action rather than contemplating the issues). 

It was assumed that the focus groups had provided enough 

insights into the nature of the community's issues and that the community 

was ready to deal with prepanng and evaluating alternative solutions 

during the workshops. This assumption was false. Participants were not 

ready to brainstorm and evaluate alternative solutions. Nor were 

participants ready to develop action steps to achieving desired solutions. 

As mentioned in section 5.0 of Chapter 4, workshop participants 

repeatedly channeled discussions away from brainstorming alternatives 

and back to collectively discussing the nature and causes of problems in 

the community. A more effective strategy would have been to use the 

workshops as a more detailed contemplative tool in addition to the focus 

groups. 
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 Self-reevaluation was limited to exammmg different 

lifecycle needs and different approaches to dealing with problems as 

discussed in section 2.0 of Chapter 4. External causes of the community's 

problems were discussed only in minor detail. Internal causes focused 

mainly on what "others" were doing and not doing to cause the problems; 

very little attention was spent discussing how the actions or inaction of 

individual residents, may have a role to play either directly or indirectly in 

promoting problems in the community. 

The Community Ideas Book provided a benign means of 

emotional arousal. Residents' comments were collected in a series of coil

bound notebooks and attempts were made to have local residents circulate 

the notebooks among their peers and to have notebooks located throughout 

the community in popular public facilities (libraries, coffee shops, 

convenience stores, etc.). However, the time and energy devoted to this 

circulation was insufficient to expose the majority of residents to the 

notebooks. 

No attempt was made to bring in guest speakers from other 

communities that have overcome problems similar to those faced in the 

Crowsnest Pass. Attempts were made to build partnerships with 

organizations in other communities (i.e. the Canmore Family and 

Community Support Services), but were unsuccessful. While the Canmore 

Family and Community Support Services (FCSS) expressed an open 
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desire to participate in such a partnership, Council did not act on the 

invitation. 

2.3.1 Preparation 

Self-reevaluation, commitment, and helping 

relationships are important processes in the preparation stage. Self

reevaluation during the preparation stage helps the individual make 

a firm commitment to change by reassessing himself or herself and 

seeing how changing is more consistent with current values and 

goals. This strengthens the individual's resolve to consciously 

evaluate and pursue alternatives to change. Self-reevaluation also 

helps the individual to chose the alternative(s) that are the most 

appropriate. 

Commitment reqUires a belief in one's ability to 

change, which reinforces one's willingness to act (ibid., p. 151-152). 

Because change is threatening, the preparation stage is filled with 

anxiety, where fear of failure is increased as the individual willingly 

and deliberately moves towards "the point of no return." Those in 

the preparation stage need to develop confidence before being able 

to move into the action stage. Thus the preparation stage involves 

"planning carefully, developing a firm, detailed scheme for action, 

and making sure that (the individual) has learned the change 
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maintenance to termination" (ibid., p. 43). 

Letting go of past behaviours and the comfort of the 

known in order to enter the unknown is disorientating and fraught 

with anxiety. Helping relationships can serve to lessen those 

anxieties if an individual knows that (s)he has others who care and 

to whom (s)he can tum when feeling overwhelmed by the changes. 

Helping relationships also exert peer pressure on the individual to 

maintain his or her resolve to change out of fear of embarrassment 

and fear of disappointing people whom the individual holds in high 

regard. 

2.3.2 Planning During the Preparation Stage 

In a planning context, progressing through the preparation 

stage involves the generation and careful evaluation of alternative 

solutions to achieve the desired change. Common public participation 

processes are well suited to this stage. Workshops and Open Houses are 

best suited to a process designed to brainstorm and evaluate alternative 

solutions. 

Commitment to a solution reqUlres confidence. Anxiety, 

based in the fear of failure, is the greatest ban'ier to a community's 

choosing alternative solutions that would move it from the preparation 

stage into the action stage. Communities without sufficient confidence to 
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anxiety and build confidence through a program that evolves over 

progressIve stages with each stage in the program building increased 

confidence based on the successes achieved during previous stages. 

Self-reevaluation can build confidence if it helps to 

reassure the individual or community that the chosen alternative 

solutions support and reflect individual and community values rather 

than conflict with them (in other words, that the community's 

proposed actions and values are consistent with one other). In 

workshop settings, activities that encourage participants to critically 

evaluate different change scenarios and the potential positive and 

negative impacts of those scenarios provide a means for self

reevaluation. By taking alternative solutions to their logical 

conclusions, residents can evaluate the outcomes of vanous 

solutions according to their values and confidently choose the one 

that best reflects their values. 

Open examinations and evaluations of the trade-offs 

associated with desired alternatives can also serve to build the 

confidence necessary to commit to a solution. Having a clear 

understanding of the potential negative consequences of a solution 

and developing a proactive response (contingency plan) to address 

those consequences can help to build greater confidence and 

community willingness to commit to the solution. 
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willingness to acknowledge difficult or contentious issues raised by 

participants and the occasional "trouble-maker." Addressing those issues 

will help to assure the community that every possible alternative has been 

evaluated and that all potential impacts have been accounted for. 

Workshops provide the peer support and knowledge

sharing to generate and evaluate alternatives. The helping relationships 

built during the preparation stage should be designed around commitments 

to provide action and resources during the implementation (action) phase 

of the plan. Strategically bringing in guest speakers from other 

communities who are willing to commit to ongoing external support and 

assistance also serves to build the confidence necessary for a community 

to progress from the preparation stage into the action stage. 

Scenario writing is another activity well suited to the 

contemplation stage. Scenario writing allows residents to examine the 

miracle question: "If you woke up tomorrow and your community was 

perfect, what would it be like?" This question helps a community 

articulate how community life would be better without the problems 

identified, which helps to strengthen commitment. It also helps the 

community recognize and articulate the important roles that vanous 

community groups and organizations will need to play III successfully 

implementing the plan. 
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Future 

Pass to the Future was unsuccessful at establishing the 

self-reevaluation, commitment and helping relationships necessary to 

move the community through the preparation stage and into the action 

stage. As mentioned previously, workshop participants were unable to 

develop and evaluate alternative solutions and therefore were unable to 

engage in self-reevaluative exercises. 

While a scenario was developed and presented in the final 

report to Council, this scenario was not developed by the community itself 

but rather by the consultant based on the feedback gathered throughout the 

process. Had the community been ready to evaluate alternative solutions 

and had they been ready to develop action plans to achieve those 

solutions, they might have been ready to engage in writing the scenario. 

Had the community written the scenario, it would have more likely taken 

ownership over the scenario and committed to it. 

As mentioned earlier, an attempt was made to develop a 

strategic partnership between the Crowsnest Pass and the Canmore FCSS, 

this was the only attempt to build outside strategic partnerships and it was 

unsuccessful. Bringing outside resources into the community during 

earlier stages of the process might have helped to improve the chances of 

this tactic succeeding. 
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Countering, environmental control, reward, and 

helping relationships are important to the action stage. Countering 

substituting positive reinforcing thoughts and activities for 

problematic thoughts and behaviours - helps the individual to 

experience the benefits of changed behaviour gradually and helps to 

eliminate habitual behaviours over time by exchanging old negative 

habits with new positive habits. 

Environmental control works in conjunction with 

countering by removing the environmental cues that trigger problem 

behaviours. By restructuring one's environment, "the likely 

occurrence of a problematic stimulus is significantly reduced" (ibid., 

p. 186). Environmental control can be achieved through avoidance 

and reminders with a gradual re-exposure to the environmental cues 

that trigger problem behaviour. 

Rewards reinforce positive behaviour and can be 

either material or non-material. "Environmental control modifies the 

cues that precede and trigger problem behavior; reward modifies the 

consequences that follow and reinforce it" (ibid., p. 190). 

Helping relationships provide either emotional or 

physical support to assist in managing environmental triggers, 

offering rewards, providing positive reinforcement for healthy 

actions, or providing a peer support network. 
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In a planning context, implementing the processes of 

countering and environmental control is complex and may be 

difficult to achieve at a community level. Rather, countering and 

environmental control tend to be positive outcomes of successfully 

implemented plans at the community level. Thus, helping 

relationships and rewards are more practical. 

Overcoming the pitfalls to action requires a detailed 

plan of action with clearly defined roles and responsibilities. 

Therefore, action requires the creation of a clear implementation and 

monitoring program. Such a program clearly identifies specific 

actions to be carried out at specific times and assigns roles for 

carrying out those actions. Monitoring the effect of these actions 

provides a vehicle for the community to identify and recognize what 

milestones have been achieved and when - this is an example of the 

reward process. Committees set up specifically to implement actions 

or monitor the progress of the plan are an example of helping 

relations in that they form a support network of people working 

together to achieve common goals. 

Multifaceted solutions are required to successfully address 

change. In single industry towns, this may seem anathema. A community 

that has evolved around a single industry is more likely to desire another 

single industry to address its economIC problems. Economic 
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 diversification may be difficult for people to grasp and is therefore 

unlikely to instill the confidence necessary for action. Implementation and 

monitoring programs that break down complex solutions into smaller 

components that can be understood more readily and managed more 

effectively by communities can help address this issue. Again, building 

positive networks in the community through implementation and 

monitoring programs can help community members see the 

interconnections between seemingly divergent aspects of community life 

(i.e. the interplay between social, environmental, political, and economic 

factors). 

2.4.3 Action Processes Used During Pass to the Future 

During the course of Pass to the Future, the community of 

the Crowsnest Pass was unable to reach the action stage and therefore no 

action processes were used. Nor were maintenance or termination 

processes used. 

2.5.1 Maintenance 

Helping relationships and rewards are critical to the 

maintenance stage as they help to sustain the other processes of 

conscIOusness raIsmg, countering, environmental control, self

reevaluation, commitment and reward used during the prevlous stages. 
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reinforcing support network. 

2.5.2 Planning During the Maintenance Stage 

In a planning context, maintenance involves recognIzmg 

that the benefits of change are more likely to be long-term than short-term. 

In the absence of this recognition, the absence of immediately tangible 

(visible) successes may reduce political support and lessen a community's 

resolve and commitment to the chosen action(s). It also highlights the 

importance of developing an implementation and monitoring program that 

is able to recognize and track the small advances made in the short term. 

Social pressures from groups who appear to be losing out in 

the short-term may threaten to unravel the successful implementation of 

the plan, causing the community to return to previous behaviours 

("relapse"). That is why a stable social structure, strong community 

networks, and a contingency program are necessary to minimize the 

negative impacts in the short and long term. The notion of learning from 

relapse emphasizes the significance of planning as a reiterative process 

rather than static one. 

An "implementation and monitoring" program is an 

impol1ant component of a community plan and should be developed 

during the action stage. In addition to identifying action steps to achieve 

the plan's goals, the implementation and monitoring program also 
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necessary to successfully implement the plan. In doing so, the plan helps 

to ensure that the helping relationships developed during the preparation 

stage are maintained through the action stage. 

An annual progress report such as the Town of Banffs 

"State of the Town" report (Chapter 2, section 3.3) can serve as a reward 

by highlighting the successes achieved each year. By highlighting these 

successes, the community is better able to recognize the benefits of the 

new actions and approaches to addressing community issues advocated in 

the community's plan. The annual progress report should also highlight 

challenges faced during the previous year and identify remedial action 

steps to turn those challenges into successes. By ensuring that plan 

implementation is a reiterative process, the likelihood of maintaining 

action and support for the plan is greater. 

Therefore, successful maintenance requires an ongoing and 

active forum for evaluating the progress of planned actions and for 

developing remedial action steps should key milestones fail to be achieved 

on time. Part of the remedial action steps will be to re-initiate the planning 

process used during the preparation stage. Existing roles and 

responsibilities may need to be modified. Remedial action may also 

reqUire new relationships to be developed or it may reqUire a 

strengthening of existing helping relationships. Thus it is essential to 
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throughout the planning process. 

2.6.1 Termination 

As the term implies, termination is the last of the stages of 

change and implies that the desired change has been successfully 

implemented. Thus termination requires no further action or processes. 

2.6.2 Planning for Termination 

In a planning context, termination would at first seem to be 

neither a desired nor a feasible reality. The community development 

planning process is about dealing with change and as the adage states "the 

one constant is change." As one problem is solved, new problems are 

created; or those that were previously hidden are discovered. Thus, 

community development planning must continually assist communities in 

adapting to change. Or must it? If community development planning seeks 

to build capacity in a community and if capacity is defined as the 

community's ability to effectively deal with change, then it would seem 

that once that capacity is built, there is no longer any need for the 

community development planner. Theoretically, through the capacity

building process, the community learns to do its own planning for change. 

However, part of that process may still involve the use of an external 

planner as a catalyst and facilitator of positive change. 
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termination stage when the community has developed the coping 

mechanisms necessary to positively and continually deal with change on 

its own. But how can a community development planner know with any 

certainty when that stage has been reached? In accordance with the four 

criteria for successful termination (a new self-image, no temptation in any 

situation, solid self-efficacy, and a healthier lifestyle), this stage has been 

reached when the community itself expresses the confidence that it is 

ready to plan on its own and the expertise, planning structures and coping 

mechanisms are in place to carry out the planning process "in-house." This 

is consistent with the psychotherapy process - counselling is no longer 

needed when the client indicates honestly and with confidence that ( )he is 

ready to deal with problem behaviour alone. 

3.0 Conclusion 

The key to progressing through the stages of change lies in 

the appropriate timing of nine key processes: consciousness-raising, social 

liberation, emotional arousal, self-reevaluation, commitment, countering, 

environment control, reward, and helping relationships. Consciousness

ralsmg, social liberation, emotional arousal, self-reevaluation, 

commitment, reward, and helping relationships can be readily 

incorporated into planning programs to help communitie progress more 

effectively through the stages of change. The last two processes 
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of a successful community development based planning process. In so 

doing, they become key ingredients for the latter two stages of change 

maintenance and termination. By introducing these nine processes into a 

public participation process based around the stages of change, planning 

can begin to serve more effectively as a capacity-building tool for 

community development. Pass to the Future, however, failed to introduce 

these nine processes at the appropriate times and to the required degree for 

the planning process to be a successful capacity-building tool in the 

Crowsnest Pass. A greater understanding of the stages of change and a 

greater emphasis on the use of the nine processes of change would have 

likely helped the planning process achieve its dual goals of building 

capacity and developing community-driven action-based solutions for the 

community's Municipal Development Plan. 
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Chapter 7 
"PASS TO THE FUTURE" REVISITED 

1.0 Introduction 

ass to the Future failed to deliver of a fully p representative and inclusive public participation process 

due to a lack of understanding of the six Stages of 

Change and of volunteer motivations. Had this understanding been 

incorporated into the original design of the planning program, the process 

would have evolved differently. The same activities would have been 

conducted, however, the goals of each activity and the tasks involved 

would have been had a greater focus on dealing with each stage in the 

change process rather than focusing on preparing the community quickly 

for action. The community would have been evaluated at the beginning of 

the program to test for the dominant Stages of Change. As a result of this 

evaluation, greater attention would have been paid to addressing the needs 

of precontemplators and contemplators earlier and more deliberately. Thus 

helping relationships and consciousness-raising would have received 

greater emphasis throughout the process and recruiting techniques would 

have targeted each of the six volunteer motivations to encourage greater 

Pa~s to the Future
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Pass tQ. the Future participation. This final chapter outlines how Pass to the Future would 

have evolved (Figure 5) had this understanding been incorporated into the 

planning process. For the purpose of this discussion, it is assumed that 

Pass to the Future was the work of a single independent consultant rather 

than that of a Master's program course (EVDS 637 - Office) and 

subsequent thesis field research. Thus the University of Calgary's Ethics 

of Human Studies guidelines were not a requirement of the research and, 

as a result, a Steering Committee could actively participate in guiding the 

process and recruiting participants. 

2.0	 PHASE I - Terms of Reference (January - April, 
1998) 

As with the original program, Pass to the Future would 

begin with the development of a Terms of Reference. In addition to key 

informant interviews, developing the Terms of Reference would include 

an initial comprehensive community analysis. 

2.1 Key Informant Interviews 

Developing the Terms of Reference would begin with a 

series of key informant interviews held with community leaders (Council 

members and members of local boards, clubs, organizations, etc.) and 

designed to identify: 
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Pass to the Future1.	 the dominant issues to be addressed through the 

Municipal Development Plan; 

2.	 how planning and community development IS 

practiced in the community; 

3.	 what pertinent background information (reports, 

studies, maps, surveys, etc.) is currently available; 

and 

4.	 what local assets and capacities (service groups, 

clubs, organizations, etc.) can be mobilized to 

participate in the forthcoming planning process. 

The key informant interviews would also be used to gather information for 

each analysis in the Community Assessment. 

2.2 Community Assessment 

In addition to the key informant interviews, a thorough 

community analysis would be conducted to determine: 1) where the 

community is in terms of the Stages of Change; 2) where Council stands 

in terms of Arnstein's Ladder of Citizen Participation; and 3) local 

realities and projected trends for the economic, political, socio-cultural, 

physical and natural environments (and, where possible, the regional 

environments). These assessments would be summarized into background 

reports and used throughout the planning process to guide and inform 

decision making. 
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Determining where the community is in terms of the Stages 

of Change would lay the foundation for the forthcoming public 

participation process, The community would be evaluated to determine the 

dominant symptoms of each of the Stages of Change through key 

informant interviews and reviews of recent newspaper reports and Council 

minutes, 

2.2.2 Arnstein's Ladder of Citizen Participation 

Community development planning promotes open and 

active community participation in the planning process and often 

encourages greater empowerment of residents - in particular, marginalized 

groups and individuals. It is expected that the degree to which a local 

Council will accept citizen empowerment will vary from community to 

community and from Council to Council. Therefore, in addition to 

assessing the community in terms of the Stages of Change, the Terms of 

Reference would also involve an assessment of Council in terms of 

Arnstein's (1969) Ladder of Citizen Participation. Understanding what 

-' 
local Council is going to accept in terms of citizen input during the 

planning process and ultimate control over the Plan will help manage 

expectations for capacity building and expected outcomes of the Plan. 

This assessment would be done through key informant interviews with 
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Pass to the Futureindividual Councillors and with members of local boards, service groups, 

clubs, and organizations. 

2.2.3 Situational Analysis 

In order to promote informed decisions throughout the 

planning process, a situational analysis would need to be conducted in 

order to determine the economic, political, socio-cultural, physical and 

environmental realities (opportunities and constraints) and trends of the 

local community and surrounding region. The key information interviews 

would include questions relating to the above. Background reports 

available locally, and from various regional and provincial agencies, 

would be consulted. Population trends (growth rates and demographic 

changes) would be analyzed through census data. Existing and future 

housing needs, land use requirements, and future demands on community 

services would be assessed in light of population projections. Current 

infrastructure capacities and future upgrades would be determined. 

Sensitive and significant plant and wildlife habitat, existing watercourses, 

and local geotechnical hazards would be evaluated to determine 

constraints to future growth and development. Economic development 

opportunities and constraints would also be evaluated. While a similar 

though less elaborate analysis was done for Pass to the Future, the 

analysis was done toward the end of the planning process rather than at the 

beginning, with the results included in the final report to the community. 
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 As a result, the information and resources necessary for consciousness

raising was not made available early enough in the planning process to 

effectively meet the needs of precontemplators and contemplators. By 

developing and presenting a community situational analysis at the 

beginning of the planning process, the consciousness-raising of 

precontemplators and contemplators can begin sooner and therefore have a 

greater chance of successfully moving those groups through their 

individual stages and into the preparation stage during the later phases of 

the planning process. 

2.3 Terms of Reference 

Had these two initial assessments been done for the 

Municipality of Crowsnest Pass, the resultant Terms of Reference would 

have promoted a work program and public participation process designed 

to focus on the needs of each of the six Stages of Change and on 

recognizing Council's desire to gather public opinion and attitudes 

through the planning process (Arnstein's consultation and placation 

rungs) but not to empower local citizens (Arnstein's partnership, 

delegated power, and citizen control rungs). The work program would 

have continued to promote a comprehensive public participation process 

to invite citizen participation in identifying issues, needs and goals, but the 

role of developing solutions and strategies would have remained with 

Council. The work program would also have stressed greater efforts to 
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communities to assist in decision-making and to help the community 

progress through the early Stages of Change. 

3.0	 PHASE II - Pass to the Future Community 
Survey (July 1998 - February 1999) 

As a result of the identified need to develop internal and 

external helping relationships and to provide the resources and 

information necessary for consciousness raising throughout the planning 

process, Phase II of Pass to the Future would have evolved as follows: 

3.1	 Steering Committee 

Assuming that Pass to the Future was the work of an 

independent consultant and that the University of Calgary's Ethics of 

Human Studies guidelines were not in effect, a Steering Committee could 

be established and maintained throughout the planning process. The 

Steering Committee would be a seven to nine member group including 

one or two members of Council, the Chief Administrative Officer, the 

Planner from the Oldman River Intermunicipal Planning Commission, a 

member of the Municipal Planning Commission, a member of the 

Economic Development Board and interested at-large residents (the 

number of residents being determined by the desired size of the Steering 

Committee). The composition of the Steering Committee is designed to 
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promote political and administrative support and understanding of the 

planning process and to encourage a wide range of interests being 

represented without the size of the group being too large and burdensome. 

The Steering Committee would take on numerous roles. 

The Committee would serve as a "sounding board" to guide the evolution 

of the planning process and to review and recommend changes to draft 

reports. It would determine optimal times and locations for the various 

planning activities. It would help to fill information gaps uncovered during 

various analyses and provide clarification of anomalous findings. It would 

also be responsible for recruiting participants and mobilizing the resources 

necessary to minimize barriers to residents' participation (transportation, 

baby sitting, translation, etc.). 

3.2 Educational Symposium 

The first event In Pass to the Future would be an 

educational symposIUm. The symposium would serve as a "kick-off' 

event to celebrate the beginning of the public participation process and 

build hype to encourage community participation in the forthcoming 

planning activities. To goal of the educational symposium would be to 

provide information and public education (consciousness-raising) and to 

initiate the formation of helping relationships. 

The results of the community situational analysis and the 

Stages of Change assessment would be presented at the symposium (but 
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offend Council or encourage a cynical view of the forthcoming planning 

process). The information provided would serve to educate the public 

about the local realities, opportunities and constraints. Discussing the 

Stages of Change would help residents gain a better understanding of the 

foundation behind their own conceptions about the state of the community 

and their (un)willingness to accept new or different ideas that may 

challenge those conceptions. Providing an overview of the forthcoming 

planning process including opportunities for residents to participate would 

help to encourage community participation. 

Local residents and members from other communities who 

have experience and expertise in the areas discussed in the community 

situational analysis would be invited to serve as guest speakers at the 

symposium. Each presentation would be followed by a short question and 

answer period. Following a short networking luncheon, a panel discussion 

would allow any unanswered or lengthy questions to be addressed in a 

group setting. The goal of having guest speakers is twofold: first, to "put a 

face" that residents know and respect to the information and issues 

presented; and second, to initiate helping relationships with other 

communities who have gone through or are going through similar 

changes. 

The educational symposlUm provides an initial activity 

supporting the needs of precontemplators, contemplators, prepar rs and 
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initiated. Consciousness raising is provided in a supportive environment 

necessary for precontemplators and contemplators. Putting a face to the 

issues being addressed and discussing the causes and effects also provides 

emotional arousal which is important to understanding the issues 

(contemplators) encouraging residents to participate in the planning 

process (preparers and actors). Guest speakers from other communities 

may share similar stories about issues, causes and effects to facilitate a 

number of processes including: 

•	 additional emotional arousal for precontemplators 

and contemplators; 

•	 encouraging self re-evaluation into the "how" and 

"why" of local problems for contemplators and 

preparers; 

•	 helping reduce defenses and barriers to 

acknowledging the information provided by 

demonstrating that others have encountered the same 

experiences (thus reducing the tendency for external 

blame or self-recrimination characteristic of 

precontemplators); and 

•	 provides initial opportunities for social liberation and 

countering by acknowledging and exammmg 

potential alternatives in a supportive environment 

(preparers) , 
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opportunities for residents to participate, demonstrates to community 

members at the preparation or action stage that deliberate and tangible 

progress is going to be made during the forthcoming year and provides a 

venue for those residents to actively get involved. 

As mentioned above, the Steering Committee would be 

responsible for recruiting participants in this educational sYmposium. The 

recruitment campaign would be designed to target each of the six 

volunteer motivations discussed in section 3.1.5 of Chapter 4. Steering 

committee members would be responsible for contacting individual 

residents directly (in person and by telephone). Personal letters of 

invitation from the Mayor would be sent to all service groups, clubs and 

organizations in the community. ewspaper advertisements and posters 

would be distributed throughout the community. Radio and newspaper 

interviews would be conducted with members of the Steering Committee 

and with the planning consultant. 

3.3 Community Ideas Book 

The Community Ideas Book was initiated during Phase III 

of the original public participation process. Due to the timing of Phase III, 

many teachers were unwilling to participate in the Ideas Book. Many 

teachers had already completed activities that could have been 

incorporated into the Ideas Book earlier in the school year and therefore 
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Ideas Book was also introduced to teachers in mid-April - a time when 

they were under pressure to complete their cia ses' curricular 

requirements within a two-month time frame. Therefore many teachers 

could not spare the additional time to initiate Ideas Book-related activities. 

Other teachers were simply unwilling to expend the extra energy required 

to come up with appropriate lesson plans. 

To address these challenges, the revisited Pass to the 

Future program would pre-design lesson plans to fit into the core course 

curriculums of each grade level. These lesson plans would be developed 

for teachers by a small team of interested and willing teachers and then 

presented to individual teachers for their consideration and use. The 

development of these lesson plans would be initiated during the ummer 

so that the lesson plans would be ready to present to the teachers in August 

when they were devising their course strategies for the forthcoming school 

year. 

3.4 Community Survey 

As with the original Pass to the Future program, a 

community-wide survey would be conducted in order to ascertain 

community needs, ideas, values and desire . The awareness, hype and 

support gained during the educational symposium would likely help to 

encourage greater participation in the community survey as well as 
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posed. 

The mam purpose of a community survey IS to gather 

feedback to inform the planning process. However, a community survey 

can also serve to move residents through the early Stages of Change. A 

survey provides an outlet for those who wish or need to express their 

feelings about the issues and problems in the community (emotional 

arousal necessary during contemplation and preparation). It also provides 

an outlet for residents to examine and evaluate potential alternatives 

(choices in responses offered for different questions in the survey) and 

therefore provides opportunities for social liberation for those in the 

precontemplation, contemplation and preparation stages. Sharing the 

results of the survey with the community supports the consciousness 

raising needs of precontemplators and contemplators, and also provides a 

sense of helping relationships (through the knowledge that others feel the 

same way about local issues) necessary for precontemplators and 

contemplators. The results of the survey may also provide the necessary 

information and incentive for those in the action stage to begin acting on 

individual survey findings. 

3.5 Focus Group Meetings 

As with the original Pass to the Future proces , focus 

group meetings would be held to serve as a perception check to the 
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Pass to the Future community survey. Bringing residents, business owners, and social service 

providers together to clarify the survey not only helps add qualitative 

texture to survey findings, but also serves to build helping relationships 

within the community. The reason for initiating the focus group meetings 

earlier, during the second phase of the public participation process, is to 

encourage the development of those helping relationships sooner thus 

facilitating the transition from precontemplation, through contemplation, 

to preparation. 

3.6 Traveling Open Houses with Presentations 

During the original Pass to the Future process, a single, all-

day open house was held at the Provincial Building in Blairmore. In the 

revisited program, the results of the community survey would be held over 

a period of five days. The Open House would be set up and held during 

each day of the week; one day in each of the five townsites (Bellevue, 

Hillcrest, Frank, Blairmore, and Coleman) in order to address mobility 

barriers (those unable to travel between the townsites). In order to address 

literacy barriers and to make the Open Houses more interactive, they 

would be organized around an initial introductory presentation followed 

by a tour and explanation of each of the presentation boards where 

participants could ask questions. Each of these interactive sessions would 

be held during one to two hour blocks and repeated throughout the day, 
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Pass	 to the Futurethus providing the same opportunities for attendees with different time 

schedules. 

Open Houses predominantly serve as consciousness-raising 

events. They are held as informal events whereby residents are shown a 

series of information boards that present relevant information and ideas 

related to the Plan. Those who wish to can often seek out staff 

representatives available to answer questions or discuss concerns. This 

serves the needs of contemplators who need information as well as actors 

who need to see that progress is being made. However, more formalized 

and facilitated discussion sessions focused around individual presentation 

boards might increase the interaction between attendees and therefore 

promote helping relationships and more supportive environments for 

emotional arousal (expressing feelings and opinions). Interactive 

discussions among peers also promote self re-evaluation and social 

liberation. Thus Open Houses can be adapted to serve the needs of 

precontemplators and preparers as well as contemplators and actors. 

4.0	 PHASE III - Pass to the Future Public 
Participation Program (April - November 1999) 

With the changes made to the first two phases of Pass to 

the Future, the third and final phase of the program would be comprised of 

community workshops, a series of strategic planning workshops with 

Council and a final Open House. 
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Pass to the Future 4.1 Community Workshops 

The greater emphasis on movlllg residents through the 

Stages of Change during the initial two Phases of the program and a more 

effective recruitment strategy targeting the six volunteer motivations 

would likely improve the interest, attendance, and effectiveness of the 

community workshops. The community workshops would be organized to 

serve the needs of those in the contemplation and preparation stages. As 

with the original work program, the workshops of this revised work 

program would be organized into two separate sessions for each of the 

seven planning themes (Future Growth & Land Use, Jobs & the Economy, 

the Natural & Cultural Environments, Transportation, People & Housing, 

Community Character & Public Spaces, and Community Services). 

Rather than the first workshop session attempting to 

generate and evaluate alternatives (activities for the preparation stage) and 

the second workshop session developing action steps (activities for the 

action stage), the workshops would be designed around participants at the 

early stages of preparation. The first workshop session would be designed 

around an initial issue definition and clarification exercise, followed by an 

exercise designed to determine goals and objectives for the issue(s) 

identified. Based on these goals and objectives (revisited and refined at the 

beginning of the second workshop session), the second workshop session 

would focus on generating, evaluating, modifying and selecting among 

alternative solutions. 
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Pass to the FutureUsing the community situational analysis conducted during 

Phase I, fact sheets would be provided during the each of the workshop 

sessions to provide consciousness-raising and encourage informed 

decision-making. Guest speakers from other communities and relevant 

provincial agencies would also be invited to the second workshop sessions 

to talk about alternative solutions and "best practices." In doing so, these 

guest speakers would provide social liberation and helping relationships. 

4.2 Alternative Visions Open House 

The workshops would not be expected to develop 

consensus on single solutions but rather develop a number of preferred 

options. Based on the results of the community workshops, two or three 

alternative vIsions would be prepared by the planning team with the 

assistance of the Steering Committee. 

These visions would then be taken back to the community 

for further refinement and a preferred alternative chosen for the 

community to pursue. The alternative visions would be presented back to 

the community through traveling Open Houses similar in format and 

approach to the Open Houses held during Phase II. In addition, the Open 

Houses would allow residents from each townsite to indicate preferences 

both for their individual townsite and for the community as a whole. 

Elements of each vision that individuals supported would received a 

yellow star; elements not supported would receive a red "x." 
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During the Phase I community assessment, it would have 

been determined that Council wished to retain ultimate control over the 

final Plan. Thus the last activity in the public participation process prior to 

drafting the actual Municipal Development Plan would be a strategic 

planning workshop with Council and administration. During this 

workshop, Council and administration would define priorities, identify 

opportunities and constraints, and develop a series of action steps for 

achieving the community's preferred vision. 

It should not be expected that Council and Administration 

would immediately be ready for this process. Rather, if Council is 

representative of the community as a whole then it too would be at the 

same relative stages of change as the rest of the community. Similarly, 

Administration in the Crowsnest Pass is made up of long-term residents, 

many of which have never received professional training. As such, it too 

would likely be at the same relative stages of change as the rest of the 

community. Therefore, throughout the planning process, Council and 

Administration would have to be lead through the Stages of Change 

beginning with precontemplation. The situational analysis of Phase I, the 

educational symposium and the community survey of Phase II, and regular 

summary reports on key findings (including summaries of the Open 

Houses in Phase II and III would have provided consciousness raising. 

Helping relationships would have been provided through interaction with 
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Pass to the Futurespeakers from other communities presenting during the educational 

symposIUm, attending the focus group meetings and the community 

workshops. Since Council and administration would not have participated 

in either the focus group meetings or the community workshops, 

opportunities to have these guest speakers address Council Committee-of

the-Whole meetings would be arranged. Council and administration would 

be involved in responding to the community survey and therefore would 

experience the same processes (emotional arousal and social liberation). 

Together these processes invoked throughout Pass to the Future would 

facilitate Council's and administration's transition through the 

precontemplation and contemplation stages into preparation necessary for 

the strategic planning workshops. 

5.0 Conclusion 

A better understanding of the Stages of Change would have 

promoted a work program for Pass to the Future based on guiding the 

community more effectively through the early stages of change. A better 

understanding of volunteer motivations and the inclusion of a Steering 

Committee throughout the planning process would have resulted in a more 

effective volunteer recruitment program leading to improved community 

involvement in the process. A better understanding of Arnstein's Ladder 

of Citizen Participation would have resulted in a planning process that 

sought conm1unity feedback to establish a common vision, leaving the 
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P~ss to the Future creation of goals, priorities and strategies to Council and Administration. 

As a result, Pass to the Future would have focused on providing more 

opportunities for consciousness-raising and helping relationships earlier in 

the planning process. This would likely have lead to a more representative 

and inclusive planning process. 
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CONCLUSION
 

n January 1998, the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass 

I embarked on a process to revise its General Municipal Plan 

in order to conform to the new requirements for a 

Municipal Development Plan under the Municipal Government Act 

(1994). Part of this process involved a three-stage public participation 

program that later came to be known as Pass to the Future. Initial 

feedback indicated that the Crowsnest Pass desired a Municipal 

Development Plan that addressed issues relevant to both land use planning 

and community development. Thus Pass to the Future was designed not 

only to elicit feedback on community values, issues, needs and desires for 

the Municipal Development Plan but also to serve as a tool to build the 

community's capacity to collectively address and deal with change. 

When community development theory and practice are 

compared to the "Six Anchor Points for Planning's Identification" 

developed by The Strategic Marketing Committee of the Association of 

Collegiate Schools of Planning, community development and planning 

share many similarities. Both disciplines focus on human settlements, on 

building intercOlmections between distinct facets of the community, on 

addressing the diversity of needs in communities, and on linking 

knowledge with collective action. Furthermore, both disciplines use public 

participation in decision maJdng to address change in communities. 
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Pass to the Future Pass to the Future used a public participation program 

based on four case examples - the City of Edmonton, the County of Red 

Deer, the Town of Banff, and the City of Vancouver. These case examples 

provided an inventory of activities used in public participation programs 

that later formed the basis for Pass to the Future. As a result of these case 

examples, Pass to the Future evolved to include key informant interviews, 

a community-wide survey, focus group meetings, workshops, and two 

Open Houses to develop a widely representative and inclusive planning 

process to elicit feedback from the community. Regular information about 

the process was distributed to the community through five newsletters and 

regular newspaper and radio reports. 

Despite the use of these activities, Pass to the Future was 

only marginally successful in encouraging broad citizen participation or in 

achieving its capacity-building goals. Participation rates declined as the 

process evolved and as a result, so did Council support for the 

recommendations that came out of the process. Residents and Council 

were largely unable to develop action-based strategies or commit to a 

common vision. Rather, they sought to postpone making decisions to a 

later date and preferred to continue discussing the nature of local 

problems. 

These failures sparked a reevaluation of the public 

participation program used and an inquiry into the Stages of Change 

identified by Prochaska, Norcross and Diclemente (1994). Through this 
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Pass to the Futureinquiry it was discovered that, for a number of reasons, the community of 

the Crowsnest Pass was at the early stages in the process of change and 

that the activities used in Pass to the Future were poorly suited to the 

earlier stages of change. As a result, a revised planning program for the 

Crowsnest Pass is proposed that places greater emphasis on meeting the 

needs of a community at the earlier stages of change through 

consciousness raising and helping relationships. 

Thus, for planning to be a more effective tool in helping 

communities address and deal with change, the process must include a 

better understanding of how individuals and communities both react to and 

prepare for change at both the early and later stages. The planning process 

must start with a community assessment to determine the dominant stages 

of change in the community and the degree to which Council is prepared 

to give control of the Plan to the community. The planning process must 

be able to adapt to communities at different stages of change by invoking 

the appropriate processes at the appropriate times and to the appropriate 

degree in order to help communities progress naturally through the stages 

of change. In doing so, public participation programs can encourage more 

inclusive and representative community participation and thus serve as a 

more effective capacity-building tool for community development. 
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
 

The feedback gathered during the Pass to the Future public participation program cumulated in a 
series of policy recommendations for the Municipal Development Plan. The following policies 
were recommended to Council: 

Future Growth & Land Use 

1.	 To create a Future Growth and Land Use Advisory Committee. 

2.	 To develop a land banking strategy to provide lands and access in key areas for 
commercial, industrial, residential and recreational activities. 

3.	 To develop a long-term public consultation process whereby the community is more 
effectively and consistently involved in planning and decision making. 

4.	 To ensure that new development is high quality, blends in with the surrounding 
topography and is in keeping with character of existing development. 

5.	 To ensure that future growth and land use decisions are based on the carrying 
capacity of the land and quality of life concerns. 

6.	 To identify and map all constraints to growth and development in the community. 

7.	 To limit development in environmentally and culturally sensitive or significant areas. 

8.	 To intensify land use and development within the existing built-up area. 

9.	 To limit development in areas that are potentially subject to wildfire, flood or 
landslide. 

10. To ensure that new growth occurs in a stable, balanced, equitable and fiscally sound 
manner. 

Jobs & the Economy 

1.	 To create a Jobs & the Economy Advisory Committee. 

2.	 To develop an atmosphere that says that the Crowsnest Pass is a friendly, attractive 
place that is "open for business." 

3.	 To focus economic development strategies on enhancing and developing the strengths 
of the community. 

4.	 To enhance and market local amenities. 

5.	 To diversify the local economy. 
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6.	 To increase local educational and skills training opportunities. 

7.	 To pursue downtown beautification initiatives. 

8.	 To develop a land banking strategy to provide land to new industries at attractive 
rates 

9.	 To increase opportunities for local entrepreneurs. 

The Natural & Cultural Environments 

1.	 To create a Natural & Cultural Environments Advisory Committee. 

2.	 To encourage the conservation of significant and sensitive natural and cultural assets. 

3.	 To develop a Historic and Prehistoric Resource Management Plan. 

4.	 To .develop a atural Resource Management Plan. 

S.	 To involve key heritage and environmental protection agencies in planning and 
decision making. 

6.	 To actively promote local Arts & Culture. 

7.	 To balance the needs of natural and cultural environments with economic 
development, recreation, and individual land owners as a reflection of community 
values. 

Transportation 

1.	 To create a Transportation Advisory Committee. 

2.	 To develop incentives and better signage to draw people off the highway and into the 
community. 

3.	 To develop a phased, multi-user interpretive community pathway system that will 
eventually link the entire community from Leich Collieries to Island Lake. 

4.	 To develop alternate routes between each of the five townsites based on existing 
infrastructure. 

5.	 To develop ways of ensuring that wildlife are able to get across the highway and CPR 
line safely. 

6.	 To expand the current public transportation system. 



People & Housing 

I.	 To create a People & Housing Advisory Committee. 

2.	 To encourage and support the development of Neighbourhood Leagues. 

3.	 To develop Housing and Neighbourhood Design Guidelines. 

4.	 To create Area Redevelopment Plans for all existing neighbourhoods. 

5.	 To consult local residents more often in planning and decision making. 

6.	 To reduce the amount of new Country Residential development. 

Community Services 

1.	 To create a Community Services Advisory Committee. 

2.	 To actively invite not-for-profit groups and organizations and provincial service 
agencies to enter the community and enhance the level and quality of community 
services. 

3.	 To recognize and support the Crowsnest Learning Centre as an important and 
essential community service, education and convention Centre for the community. 

4.	 To develop programs and initiatives that encourage and enhance volunteerism in the 
community. 

5.	 To increase local awareness of community service opportunities and needs. 

6.	 To develop a comprehensive Community Safety and Crime Prevention Through 
Environmental Design (CPTED) strategy. 

Community Character & Public Spaces 

I.	 To create a Community Character & Public Spaces Advisory Committee. 

2.	 To pursue downtown beautification programs for Hillcrest, Bellevue, Frank, 
Blairmore and Coleman. 

3.	 To make all parks and public spaces more enjoyable, safe and accessible to all 
members of the community, including those with special needs. 

4.	 To develop a comprehensive park and public space program. 

5.	 To encourage more historic preservation. 

6.	 To pre-determine the location of future school sites and develop school reserve 
policies accordingly. 
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~k. ,I I,J - - 

The future of the Pass depends on our children. To protect and preserve the unique 
and special qu~lities of the Pass, our children must have both the desire and a vested Pass to the Future interest in remaining here for the long term. Therefore we need to take an active 
role in providing the necessary economic, social and environmental guidelines toA Community Survey ensure that our children have at least the same opportunity. to thrive here as we 
currently do. 

The Municipality of the Crowsnest Pass in conjunction with Crowsnest Pass' Economic Development and the Oldman River Intermunicipal 
Services Agency are asking for your input in order to create a new Municipal Development Plan. This plan will establish a shared vision for our 
community and will be used as the primary document to guide future growth and development within the Pass. The Municipality is committed to 
building a sustainable community where residents can continue to live, work and benefit from a fuJI range of services and opportunities. This survey 
offers an exciting opportunity for you to get involved in deciding the future of your Municipality. 

It is important that you answer each question rather than leaving some blank. Unless otherwise indicated, choose the answer which best represents 
how you feel. Your responses will be kept strictly confidential. If other adults in your household have different opinions, you may pick up 
another survey and submit both. Please ensure that each survey is postmarked separately. - , 

J' /' 

As a bonus for answering and returning this questionnaire, your name will be put in a draw for-a $150 gift certificate-to '''.-' 0o
 be redeemed at any business in the Crowsnest Pass. . 

I. How long have you lived in the Crowsnest Pass? ________ years.General 

2.	 In which townsite do you currently live? 

o Frank 
o Bellevue 
o Hillcrest 
o Blairmore 
o Coleman 
o Rural/Country Residential 
o Other	 _ 

3.	 Were did you live before you moved to the 
Crowsnest Pass? 

o always lived here 
o moved away but returned 
o previously lived in:	 _ 

4.	 In what age range do you fall? 

o under 25 years old 
o 25-34 years old	 5. What is your family status? 
o 35-44 years old 

--~ 

o 45-54 years old	 o Single, no children 
o 55-64 years old	 o Single, with children 
o 65-74 years old o Married, no 'children 
Dover 75 years old o Married, with children 

Amenities 

6.	 The Crowsnest Pass has many wonderftll features that are treasured by both local residents and visitors. How important to you are the 
following features? 

Very 
Important 

Important Unimportant 
Very 

Unhnportant 
Not 
Sure 

Community services (indoor recreation, social services, 
clubs, churches, retail) 0 D O 0 0 
Natural environment (fresh water, ~lefln air, open 
landscapes, wildlife habitats, etc.) 0 -0 0 0 0 
Small town atmosphere /" 

0 0 0 0 0 
Size of community (everything is close, not too many 
people) 0 

, 
0 0 0 0 

Safety (low levels of crime, community health, traffic 
controls) 0 0 ·0 0 0 
Affordable housing 

i .< , , : ': 
0, ,0.:,.' .,:' ~ .. -;- ... ,,qi-: :.0't·· , ',,',,. ," . • i., .D 0 

Employment opportunities (variety 6f jobs, good pay) 
for your children 0 0 -0 0 0 
Employment opportunities for yourself 

0 0 0 0 0 
Outdoor recreational opportunities close to home 

'. 0 0 0 0 0 

7. In your opinion, what makes a community vibrant and livable? 
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8.	 Certain areas of the Pass are critical habitats 
for wildlife and plants. Do you agree that 
these areas should be protected from 
development that would damage them? 

DYes 
DNa 
D Not sure 

9.	 In your estimation, how many people live in the Crowsnest Pass? _Growth and Land Use 

10.	 Growth in the Pass is inevitable, but negative growth is not. By managing growth through clear policies, we can ensure that new growth 
occurs in a way that benefits the entire community. What kind of population growth would you like to see happen .in the Pass? 

o I would not like our community to grow. Population and service levels should remain the same as now. 
o I would like to see only slow growth with up to 135 new residents, approximately 52 new households per year (1-2% annual growth). 
o I would like to see moderate growth with up to 350 new residents, approximately 135 hous~holds per year (3-5% annual growth) . 

. 0 I would like to see rapid growth with up to 600 new residents, approximately 230 households per year (6-8% annual growth). 

NOTE: Population increase includes both natural increase (births) and migration (people moving into the Pass) 

11.'	 The Crowsnest Pass has five separate townsites, each with their own identity. Would you like the futvre development of the Pass to occur 
near or within the townsites, or would you prefer to see development "fill in the gaps" between the townsites? 

D I would prefer to see the countryside between the townsites r-emain undeveloped. 
o I would prefer to see development "fill in the gaps" between the individual townsites. 
o A blend of the two options. 

12.	 Growing towns require additional services. Where should they
 
be located?
 

o I would prefer to see new services concentrated in Blairmore
 
and Coleman.
 

o I would prefer to see each townsite have exactly the same ..~ 

services as the others. 
D I would prefer to see all new services !~~ amenities located .... ' ....
 

along the highway even though this may draw business
 
away from the town centers.
 

( ..... ..... 
. o I would prefer to see local services and amenities such as'.):, 
.,'.f corner stores and coffee shops, etc. located in each .~J:~~~:~'< 

townsite, whereas those shared by all residents be located ~ t.t,' . 

··..~~~;f ~. centrally in the Pass. 
o Other idea?	 _ 

13.	 Because of environmental, cultural, or aesthetic reasons, certain
 
areas are less suited for growth than others. Where do you think
 
development should not occur?
 

14.	 When we segregate housing types (townhomes and apartments are not located within the same neighbourhood as single family homes, and 
luxury homes are separated from smaller homes), it means that as your housing needs change, you have to move to a different 
neighbourhood or town. Would you like to see development combine housing types in the same neighbourhood or would you like to keep 
them separate? 

D Yes, I would like to see some neighbourhoods combine housing types so that there is the opportunity to live in the same 
neighbourhood for many years as our family's housing needs change. 

D No, I do not wish to see housing types combined. I prefer thatlonly single family homes locate near single family homes and that 
apartments and townhomes be located elsewhere. 

• .,.... 4 • ~ 

_ , ., "	 • I ~. I .~ 
M 
I:' . I ... :.- -. .- - - - . - ... . -• .-_,..1 •• __ -;_. 

~ _. _ .. -. - - - -	 . 



---------------- -----------------

15.	 Different people will have different ideas and values as to 
what constitutes a livable community. What is your vision? 
CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. 

o No commercial or industrial uses near where I live, 
only residential. 

o Retail, recreational and service opportunities should be 
located close to home so that I can get there by 
walking, biking or a short drive. 

o Variety of job opportunities close to home including 
home occupations so that I don'thave to drive to work 

.·everyday. 
o Environmental sustainability (water conservation, 

recycling, low use of pesticides, natural landscaping, ICE CRI
 energy efficient homes). 

r:l	 GIFT 
16.	 There is growing pressure from incoming businesses to locate along the #3 Highway. As commercial activities increases along this route, 

noise, traffic and safety issues will become a concern for residents living close to the highway. How do you feel about the following 
alternatives? 

Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly Not Sure 
Agree Disagree 

I would like to see all through-traffic rerouted around each townsite. 0 0 0 0 0 
I would like to see most new commercial development occur along the 
highway. 0 0 0 0 0 
I would like to see some commercial development along the highway 
but most of the new development occurring within the town centres. 0 0 0 0 D
I would like to see the route made more attractive for pedestrians and 
local residents (boulevards, crosswalks, wide sidewalks, more trees). O 0 0 0 0 

17.	 Are you in favor of setting a maximum future population for the 19. What are the top three criteria that should be used to evaluate 
Crowsnest Pass? new development? 

DYes ONo	 o Not Sure o Environmental considerations 
o How well it balances community needs and private goals 
o Appearance / aesthetics / architecture 
o How well the development fits in with its surrounding 
o Amount of additional traffic. generated 

18.	 What would you like that maximum population to be? o Building height 
o Affordability (for residential subdivisions) o S~e as present (approx. 6,500)	 o 10,000 o Location of development 

07,500	 o 15;'000 o Economic benefit to the community 
Other:0 12,500 ---- o Costs. of extending or increasing water, sewer and roads 

o How well the development respects local culture and heritage 
o Other	 _ 

Economic Development 

20.	 In terms of employment, what do you see as the ideal for a 
stronger, more viable local economy in the Pass? 
CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. 

o Hospitality and tourism activities. 
o Resource base activities such as mining, logging, 

petroleum, etc. 
o Light industrial and secondary manufacturing activities 

such as furniture making, bottled water, specialty. 
clothing, etc. 

o Emerging technologies such as environmentally 
friendly products, solar and wind power, etc. 

o Professional and commercial.services (~omputer 

programmers, doctors, lawyers, engineers, etc.). 
o Home-based businesses (local artisans, consulting, 

daycare, etc.). 
o Skilled trades workers in the construction industry. 
o Other (please specify)	 . 

21. Please identify three goods and services that you would like to see more of in the Pass. 

I) 2) 3) 



Crowsnest Pincher Fernie
22. Where do you usually go for the 

Pass Creek
following goods and services? 

D
Groceries 

Restaurants 
D
 
o
 

D
D
 

D
 
o
 

D
D
 

D
D
 D 

o
Clothing (women's)	 oo	 o o o -- o
Clothing (men's)	 o o o o 
D
Clothing (children's) o D
 o o
 

Small Appliances o
o o o
 o
 
o
 o o
 

o
D 
o 
o
 o
Large Appliances	 o 

Furniture 

Health & Medical Services 
o o o o o
o

o
 o
 
o
 
D
o
 

o
 
o
 

o
D
o
 

o
o
D
 

o 
o
 

, 

I 

Computer services and equipment o
 
, " Financial Services o D

o
D 
o


o
 
! 'r . Hairdresser/Barber 

Plumbing, Electrical, Telephone, etc. 

Home & Garden Supplies/Services 

o
 o o
o
D
D
 

D.
D
D
o
D
o
 

D
D
D
o
 

D
 D
 
Indoor Pool & Recreation Centre D o
o
 o 

o
Automobile Purchase o
 D
 
o
 

o
o
 

o
 
Automotive Repair o o o 

Increase Leave the Decreasel 

23. In your opinion, which of the following r r I 24. Additional comments: 
sameneeds to be improved? - t '\ 

Number of pedestrian and bicycle paths o D
 o
 
Location of heavy industry \ ~ o o 
Range of retail and services o o 

..... - Employment opportunities o o o. 
Variety of housing opportunities o o o

o
o
 

Pollution levels o 
Amount of country residential o 
Number of community events / festivals 

Amount of tourism activity 
o
D
 

D
D
D
 o
 
o
 D

o
D
D
 

Local educational opportunities o o 
Availability of family support services o D 
Amount of recycling facilities D
 o
 

"U »zo Q.w
Ul 

~3
.......
 
W roro

Ul .. 
() Ul

Thank you for your participation Please mail your completedo 
0. 

in this questionnaire. 

Please be sure to include your 
name, address, and phone 
number so you can be contacted 
should you win the $150 prize. 
Remember, your answers will be 
kept strictly confidential. 

Your participation in this 
questionnaire will help the 
planning team develop 
recommendations to be presented 
to -Council as weIr as provide 
information to be presented at a 
Public Open House- In late 
October. 

(I)	 survey to the following address: 

Pass To The Future
 
Box 594, Blairmore, AB,
 

TOK OEO
 

Or drop it off at any of the 
following locations: 

Coleman	 Municipal Office 
Handi-Mart 
Chris' Restaurant 

Blairmore	 IGA 
Extra Foods 
Pass l)iscount Foods 

Bellevue	 Turbo 
Wildrose COllfectionary 

Hillcrest	 General Store 

Frank -Frank Shell 
FasGas 

_. - _.  .. 
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Appendix C 
PASS TO THE FUTURE 

TEEN SURVEY 



o
 Pass to the Future
 
A	 Community Survey 

The future of the Pass depends on you. To protect and preserve the unique and special qualities of the Pass, young people have both the
 
desire and a vested interest in remaining here for the long term. Therefore economic, social and environmental programs and guidelines
 

need to be created to ensure that young people have the opportunity to thrive here.
 

This survey has been modified from the original that went out in the newspapers. The questions that were geared more to older adults and 
families have been removed. Since your parents would have filled out the newspaper survey and not yourselves, the purpose of this· 

particular survey is to find out how you feel about your community and your future here in the Crowsnest Pass. It is important that you 
answer each question rather than leaving some blank. Unless otherwise indicated, choose the answer which best represents how you feel. 

Your responses will be kept strictly confidential. 

You 

1.	 Howald are you? years. 2. What grade are you in? _ 

Amenities 

3.	 The Crowsnest Pass has many wonderful features that are treasured by both local residents and visitors. How important to you arc the 
following features? 

i ! I :'I,rl~:' " :.1 ),I )	 ,,~I '1~f I~V" I",f;,; I. W 
J ""' ' " I, '~. \\I .~._~ -:_~I__1_'!_' ...:....,'_.-:J..;:";;;"'~ 

(:ommunity services (indoor recreation, social
 
se~£,:~! clubs, churches, retail)
;----'-----;----:------+---==----j-------==----+-----=::=-----+-----=:=----1-----==----1
Natural environment (fresh water, clean air, open
 
landsca es, wildlife habitats, etc.
 
Small town atmos here
 
Size of community (everything is close, not too
 
man co Ie
 
Safety Oow levels of crime, community health,
 
traffic controls
 
Affordable housin
 
Employment opportunities (variety of jobs, good
 

a 

4.	 In your opinion, what makes a community vibrant and livable? 

5.	 Certain areas of the Pass are critical habitats for wildlife and plants. Do you agree that these areas should be protected from 
development that would damage them? 

0 1 Yes
 
O 2 No
 

O~ Not Sure
 

Future Development 

6.	 The Crowsnest Pass has five separate townsites, each with their own identity. Would you like to see future developmentof the Pass to 
occur near or within the townsites, or would you like to see development "fill in the gaps" between the townsites? 

0 1 I would prefer to see the countryside between the townsites remain undeveloped.
 
O2 I would prefer to see development "fill in the gaps" between the individual townsites.
 
0 3 A blend of the two options.
 

7.	 Growing towns require additional services. Where should they be located? 

o I I would prefer to see new services concentrated in Blairmore and Coleman.
 
O 2 I would prefer to see each townsite have exactly the same services as the others.
 
0 3 I would prefer to see all new services and amenities located along the highway even though this may draw business away from
 

the town centres. 
0 4 I would prefer to see local services and amenities such as comer stores and coffee shops, etc. located in each townsite, whereas 

those shared by all residents be located centrally in the Pass. 
05 Other idea? 



8.	 Because of the environment, cultural, or aesthetic reasons, certain areas are less suited for growth than others. Where should future 
growth and development !1Q.t occur? 

9.	 \Vhen we segregate housing types (townhomes and apartments arc not located within the same neighbourhood as single family homes, 
and lu~'Ury homes arc separated from smaller homes), it means that when your housing needs change, you have to move to a different 
neighbourhood or townsite. Would you like to see development combine housing types in the same neighbourhood or would you like 
to keep them separated? 

0, Yes, I would like to see some neighbourhoods combine housing types so that there is the opportunity to live in the same 
neighbourhood for many years as mine and my family's housing needs change; 

02 No, I do not wish to see housing types combined. I would prefer that only single family homes locate near single family homes and 
that apartments and townhomes be located elsewhere 

to.	 Different people will have different ideas and values as to what constitutes a livable community. What is your vision? cr lECK ALL 
1'1 IAT APPJ.Y. 

0, No commercial or industrial. Only residential - I can drive to the services and amenities that I require. 
02 Retail, recreational and service opportunities should be located close to home so that I can readily access them by walking, biking or 

'a short drive. 
03 Variety of job opportunities close to home including home occupations so that I don't have to drive to work everyday. 
04 Environmental sustainability (involving such things as water conservation, low use of pesticides and other chemicals, recycling, 

natural landscaping, energy efficient homes). 

11.	 What are the 1QV three criteria that should be used to evaluate new development? 

o Environmental considerations	 o Affordability (for residential subdivisions) 
o	 I low well it balances community needs and private goals o Location of development 
o	 Appearance/ aesthetics/ architecture o Economic benefit to the community 
o	 IJow well the development fits with its surrounding o Costs of extending or increasing water, sewer and roads 
o	 Amount of additional traffic generated o How well the development respects local culture and heritage 

_o	 Building height o Other 

LocalEconomy 

12.	 In terms of employment, what do you see as the ideal for a stronger, more viable local economy in the Pass? 
CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. 

0 1 IIospitality and tourism activities. 
O2 Resource base activities such as mining, logging, petroleum, etc.
 
0) Light industrial and secondary manufacturing activities such as furniture making, bottled water, specialty clothing, etc.
 
0 4 Emerging technologies such as environmentally friendly products, solar and wind power, etc. 
05 Professional and commercial services (computer programmers, doctors, lawyers, engineers, etc.). 
0 6 Home-based businesses Oocal artisans, consulting, daycare, etc.). 
0 7 Skilled trades workers in the construction industry. 
0 

8 
Other (please specify) _ 

13. Please identify ~ goods and services that you would like to see more of in the Pass. 

1)	 2) 3) 

,	 ' 

14.	 In your opinion, which of the following needs to be improved? . Lbve the Same Decrease 

Number of pedestrian and bicycle paths 

Range of retail services 

Employment opportunities 

Pollution levels 

.,',	 Number of community events/ festivals 

Local educational opportunities 

Availability of family support services 

Amount of recycling facilities ( 

o Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey. Your responses will be added t<;> those collected through the 
newspaper survey and presented at the Open I-louse to be held at the end of November. 
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Appendix D 
PASS TO THE FUTURE
 
SURVEY STATISTICAL
 

ANALYSIS
 
(Excerpt from the Pass to the Future Summary 

Report on the community and teen surveys 
February 1999) 



1 Is the Pass to the Future Community 
Survey Statistically Valid? 

We used a statistical analysis to test how representative responses to the Pass 

to the Future survey are in temlS of geographic and demographic distribution. 

To do this, we compared the distribution of survey responses to the latest 

census (1996). This section explains the rationale that was used to ensure 

that the survey was widely available and as representative as possible. 

In the summer of 1998, the Pass to the Future survey was printed in both 

local newspapers so that each household in the Pass had the opportunity to 

respond to the survey. It was recognized from the beginning that not every 

household had a newspaper subscription, therefore not all households in the 

Pass would receive a copy of the survey at their door. To ensure that as many 

residents as possible had a chance to respond, those households not receiving 

direct delivery could still pick up the survey by purchasing a newspaper at 

local stores, the Economic Development Office and the Municipal Office. To 

further advertise the survey, Randy Spencer of CJPR made regular 

announcements on the radio. Based on these efforts, we expected that a 

geographically and demographically representative distribution of households 

would respond to the survey. 

To test this expectation, we used a chi-square test. A chi-square test 

compares an observed frequency distribution (the percentage of respondents 

Pass to the Future Summary Report February 1999 



Surve~ Respon~ents b~ Townsite 
Fann Frank 

2% 

37% 

9% 

Rural/ 

it---- Country 
Residential 

7% 

Blairmore Sentinel 

30% 0.3%15% 

Figure 1a 

population b~ Townsite 

(1996 Census Data) 

Hillcrest 

12% 

Bellevue 

15% 

Figure 1b 

from each townsite) against an expected distribution (the 1996 census 

population for each townsite). Figures la and 1b compare the results from 

the survey and the 1996 census data. Based on a visual observation of the two 

charts, it appears that the survey closely matches the census data. We 

performed the chi-square test and found that the geographic distribution of 

the survey respondents reflects the actual geographic distribution found 

within the Pass with an approximate 90% confidence level. This means that 

the survey responses are randomly distributed and do not favor any particular 

townsite. 

Every survey has the potential to incorporate some level of bias - either on 

the part of the surveyor in choosing the respondents or the local population in 

choosing to respond or not. Because the survey was unadministered (we did 

not go door-to-door and administer the survey ourselves), we expected that 

there would be a bias in temlS of who chose to respond to the survey. We 

reasoned that households who felt they had a vested interest in the 

community and its future would be more inclined to respond than those who 

did not. What we discovered is that, in terms of demographics, the survey 

respondents are skewed towards families and older people (as compared to 

the local population as a whole). 

Figures 2a and 2b compare the disttibution of family status of survey 

respondents and the 1996 census. rt would appear that was a higher 

proportion of families responding to the survey than there is in the overall 

Pass to the Future Summary Report February 1999 



population. We did a chi-square test to see if this difference was due to 

chance - it was not. There are two possible reasons for this difference. The
"Fami[~ Status 

common law first reason is that families may feel a greater vested interest in the future ofmarried with 
no children 

children 

57% 
1% the Pass and may be more inclined to voice their opinions regarding decisions 

that affect the future of their community. Secondly, survey respondents may 

widow have misunderstood the wording of the question on family status. The 1996 
1% 

census differentiates "family" on the basis of whether or not children are 
married no 

Lone Adult
children 

Lone Parent 12% living at home. In the survey, we made no such distinction. A few 
18% 

8% 
respondents indicated that they had children, but added that their children no 

longer lived at home. Others indicated that they were not man-ied by were 
Figure 2a 

common law. Because both of these groups were small in number, we 

included them in the "single, with children" and "married, with children" 

categories. Our survey results indicate that residents of the Pass do not make 

strong distinction whether or not their children are living with them or not. Ifpopulation Distribution b~ Famil~ T~pe 

(1996 Census Data! this is the case, then the difference between the survey distribution and the 
Married, no 

children 
M arrled, ... 1th	 1996 census distribution is a matter of interpreting the survey question and 

27% 
ch 11 dren -----------. 

29%	 not one of vested interest in the future of the community. 
Common La 

~ ... lth chll I 

~ 2% To test this assertion, we compared the age distribution for all survey 

Common Law, 
Lone Adult	 respondents (figure 3a) to the age distribution of survey respondents with no children 

29% -----' 
4% 

9%	 children (figure 3b). We found that the distribution of respondents who 

indicated that they had children matched the age distribution of all survey 

Figure 2b respondents with an 85% confidence level. There is, however, a marked drop 

in the number of survey respondents between the ages of 55 and 64 who 



Percentage of Respondents by Age Category 
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30% +---------, 
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Figure 3a 

Percentage of Respondents with Children by Age 
Category 

40%
 
35%
 
30% +-------1
 
25% +-------1
 
20% 1--- 
15%-1---
10%+---

5% 

0% 
25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 + 
Years Years Years Years Years 

Figure 3b 

indicated that tIley had children as compared to the total number of 

respondents for this age category. Based on this analysis, we find additional 

evidence to support the assertion that the tendency towards families in the 

survey respondents is due to the community's definition of a "family." 

The survey results are also skewed towards residents between the ages of 45

64. Figures 4a and 4b compare the age distribution of survey respondents to 

1996 census. According to the census, the modal age of residents (the age 

category that has more adults than other categories) is in the 35-44 age range. 

The survey results, however, show the modal range to be 45-54 year-olds. 

There is a significant drop in the proportion of 25-34 year-olds responding to 

the survey as compared to census data. There are a number of possible 

reasons for this. One reason may be that older residents are more willing to 

voice their opinions than younger residents. It may also be that older 

residents, having lived in the community longer, feel a greater vested interest 

in the future of the community. Conversely, it may be that the frequency of 

older residents responding is the result of a large proportion of weekenders 

filling out the survey (the survey was conducted during the summer when

weekenders would likely be in town at that time). It may also be that older 

residents are more likely than younger residents to read the local papers or 

listen to local radio. 

Pass to the Future Summary Report February 1999 
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Figure 4b 

We also looked at teen respondents and found a bias towards slightly older 

teens (aged 17) in comparison to 16-year-olds. In the 1996 census (figure 5b), 

the proportion of 16- to 17-year-olds is roughly equal. The survey, however, 

shows a much stronger emphasis towards 17-year-olds (figure Sa), and much 

less representation by 16-year-olds (nearly three times less). 18-year olds are 

also undenepresented (eight times as many 17-year-olds as 18-year-olds 

filled out the survey). The reason for this discrepancy is due to unintended 

bias in the distribution of the teen survey (it was administered to a 

consecutive series of high school classes. As the later analysis will show, this 

is not particularly problematic sinee the teen responses closely match those of 

adults. 

The analysis of survey results focused on the percentage breakdown of 

responses for each question. As such, the frequency distribution forms the 

basis of our analysis. Our analysis did not measure the cOITelation between, 

for example, geographic distribution and opinions about growth, or family 

status and where they shop for certain goods. Since the survey was 

unadministered, there was little opportunity to control who responded and 

who did not. We assume that those residents, who did respond to the survey, 

did so out of a desire to respond. This introduces a bias that may skew any 

subsequent correlation analysis. 



The second reason for limiting the analysis to frequency distributions is based 

on the intended use of the survey. The survey was designed to identify 

community-wide issues and areas of consensus (if any) rather than 

neighbourhood or townsite specific issues and concerns. 

Teen Population (1996 Census Data) Teen Respondents (15-18 Years) 
51 - -- ---- - -----, 

~ 50 -j------ 45 ,------------~_,__------____,,_, 

-8 49 -1------ ~ 40 +------------
c 

~ 48 -1------- ~ 35f-------------'--'
c

1Iltl.
Q. 

47 -1------- &. 30 t------------

~ 25 t------------.... 46 +------- CIi.o .... 20L 45 oIII 
L 15 

~ 44 III 

~ 10~ 43 
~ 542 

o 
15 Years 16 Years 17 Years 18 Years 15 Years 16 Years 17 Years 18 Years 

Figure Sa Figure Sb 
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Pass to the Future Community Survey
 
Chi-Square Test for Geographic Representativeness
 

} = sum of (observed frequency - expected frequency)2 __-'>..:..":""::""::':"":""::"'=""'::":""::""::L.::..:.C:.::...:...L_=:""::""::'':''':'''=--=-=:..::J.::=':''::...LL__ 

expected frequency 

Table of Expected and Observed Frequencies 

Townsite Expected Observed Weighted Observed*
 

Coleman 37% 37% 40.72%
 
Blairmore 33% 30% 32.1%
 
Frank 3% 2% 2.14%
 
Bellevue 15% 15% 16.05%
 
Hillcrest 12% 9% 9.63%
 

*Survey respondents also indicated "Sentinel", "Farm," and "Rural/Country Residential" as places of 
residence. Due to their proximity to Coleman, Sentinel and farms have been included with Coleman and 
the Rural/Country residential have been proportionately added to each of the five individual town ites in 
order to derive the weighted observed frequencies. 

2_ (40.72-37i (32.1-33)2 (2.14-3)2 (16.05-15i (9.63-12i
x- + + + +

37 33 3 IS 12 

(3.72f (-0.90)2 (-0.86)~ ( 1.05)2 (-2.37)2
A;

1 = + + + + 
37 33 3 IS 12 

(13.84) (0.81) (0.74) (1.10) (5.62))= + + + + 
37 33 3 IS 12 

}= 0.37 + 0.02 + 0.25 + 0.07 + 0.47 

2 _ 
x- 1.18 

Chi-Square Table 

Degrees ofFreedom 99% 95% 90% 70% 50% 

I 0.00016 0.0039 0.016 0.15 0.460 
2 0.020 0.10 0.21 0.71 1.39 

3 0.12 0.35 0.58 1.42 2.37 
4 0.30 0.71 1.06 2.20 3.36 

5 0.55 1.14 1.61 3.00 4.35 

Source: Adapted from Freedman et al (1991) Statistics, Second Edition p. A-88 



Pass to the Future Community Survey
 
Chi-Square Test for Age Distribution
 

} = sum of (observed frequency - expected frequency)2 
_-----'..:....:....::..:..::...---=--=-=-=-l:.:..::.:.::..::...J._=..:....:....:~==:=.!..L..__ 

expected frequency 

Table of Expected and Observed Frequencies 

Age Category Expected Observed 

25 - 34 7.5% 7% 
35 -44 21.5% 22% 
45 - 54 31% 35% 
55 - 64 20.5% 15.5% 
64 -74 12% 12% 
75+ 8% 9% 

? (7-7.5)2 (22-21.5)2 (35-31)2 (15.5-20.5)2 (l2-12i (9_8)2 
x= + + + + + 

7.5 21.5 31 20.5 12 8 

2_ (0.5)2 (0.5)2 (4)2 (-5i (0)2 (I )2 
x- + + + + + 

7.5 21.5 31 20.5 12 8 

2 0.25 0.25 16 25 0 I 
x= + + + + +

7.5 21.5 31 20.5 12 8 

2_ x- 0.03 + 0.01 + 0.52 1.22 + 0 + 0.13 

)= 1.91 

Chi-Square Table 

Degrees ofFreedom 99% 95% 90% 70% 50% 

1 0.00016 0.0039 0.016 0.15 0.460 
2 0.020 0.10 0.21 0.71 1.39 
3 0.12 0.35 0.58 1.42 2.37 

4 0.30 0.71 1.06 2.20 3.36 
5 0.55 1.14 1.61 3.00 4.35 

Source: Adapted from Freedman et al (1991) Statistics, Second Edition p. A-88 
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Newsletter No. 1 
May 1999 

Pass to the Future In This Edition: 
P.O. Box 600
 
Blairmore, Alberta What is Pass to the Future?
 
TOK OEO What is ~ Municipal Development Plan and Why Do We Need One?
 

IntroductIon to the Public Consultation Process 
Phone: (403) 562-8833 What are the Activities? 
Fax: (403) 563-5474 Survey? What Survey? 
Email: passtothefuture@crowsnestpass.com Survey Results 
Website: http://www.crowsnestpass.com How Can I Get Involved? 

Supporting Local
 
Organizations:
 

Alberta Alcohol and Drug ADuse CommiSsIOn
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What is Pass to the Future? 

. .. Pass to the Future a public consultation process 
inItIated by the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass and the 
Economic Development Office. It will lead to the 
creations of a new Municipal Development Plan. 
Creating this new municipal plan will involve an 
extensive co~sultation process with community groups 
and local resIdents. A community survey was done in 
1998 to identify key issues. NOW, the next phase will 
involve a series of focus group meetings, workshops, 
and the creation of a community ideas book. 

We need your input. .. please read on!! 

What is a Municipal Development Plan and 
Why Do We Need One? 

The Municipal Development Plan is an official 
plan under the Municipal Government Act of Alberta. 
The Plan is designed to give direction to the 
Municipality on issues of future growth, land use, 
II <tll~vvllaliull. IilldlICillg, iufl d~ll uelUl c, l:uul1l1ul1ily 
servIces and the natural environment within the 
community. The Municipal Development Plan 
establishes the core policies that will guide how much, 
when and where new development and redevelopment 
occur in the Pass. All subsequent planning policies must 
conform to the Municipal Development Plan. 

Introduction to the Public Consultation Process 

The Pass to the Future public consultation 
process is guided by four basic principles: information, 
education, feedback and celebration: 

Information: the Municipal Development Plan 
should be thorough, comprehensive and well 
thought out. Those involved in the planning process 
should have the necessary (and accurate) 
information with which to form their ideas. This 
information should be shared openly by all 
participants. 
Feedback: public consultation is about gaining 
valuable feedback from the community - from local 
residents, businesses, service groups and 
organizations. Involving a wide range of people will 
help to ensure that the Plan is indeed 
comprehensive and representative of the 
community as a whole and not just a select few 
special interest groups. 
Education: local residents should get more out of a 
public consultation process than just the opportunity 
to be heard. Focus group and workshop activities 
will be designed so local residents can learn more 
about their community and share what they 
discover. . 
Celebration: the Crowsnest Pass is a wonderful 
community with a unique history and character, 
which should be celebrated. The community ideas 
book brings together and helps to share people's 
ideas and thoughts about what makes the Pass a 
special place to live in. 

In the Pass to the Future process: 

<. participants will have the information they need 
to form their ideas, 

<. feedback will be sought from the whole 
community: residenls, businesses, local service 
groups and organizations, 

<. participants will learn more about their 
communily, and 

<. the unique character and hislory of the area will be 
celebrated and shared. 

What are the Activities? 

The public consultation process began during 
the. summer ~f 1.998 with a community survey asking 
reSIdents theIr vIews on local amenities and services 
community atmosphere and character, the natural ' 
environment, future population growth, and economic 
development. The results of this survey were then 
rrpsentl"cl to thl.:' c:omIT'~!!'it" ll.t :m Onpn HOIl"p n"J C". - - 

January 27, 1999. 
The next phase of the public consultation 

process will involve a series of focus group meetings 
and community workshops addressing the key issues 
that came out of the survey. Because this is a 
community-wide plan, residents from all over the 
community will be brought together to discuss issues 
that affect the community as a whole. 

The focus group meetings will involve local 
residents meeting during the month of June to discuss 
the issues that will be addressed in the Plan. These 
meetings will help to clarify the issues being addressed 
including why the issues are important. The focu~ 
groups will determine what information is necessary to 
make good decisions for the plan. They will also 
attempt to come up with creative ways to address these 
issues in the workshops that follow. 

The community workshops are designed for 
local residents to come up with solutions to the issues 
being addressed. Each workshop will be organized into 
two sessions - one to address what local residents want 
to see happening in their community (goals) and a 
second to come up with ways to achieve those goals 
(objectives). These workshops will be held in July. 

The consultation process will also involve the 
creation of a community ideas book. The community 
ideas book will be designed as a collection of ideas 
from the community as a whole. Local residents of all 
ages will be given the opportunity to express what they 
would consider to be important aspects of their ideal 
community. Express yourself through words (letters, 
stories, essays, poetry), art (sketches, painting, 
sculpture, models) and multimedia (photography, video, 
computer graphics and design)...the possibilities are up 
to you! 

The results of the workshops and the 
community ideas book will be presented during two 
Open Houses - one in early summer and another in 
early Fall. These Open Houses will also offer resid~nts 
more opportunities to comment and share their ideas! 

placed in upcoming 
newsletters, please 

contact Matt MacNeil at 
563-0878. 
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Survey? What Survey? 

When the survey process began, the planning 
team decided that a survey was the best way to hear 
from everyone in the Crowsnest Pass. The survey was 
printed in both local newspapers and extra copies made 
available at civic offices. High school students were 
also surveyed. To get the word out about the process 
and to encourage people to complete the survey, there 
were stories printed in the newspapers, in interviews 
with CJPR. 

However, for some residents this will be the 
first time they have heard about the survey. If that 
describes you, don't worry - the survey was only the 
first step in a public consultation process that will 
continue throughout the spring and summer of 1999. 
There are still many opportunities for you to get 
involved! 

Survey Results 

What follows is a brief summary of the survey 
results. A full copy of the Pass to the Future Summary 
Report prepared for Council is available for you to read 
at the following locations: 

•	 Municipal Office (Coleman) 
•	 Economic Development Office (Blairmore) 
•	 Bellevue Library (Bellevue) 
•	 Blairmore Library (Blairmore) 
•	 Allied Arts Association (Frank) 
•	 Hillcrest Miners' Literary and Athletic
 

Club (Hillcrest)
 
•	 local Post Offices 
•	 http://www.crowsnestpass.com. 

According to both the household and the teen 
survey, the four issues of prime concern to local 
residents are: 

.:.	 economic development 

.:.	 future growth 

.:.	 the natural environment, and 
':~	 retaining the lo~al small town 

atmosphere 

Households and teens were asked what type of 
employment they see as the ideal for a stronger and 
more viable local economy. According to the household 
survey. light industry and secondary manufacturing is 
seen as key to a more viable economy in the Pass. 
Emerging technologies as well as hospitality and 
tourism are also popular. Resource-based industries, 
however, are the least popular. These results indicate 
that residents prefer to see economic development based 
on environmentally friendly and sustainable industry, 
light manufacturing, and specialized services. Teens 
have a slightly different perspective on economic 
development. Their number-one choice was hospitality 
and tourism, followed by professional and commercial 
services, emerging technologies and skilled trades. 
These results show slightly greater emphasis on services 
as job-creators relative to household respondents. 

Yes, I would like to participate in Pass to the Future. 

1.	 I would like to be involved in (please check all that apply): 

o The Focus Groups 
o	 The Workshops 
o The Community Ideas Book 

2.	 I would like to address the following issue: 

o Issue A - Jobs and Economy 
o	 Issue B - The Natural and Cultural Environment 
o	 Issue C - Transportation 
o	 Issue D - Future Growth and Land Use 
o Issue E - People and Housing 
o	 Issue F - Community Services 
o Issue G - Community Character and Public Spaces 

In terns if future growth. 86% of survey 
respondents would prefer a slow to moderate growth 
rate, i.e., between 135-350 new residents per year. At 
this point in time, there is no consensus about whether 
or not the Pass should have a population limit. 
However, a significant number of households envision 
an ideal population between 7,500 and 15,000 

Survey respondents consistently indicated the 
importance of the natural environment in terms of 
economic development and quality of life. When asked 
what makes a community livable, environmental 
sustainability ranked first. When asked what top three 
criteria should be used to evaluate new development, 
environmental considerations, again, were at the top of 
the list. Nearly all residents indicated that the natural 
environment is an important/very important aspect of 
life in the Crowsnest Pass and most residents feel that 
critical wildlife habitats should be protected. 

Local residents also value the small town 
atmosphere that exists here in the Pass. The closeness 
and friendliness of the local residents was experienced 
numerous times by the survey team. Residents treasure 
their social networks and opportunities for face-to-face 
interactions. They also value local festivals and events 
that celebrate the Pass's history and unique character. 

How Can I Get Involved? 

Now is your chance to get involved in the focus 
groups, the workshops and/or the community ideas 
book! These activities are open to all residents, property 
owners, businesses and organizations in the Crowsnest 
Pass. You can sign up for any or all of the activities. 
Each focus group will meet once for four hours and 
each workshop group will meet twice for four hours 
each meeting (a total of eight hours per workshop 
group). 

We understand that you may not have the time 
to devote to either a focus group or a workshop. That's 
O.K. At the very least, we would encourage you to get 
involved with the community ideas book - it's a chance 
to have your say the way you want to say it and that fits 
into your schedule! 

We want these activities to be fun and 
informative! We want to encourage the sharing of ideas 
so that we can learn from each other and come up with 
ideas that will strengthen the community. We want you 
to benefit as much from participating as we will benefit 
from hearing your feedback and ideas! 

If you are interested in participating in the Pass 
to the Future public consultation process, please fill out 
the form that is below and mail it to the address 
posted by May 21. 1999. Please check off which 
components of the process you wish to be involved in. 
We ask that you also include a brief letter explaining 
why you wish to participate in your chosen area(s). 

This newsletter is the first of several newsletters 
that will be delivered to you on a regular basis. The 
newsletters will keep you apprised of what is going on 
throughout the process and remind you of the 
opportunities available to get involved. If you have any 
questions, please call the Municipal Office or by email 
at passtothefuture@crowsnestpass.com. 
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Note: issues are not listed in any particular order of importance. Phone:	 _ 







available to protect these assets. What we found was that 
there are a number of tools available but that they just 
aren't being used (or being used effectively). 

We also spent some time brainstorming ways of 
implementing the Municipal Development Plan! We'll 
keep you informed! 

During the workshops we will be looking at the 
important natural and cultural assets in the community 
and trying to come up with effective means of protecting 
and maintaining them for people today and for future 
generations. 

Mission Statement: "The natural and cultural environments 
are valuable assets to the Crowsnest Pass not only as an 
economic resource but also as a symbol of who we are and 
why we are here. Every effort must be made to maintain and 
enhance the integrity of these assets through proactive and 
informed planning and community involvement. " 

Now that we've gained all this insight into the 
issue, we need to do something with it! The focus group 
feedback has given us a list of questions that still need 
answering, like "What does the community want to do 
about Highway #3?" and "What kind of themes should 
we be promoting in each of the townsites?" Or should 
we even be referring to each townsite as a "townsite?" 
Would "neighbourhood" be a better way to describe the 
different townsites? 

The main goal of the workshops will be to find 
ways to make the mission statements we developed a 
reality! We'll be looking at ways to find solutions to the 
barriers we identified. We'll be developing alternatives 
and then evaluating them. We'll try to come up with 
effective tools to use in order to make those alternatives 
come true. Some of those tools will be policies. Some of 
those tools will involve the creation of new bylaws. 
Some of those tools will require that we develop 
neighbourhood plans. Some of those tools will be 
studies and reports. Some of those tools might be 
something totally new and unique that no one has ever 
done before! It's going to be up to the workshop 
participants to decide what works best. 

The workshops are going to be divided into two 
separate four-hour sessions. Since the focus groups were 
held during the day, the workshops will be held during 
the evenings and on weekends from July 19 to 31, 1999. 
This is so that those who work during the day can get 
involved! 

In general, the first session is going to be about 
generating ideas and alternatives to address the issues. 
The second session is going to be about evaluating those 
alternatives and generating ideas for the tools and 
policies to bring about the chosen alternatives. In each 
of the sessions, we'll be learning more about the 
planning process and what the opportunities are for the 
community to make the Municipal Development Plan 
corne alive! 
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With each step we take, creating the Municipal 
Development Plan is becoming more and more a 
community-wide process! More people from the 
community have gotten involved in the activities and the 
enthusiasm is there to stay involved! Almost all of ~he 

people who participated in the focus group meetings 
indicated that they also want to participate in the 
workshops! 

But we're still looking for more people to get 
involved! We have the community workshops coming up 
in July! At the end of this newsletter is a form that you can 
fill out and send in if you want to get involved. 

We also have the Community Ideas Book for 
anyone who wants to send in their ideas or observations 
about the community and things that you would like to see 
improved! 

One of the things we're looking at is making the 
Community Ideas Book more accessible to people. We'll be 
putting together a number of coil bound notebooks to 
distribute around the community. These notebooks could 
be available in the libraries, hopefully the doctors offices, 
the legions, local businesses, coffee shops, staff rooms 
throughout the community, and anywhere else we can 
think of that will let us. We'll let you know exactly where 
we're putting the notebooks so you can find them and write 
your comments down! 

The Pass to the Future focus group meetings are 
now completel The meetings were held between Tuesday 
June 14, 1999 and Friday June 18, 1999. In all seven 

5. Workshops! Workshops! Workshops! 

focus group meetings were held each lasting four hours 
and each addressing one of the seven issues established 
for Pass to the Future. 

Standard practice for focus groups is to have 
between six and ten participants at· each meeting. The 
"People and Housing," "Community Services" and 
"Community Character and Public Spaces" meetings _ 
each had six participants, "Transportation" had seven 
participants, "Future Growth and Land Use," "Jobs and 
the Economy" each had eight participants, and "The 
Natural and Cultural Environments" had ten. 

Overall, the meetings were very successful! 
There was a lot of lively discussion and we covered a lot 
of ground in each of the meetings. In fact, the 
discussions lasted much longer than we had anticipated. 
From the feedback received, many people felt that the 
meetings should have beenall-day events rather than 
just four hours! Most of those who participated felt that 
they learned a lot more about the particular issue that we 
discussed! They also learned a lot more about the 
planning process, especially the importance of getting 
involved by attending Council meetings and speaking up 
about the issues! 

The focus groups acted as a perception check 
for the issues that came out of last years Pass to the 
Future survey. We took the results from the survey and 
asked participants to help clarify what was stated in the 
survey. We wanted to make sure that we understood 
correctly what people were saying. We also wanted to 
make sure that we weren't missing anything important! 

Yes, I would like to participate in the following 
community workshops! 

o	 Transportation 
Monday, July 19 and 26: 6:00 -lO:oopm 

o	 People and Housing 
Tuesday, July 20 and 27: 6:00 -10:00pm 

o	 Community Services 
Wednesday, July 21 and 28: 6:00 - lO:OOpm 

Community Character and Public Spaces 
Thursday, July 22 and 29: 6:00 - lO:OOpm. 

o	 Jobs and the Economy 
Friday, July 23 and 30: 6:00 - lO:oopm 

o	 The Natural and Cultural Environment 
Saturday, July 24 and 31: 9:00am -1:00pm 

o	 Future Growth and Land Use 
Saturday, July 24 and 31: 2:00 - 6:00pm 

Please mail this form to: P••JUleS.e
 
P.O. Box 600 
Blairmore, Alberta 
TOKOEO 

Name: -------------------- Address:	 _ 

Postal Code: _ 
Phone: _ 



So we looked at each issue and tried to clarify 
why that issue was important to the community. We 
asked questions like: "Whose housing needs are not 
being met?" "Describe the different groups who have 
difficulty getting around in the community." "What 
community services need to be increased or improved?" 
"What are some of the advantages and disadvantages to 
growth?" 

In each case we tried to gain a broader 
understanding of what the issue was all about. We 
looked at the existing barriers and opportunities 
affecting the particular issue and what we should be 
doing to improve the situation. 

In each group, we summarized the discussion 
into a single mission statement. This mission statement 
included a value statement describing why the issue was 
important to the community and a statement about what 
efforts should be made to improve the situation. 

lobs and the Economy 

What to do about increasing the number of jobs 
available in the community and improving the overall 
health and sustainability. of the local economy is one of 
the most pressing issues in the community. Participants 
at this meeting discussed the opportunities and 
constraints to economic development, ways to improve 
the local economy and what new industries should be 
promoted in the Pass. 

The conclusion was that there was no single 
solution. That the solution lay in a variety of initiatives 
bringing in a diverse combination of industries. Tourism 
is only one of many industries to promote in the Pass. 
Other industries include ecologically sensitive 
manufacturing, value-added products, knowledge-based 
industries, commercial services (retail and professional), 
and health care. 

Workshop activities will include looking at all 
the assets in the community that can be mobilized (or 
taken advantage of) to bring new businesses into the 
community. For value-added industries, we will want to 
look at some of the waste products produced by existing 
industries and try to come up with products or industries 
who could use those "waste" products as either fuel of 
raw materials for their products. We might also want to 
look at ways to improve local amenities so that these 
businesses will want to chose the Pass over other 
communities. 

Mission Statement: "A healthy and sustainable economy is 
important for a healthy and sustainable community. Every 
effort must be made to improve opportunities and encourage 
the development of local businesses that serve and promote 
local markets, enhance the quality of live for local residents, 
and minimize negative impacts on the natural environment. " 

Future Growth and Land Use 

For the Future Growth and Land Use meeting, 
we discussed the advantages and disadvantages to 
growth, some of the specific problems associated with 
growth and past land use decisions, and the challenges 
or constraints to growth. The conclusion was that 
growth is positive if it occurs slowly and the new growth 
creates new employment, recreational, educational, 
social and cultural opportunities for everyone in the 
community. 

Growth must be controlled and contained within 
the valley proper. The mountains and rivers limit the 
directions in which the community can grow. This is 
made more difficult since a significant portion of land in 
the community is Crown Land, land owned by the 
Alberta Transportation and Utilities and land owned by 
the CPR. There are also a number of environmentally 
and historically significant areas throughout the 
community. 

Mission Statement: "Future growth and land use decisions 
will effect the quality if life of the residents of this community 
both present and future. The municipality must make 
consistent, proactive and informed land use decisions to find 
the highest and best use of land reflecting the community's 
values. These values include a desire for long term 
sustainability, increasing local economic, social and 
recreational opportunities, creating a place to be heard and 
regarded, and ensuring that the community as a whole is able 
to adapt to changing conditions. " 

Transportation 

Transportation issues affect everyone in the 
community, but not necessarily in the same ways. 
During this meeting, we discussed the different 
transportation issues faced by various groups in the 
community. We divided the list into two categories 
those who owned their own vehicle and those who did 
not. In each case, the general theme developed was that 
transportation issues revolve around issues of safety, 
accessibility, availability and affordability. 

The big questions now are "What does the 
community want to do about Highway #3?" "Where do 
we need more bicycle and pedestrian paths and trails?" 
"How do we make public transit available and cost 

effective in the community?" These will be something 
we address in the workshops! 

Mission Statement: "A comprehensive and effective 
transportation system is important to ensure everyone in the 
community has free mobility. Every effort must be made to 
create and maintain an overall transportation system which 
ensures it's continued safety, availability, accessibility, and 
affordability to all residents of and visitors to the community 
iT! a way that enhances the quality, stability, and appreciation 
ofthe Crowsnest Pass. " 

People and Housing 

In this meeting, we discussed who in the 
community was having difficulty having their housing 
needs met and what were some of the difficulties. In 
general, it was felt that for people on a fixed income or 
with special housing needs, the affordability, availability 
and quality of housing in the community was an issue. 
The conclusion was that the housing that is affordable 
and available often does not have the quality or quantity 
of special features required (be they special 
modifications, the right number of rooms, enough 
square footage, the right location, etc.) 

It was difficult, however, to determine what 
specific type of housing is needed in the community at 
this time. Given the still relatively low rents in the 
community, many residents are able to afford 
accommodations. If the community grows and housing 
prices continue to climb, housing affordability will 
become an acute problem such as it has in Canmore. 
The workshops will attempt to determine what types of 
housing we need more of in the community and how 
these housing types should (or should not) be 
incorporated into existing neighbourhoods. 

Mission Statement: "Quality housing should be available for 
everyone in the community. Every effort must be made to 
ensure a full range ofaffordable housing opportunities. These 
opportunities should be available to all residents so that they 
can continue to thrive in the community, as their housing 
needs change. " 

Community Services 

During the discussion around community 
services, we learned that the Pass has an impressive 
amount of community services already available! We 
determined that almost everything falls into the category 
of "community services." It was almost better to ask 
"What isn't a community service!" 

We started looking at the barriers and 
opportunities to accessing those services. What we 

determined was that, despite the number and quality of 
services in the community, there are still significant 
barriers to accessing local services (such as 
transportation, cost of services, scheduling of services, 
etc.). The workshops will attempt to address those 
barriers. 

Mission Statement: "Community services are an important 
and v.ital component of a healthy and supportive community. 
There are always opportunities and need for more and better 
community services. Every effort must be made to increase 
the quality, quantity and accessibility of community services 
and the linkages between service providers and their users. " 

Community Character and Public Spaces 

During this meeting, we looked at examples of 
the local "small town atmosphere" and ways to promote 
that atmosphere. We looked at possible themes and 
discovered that each townsite already has its own theme 
that should be promoted. By doing so, we can create a 
community where there is in fact something for 
everyone! If you like the "Sleepy Hollow" nature of the 
community, there will be areas where that is promoted! 
If you're looking for a more nostalgic small town 
atmosphere, we have that! And if you're looking for a 
more lively and artsy downtown, one of the townsites 
could provide that too! 

The workshops will be about trying to come up 
with specific themes and ways to make those themes 
come alive! The focus of the themes will be about 
building upon and enhancing what we already have in 
the community rather than trying to create something 
totally new. 

Mission Statement: "The character and quality of the 
community and its public spaces says a lot about who we are, 
where we came from and where we are going. The Crowsnest 
Pass presents a unique opportunity to create a community 
with something for everyone. Every effort must be made to 
develop and promote a theme for each townsite that reflects 
its unique character and contribution to the community as a 
whole. These efforts should be designed to emphasize the 
unique atmosphere of each neighbourhood and build and 
strengthen what is there now rather than start anew." 

The Natural and Cultural Environments 

During this meeting, we looked at the natural and 
cultural environments in terms of how they were similar 
and how they supported each other. We addressed the 
threats to both and tried to come up with a list of 
specific natural and cultural assets that should be 
protected. We then looked at some of the tools 
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Dear Editor: 
I would like to com

mend council on their wise 
decision to hire Matt Mac
I eil as coordinator for the 
PASS TO THE FUTURE 
consultation process. It 
was a wonderful opportu
nity for residents to have 
input regarding the futme 
of this beautiful area, 

1 grew up in the Pass 
and have lived here most 
of my life, and at these 
workshops was the first 
limc that I have felt such a 
sense of cooperation and 
hope for th,e future. MUll 
Mac eil has a special way 
of bringing out people's 
ideas and enthusiasm, and 
his foresight .encourages 
people to consider all ils
peets of a decision and the 
impact it could have. 

In my opinion, it is es- . 
sential that this process 
continue into the fulure in 
some form, be it advisory 
committees or a volunteer 
group. I feel it would truly 
be a shame to lose thi 
rare opportunity to bring 
people together with a 

ftc Editor 

common VISIon, working 
to	 make the Pass an even 
better place to live, 

Through this process it 
has become evident that 
the enormous potenLial 
and beauty of the 
Crowsnest Pass must be 
preserved and nurtured 
for future generalions, I 
trust that this is 8 goal of 
council's as well. T can 
think of no better way to 
do this than to tap into the 
incredible pool of knowl
edgeand creativity in the 

. Pass and channel this en
ergy towards a vision for 
the new millennium. 
....	 Thanks to council and . 
·Mr. MacNeil this project 
has now been initiated, 
and I feel that this is only 
the beginning of good 
things to come! 

Val Allen 

" 
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lilc angle am) di~lance from adja on the north side of the Elks Hall are: What is the ratio of registered happen if a complication arises Alberta Associatioll of 
cenl cars when parking on the and north of the Atco office. nurses to patients on any given after the patient goes home? Registered Nurses 
Illain ~Ireel in Blairmore. It is I realize that you are under a 
(Jfkn frustrating to try to find a 
parking space when because of a 
fe" lhoughtless people there 
ShllulJ be room for many more 
cars. With very linle effort some 
penple easily take up room for 
IWll cars, and with a very liltle 
extra effort, three cars. 

Please consider painting lines 
indicating angle parking on the 
north side of 20th Ave. Blairmore, 

great deal of fiscal restraint at this 
time, but this would be a very 
small item. II was done at the 
Coleman Sportsplex at taxpayers 
expense, why not on a busy main 
~treet ? 

I am not able to comment on 
whether it is a problem in any of 
the other towns. 

R.B. Burgman 

I<lldos to Matt MacNeil
 
Dear Editor: 

r would like to commend 
council on their wise decision to 
hire Mall MacNeil as coordinator 
for the PASS TO THE FUTURE 
consultation process. It was a 
wonderful opportunity for resi
dents to have input regarding the 
future of this beautiful area. 

I grew lip in the Pass and 
ha' e lived here most of my life, 
allli al Ihese workshops was the 
first lime lhat I have fell such a 
sense ()( cooperat ion and hope for 
the future. Mall MacNeil has a 
special way of bringing out peo
ple's ideas and enlhusiasm, and 
hi~ foresight encourages people to 
consiJer all aspects of a decision 
and the impact it could ha\e. 

In my opinion, it is essential 
thai this process cuntinue m(o the 
fUlLlre in ~(Jme form, be it adviso
ry cOll1ll1itlees or a volunleer 

group. I feel it would truly be a 
shame to lose this rare opportuni
ty to bring people together with a 
common vision, working to make 
the Pass an even better place to 
live. 

Through this process it has 
become evident that the enormous 
potential and beauty of the 
Crowsnest Pass must be preserved 
and nurtured for future genera
tions. I trust that this is a goal of 
council's as well. r can think of no 
better way to do this than to tap 
into the incredible pool of knowl
edge and creativity in the Pass and 
channel this energy towards a 
vision for the new millennium. 

Thanks to council and Mr. 
MacNeil this project has now 
been initiated, and I feel that this 
is only the heginning of good 
lhings to come. 

Val AI/ell 

Health Care Privatization
 
Dcar EJilOr: has been much debale over the 

Over the past few years there increasing degree of privalization 

BRICKS tilBOU VETS
 
This Is your column, THE READERS, use It but please don't abuse it. All Bricks & Bouquets are expressions 
from OUR READERS and do not necessarily reflect the policies or opinions of THIS newspaper. If you wish 
to expressly thank someone, please use our CARD OF THANKS section of this newspaper. We appreciate 
you making this column a success and keep sending or phoning In Bricks and Bouquets. 

BOUQUETS - To Fran Gatlinger, of Blairmore, the winner of the quilt raffled by the O.O.R.P. Lodge #159 
drawn on Sept. 25/99 at the Elks Party. 

BOUQUETS - To the lovely young teenager for helping me Saturday night with the gasoline for my car. 

BOUQUETS - To the young lady bottle feeding her tiny kitten at the consignment store. You made my day! 
Good luck in finding her a good home. You have a big heart to do something like thaI. 

BRICKS - Thanks to the person/persons who desperately needed the block heater cord from my vehicle 
parked in the Grand Union parking 101. It belonged to a single mother of three. but it is nice to know that 
someone out there is more financially strapped than r. 

BRICKS - To a government that can put a man on the moon but can't figure our how to put a smoking area 
in a hospital for Palliative Care patients. 

BRICKS - To those who think the taxes are high in the Pass. Try living in Lethbridge with water meters. 
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Editorial
 

Are we really ready for 2000?
 
• • A ..- .J ~ • _.. ., ..... ~ ... • • • .' '. 

. Well the millennium has turned and the fears of 
computer glitches causfug wide-spread turmoil proved 
to be unfounded. . 

The Crowsnest Pass, along with the rest of the North 
America and the world, showed that some forward 
thinking can avoid problems. But just because our in- . 
frastrlicture and computers are compliant with the fu
ture does that mean our community as a whole is pre
pared for the ever-escalating amount of change the 
future holds? - :. ., 

In many ways the Crowsnest Pass rejects change and 
only enters into new endeavors when absolutely nec
essary. III the last year the Pass joined the -Chinook 
Arch Regional'Library System and chose a proVider for 
911 service but we were one of the last communities in 
the province to make either of those moves. Why can't 
we be nrst once in a while? The quirky nature of our 
community is one of its appeals but we shouldn't let 
our individuality stop us from looking at change as 
something positive. . .:.~ ..-.:: . ~ __ .. _ 

The history of the Crowsnest Pass is highlighted by 
pioneering forefathers who tackled the unknown by 
taking an undeveloped, windswept mountain pass and 
forging it into a proud community. As we enter the next 
millennium we need to see the future as the new fron
tier to conquer. . 

Our council receives much of the blame for the frac
tures within our community but elected officials are re
ally only a reflection of the people they represent. 

The future is now for the Crowsnest Pass and a good 
place to start thinking about where we are heading is 
to give the Unal draft of the Pass to the Future commu
nity survey a careful read. The document is scheduled 
to be released to the public early in the new year and is 
one of the most extensive studies of the community 
ever put together. It holds a wealth of information 
about where the community currently stands and what 
people want to see in the future. . 

* * * 

Just because the Y2K bug proved to be a bust doesn't 
mean emergency kits should be disassembled or ne
glected. As the ice storm in eastern Canada a few years 
ago showed, mother nature can unleash her fury with 
little or no warning. 

An emergency kit and plan are never a waste of time. 

~.' ...-.:" .. ' .... 



Pass to the Future 

Appendix G 
EVDS ETHICS COMMITTEE 

APPROVAL 



Ii!
==
 THE UNIVERSITY OF 

CALGARY
 
Faculty of ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 

99-06-14 

TO:	 Ma tthew MacNeil 

FROM:	 Theresa Baxter, Chair 
Faculty of Environmental Design Ethics Committee 

RE:	 YOUR APPLICATION FOR EVDS ETHICS COMMITTEE APPROVAL 

Thank you for your research proposal and request for review by the Faculty of 
Environmental Design Ethics Committee.We have reviewed your application to 
conduct human subject research dealing with "Pass to the Future - Public 
Consultation for the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass Municipal Development Plan" 
and find that it is acceptable from an ethics perspective. 

In making our recommendation, we are satisfied that the anonymity and 
confidentiality of the respondents have been adequately protected; risks and benefits 
of the research clearly stated; respondents' legal rights have not been limited; 
respondents may withdraw at any time; and the security and eventual destruction of 
the data have been adequately addressed. 

You should note that approval of the research from an ethics perspective does not 
imply that your research design or analytical techniques are acceptable from an 
academic perspective. It simply indicates that in the Committee's judgement, the 
human subjects will not be harmed by such research. 

Should you require the University of Calgary to issue a Certification of Institutional 
Ethics Review form, you should request that we forward your application, with our 
evaluation, to the Joint Faculties Research Ethics Committee (Office of Vice 
President Research, Karen McDermid, local 5465) for review and direct response. 

CAMPUS MAIL 

cc.	 Professor Chris Levy, Joint Faculties Research Ethics Committee 
c/o Karen McDermid, Administration 131 

2500 university Drive \J.\A. Calgarv Alberta. Canada T2\J 1" .. 
Telephone r-W3\ 2-20-662:' FaCSimile 403 184-4 "qq 



Pass to the Future - Public Consultation for the Municipality of Crowsnest Pass 
Municipal Development Plan 

Research Project: The Planning Process as a Capacity Building Tool 
Investigator: Matthew R.W. MacNeil 
Supervisor: Prof. Ken Johnson 
Funding Agency: Municipality of Crowsnest Pass 

This consent form, a copy of which has been given to you, is only part of the process of 
informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the research project is about 
and what your participation will involve. If you would like more detail about something 
mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel free to ask. Please take 
the time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying information. 

The purpose of this study is to examine how the planning process, particularly the public 
consultation process, can provide participants with new skills and knowledge (called 
"capacity building") for community and economic development. In particular, this study 
looks at providing opportunities for participants to learn more about planning legislation 
and the important issues that effect the community. You have been invited to participate 
in this focus group meeting because you have a background and/or an interest in the i sue 
we will be discussing today. 

Today's meeting will run for four hours. During this time you will be involved in several 
activities geared towards addressing the particular issue. You will be provided with an 
overview of the Pass to the Future public consultation process followed by an overview 
of what is known about the particular issue based on the results from the Pass to the 
Future community survey conducted in September, 1998. Following this overview, you 
will be asked a number of questions, which seek 1) to clarify why the issue is important 
to the community; 2) elaborate on the various aspects of the issue that are relevant to the 
community; and 3) develop a consensus around those aspects. The questions will be 
open-ended and directed towards the group as a whole. Whether or not you answer any of 
those questions is your choice. You will also be involved in an education session that 
looks at the planning legislation under the Municipal Government Act. During this 
session, you will be invited to participate in exercises, which examine the various 
statutory plans that are involved in planning a community. Finally, you will be invited to 
participate in a series of exercises that seek: 1) to determine what additional questions 
participants of the community workshops will need to answer and 2) to develop creative 
means of addressing those questions. At the end of the focus group meeting, you will be 
asked to fill out an evaluation form that will be used to improve the quality and 
effectiveness of future focus group meetings. This form has a tear-away section that asks 
if you would be interested in par1icipating in future activities for this study. 

The information that you provide us today will be summarized in a report submitted to 
Council and to the Oldman River Intemlunicipal Planning Services Agency. We are very 
careful in dealing with confidential information; you can be sure that the information that 
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